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ABSTRACT
Engineering of synthetic microbial consortia has emerged as a new and powerful biotech-
nology platform with enormous potential for the production of biobased commodity chem-
icals. In this dissertation, I have designed, constructed, and optimized a tripartite system
in which three microbes of differentiated specializations can convert sunlight, carbon diox-
ide, and atmospheric nitrogen into desired molecules or materials. Specifically, Synechococcus
elongatus, a photosynthetic cyanobacterium that exports sucrose, and Azotobacter vinelandii,
a nitrogen-fixing bacterium that secretes ammonia, form a symbiotic foundation hypothe-
sized to support a third producer specialist. The tripartite consortia were implemented using
a novel experimental set-up for continuous culture and extensive optimization was carried
out with insights and guidance from computational modeling of the system dynamics. As a
clear and strong proof of concept, I demonstrated various realizations of this tripartite plat-
form, employing producer specialist strains ranging from model microorganism Escherichia
coli to widely used industrial chassis such as Corynebacterium glutamicum and Bacillus
subtilis. This versatile and modular technology platform offers potential for bioproduction
without environmentally or monetarily expensive nutrient inputs thereby a pathway towards
sustainable manufacturing of a wide range of bio-products.
As an important component of the effort of engineering the tripartite system described
above, I also carried out genetic modifications of E. coli K-12, the most widely used micro-
bial chassis in synthetic biology, to enable efficient utilization of sucrose. A multigene csc
operon encoding non-PTS sucrose catabolism was randomly transposed into E. coli K-12
using Tn5 transposase. Isolates from the transposon library yielded a range of growth rates
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on sucrose, including some that were comparable to that of E. coli K-12 on glucose. Nar-
rowness of the growth rate distributions, improved gene expression conferring faster growth
compared to that of plasmids, and enhanced growth rate upon transduction into strains that
underwent adaptive laboratory evolution indicate that efficient csc expression is attainable
and not limiting to cellular growth. Transduction of a csc fast-growth locus into an isobu-
tanol production strain also yielded high titer with significant sustainability benefits. This
work demonstrated that random integration is a viable and effective strategy for optimiz-
ing heterologous expression within the context of cellular metabolism for certain desirable
phenotypes.
In the last part of my thesis, through life cycle assessment, I investigated multi-species
algal polycultures, which are different yet related CO2-fixing microbial communities. Exper-
imental studies have previously shown that algal polycultures can be designed to enhance
biomass production, stability, and nutrient recycling compared to monocultures. However,
it remains unclear whether these impacts of biodiversity make polycultures more sustain-
able than monocultures. I have conducted a comparative life cycle assessment which showed
that when algae were grown in outdoor experimental ponds, certain bicultures improved the
energy return on investment and greenhouse gas emissions substantially, compared to the
best monoculture. Bicultures outperformed monocultures by performing multiple functions
simultaneously (e.g., improved stability, nutrient efficiency, biocrude characteristics), which
outweighed the higher productivity attainable by a monoculture. These results demon-
strated that algal polycultures with optimized multi-functionality lead to enhanced life cycle
metrics, highlighting the significant potential of ecological engineering for enabling future
environmentally sustainable algal bio-refineries.
Collectively, this dissertation demonstrates how CO2-fixing microbial communities may
be engineered to enhance sustainability metrics compared to monocultures. By successfully
engineering more sustainable bioproduction platforms, we move closer to a society with lower
dependence on petrochemicals.
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Chapter 1: Background and Motivation
1.1 A brief overview of microbial consortia
1.1.1 Natural microbial consortia
Natural microbial consortia are ubiquitous in Earth’s microbiomes and fundamental
to the field of ecology. Engineering microbial communities requires a fundamental under-
standing of how organisms have evolved, interact, and function within the natural environ-
ment. Environmental niches are characterized by a subset of abiotic conditions that include,
among others, temperature, pH, resource availability, oxygenation, and irradiance. Abiotic
conditions are complemented by biotic factors attributed to constitutive members of the
community. Microbial communities propagate, adapt, and coevolve in proximity for many
generations within an environmental niche to produce complex interaction networks. The
networks themselves consist of an assemblage of pairwise relationships between microbial
species that ultimately yield ecosystem function and survival. Communities can occupy
familiar environments like marine, soil, and the plant rhizosphere as well as extreme envi-
ronments like hydrothermal vents and acid mine drainage. Networks are inherently complex
and often form syntrophic systems in which organisms are codependent for survival and
require metabolite exchange due to extreme niche partitioning [1].
The rhizosphere is a canonical example of a natural microbial system. It spans trophic
levels and includes both the root epidermal layers and the surrounding microbial commu-
nity in the soil. The relationship between microbes and the plant itself is an example of
symbiosis. The rhizosphere comprises hundreds or thousands of different microbial species
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with collective cell populations often exceeding 1010−1012 cells per gram of soil [2,3]. Species
like diazotrophs and mycorrhizal fungi impart substantial benefit to the plant. Diazotrophs
specifically are capable of biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) of atmospheric nitrogen (N2
gas) for plant usage as NH4
+ or NO3
- (Fig. 1.1).
Figure 1.1: A cartoon representation of the rhizosphere and, more closely, the root microbiome. It
consists of a mixed population of bacteria and fungi. The inset shows an arbuscular mycorrhiza
fungus that penetrates several layers of the plant root surface. Reprinted by permission from
Springer Nature: Springer Nature Reviews Microbiology (Ref: [4]), Copyright (2013).
The rhizosphere includes a subclassification of organisms called plant growth promot-
ing rhizobacteria (PGPR). PGPR are multifunctional and while some species like Azoto-
bacter sp. are diazotrophic, others enhance plant growth through siderophore production,
phosphate solubilization, production of growth factors, and enhanced general stability of a
community [5]. In return, plant roots can release as much as 10-40% of all photosyntheti-
cally fixed carbon as usable substrate for soil bacteria [6]. Without diazotrophic organisms or
supplemented nitrogen, plant growth is impossible. Furthermore, photosynthesis and BNF
are energetically intensive and catalytically complex given that oxygen irreversibly damages
nitrogenase, the principle enzyme in BNF. While some organisms (e.g., Anabaena sp., purple
nonsulfur bacteria) are capable of both functions, they do so through energy intensive cell
differentiation or complex intracellular regulation. The partitioning of carbon and nitrogen
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fixation between different organisms capitalizes on individual resource availability in the rhi-
zosphere. Division of labor in the rhizosphere enables far higher community production as
well as community stability and functional resilience [7].
While microbial community function is often well described, the nature of the inter-
actions between constitutive members is less obvious. Interaction networks are based on
fundamental ecological principles help to mathematically discern how community function
arises. Plants and PGPR, for example, maintain a mutualistic symbiosis as each organism
provides a net benefit to the other. Within the classification of PGPR, however, two species
consuming a mutual substrate are in direct competition because nutrient consumption by one
organism negatively affects its availability to the other. Interactions also include predation,
commensalism, amensalism, and neutralism as described in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Pairwise microbial interactions. Microbes have variable interactions that can positively,
negatively, or neutrally affect one another.
Type of interaction Signs
Mutualism +/+
Competition -/-
Predation +/-
Commensalism +/0
Neutralism 0/0
Amensalism 0/-
Recent advances in genomic sequencing can help elucidate constitutive members of a
microbial community. The most common method is sequencing of the 16S ribosomal RNA
gene. As a highly conserved region, 16S sequences reliably enable taxonomic cataloging of
organisms by genus. Whole genome sequencing and cross referencing of genes within large
genomic databases has also facilitated predictions of how an organism might interact within a
network. This is especially important in the rhizosphere due to recalcitrant or nonculturable
organisms that compose as much as 80-90% of the community [8]. Many mycorrhizal fungi,
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for example, are obligate symbionts and cannot be grown independent of plant hosts. By
collectively describing and mapping these interactions as well as by cross referencing genetic
sequences with known gene function, ecologists can elucidate “hubs” or critical organisms
for community growth or stability. Sequencing can also enable postulation of metabolite
release or uptake. An isolated network of hubs might include several dominant interactions
(Fig. 1.2A) within the broader context of community interactions (Fig. 1.2B).
Figure 1.2: Diagram of hypothetical microbial interaction networks. (a) A simple microbial net-
work with mutualism (blue/red), competition (yellow/green), predation (green/red), commensalism
(blue/green), neutralism (yellow/red), and amensalism (yellow/blue). (b) Depiction of interactions
between a hypothetical 36-member network. Interactions were tessellated for simplicity.
Microbial communities have enormous potential for biotechnological innovation through
remediation of wastewater, sludge, sediment, and soil or generalized bioproduction [9]. Con-
tinuing with the example of the rhizosphere, a thorough understanding of PGPR interactions
enables tailoring of microbial communities as “biofertilizers” or “rhizoremediators” that can
promote sustainable agriculture or remove contaminants from soil, respectively [5]. While
evolution has provided robust microbial communities, the explosion of synthetic biology
advances over the last several decades have significantly lengthened the reach of genetic
modification. By capitalizing upon natural microbial functions and by applying our collec-
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tive knowledge of genetic circuits wrought by recent advances in molecular biology, we can
engineer novel and complex microbial consortia that address pressing global issues.
1.1.2 Synthetic biology
Synthetic biology applies engineering principles to rewire biological systems and has
been well complemented by advances in genotyping and recombinant DNA technologies. The
field is perhaps best exemplified by the BioBrick system. BioBrick is a Registry of Standard
Biological parts (Registry) that are compatible and interchangeable. The Registry contains
over 20,000 parts, namely promoters, terminators, ribosome binding sites (RBS), protein
coding sequences (reporters, regulators, selection markers, etc.), and vectors, usually plas-
mids. Each part may also vary in strength. Strong promoters, for example, promote RNA
polymerase binding for transcription. RBS strength in bacteria can be directly measured
by similarity to the Shine-Dalgarno sequence (AGGAGG) [10]. Components may be added
or rearranged using any of a myriad of biological strategies. The BioBrick system is de-
signed principally for standard cloning with endonuclease digestion and subsequent “blunt”
or “sticky” end ligation. Though not supported by the BioBrick system, other cloning tech-
nologies include golden gate or Gibson assembly, which uses lengthy homology and backbone
amplification for scarless integration into a specific site on a plasmid. BioBrick vectors have
five key characteristics: 1) a cloning site for heterologous gene expression, 2) a selection
marker, 3) copy number, 4) transcriptional terminators and translational stop codons, and
5) verified primer annealing sites for screening [11]. Synthetic biologists can easily build
circuits of varying function and production (e.g., fluorescence level) using the “bricks” from
the Registry.
The BioBrick framework serves a basis for investigation of episomal genetic circuits.
The modular approach has been applied to study expression cascades, or genetic expression
linked by inducing or repressing chemicals that can be reproducibly created and mathe-
matically modeled [12]. One such study developed a “repressilator”, a synthetic biological
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oscillator in which three cyclic repressors inhibit each other to spontaneously yield oscilla-
tions in expression of a green fluorescence protein (GFP) reporter [13]. The repressilator
was also used in a quorum sensing microbial system. Quorum sensing (QS) is a unique
biological phenomenon in which an autoinducer is secreted and, after reaching a threshold,
genetic expression is regulated and induced by that chemical at the population level. The
specific signaling molecule differs between cell populations, though the most well studied
class are N-acyl homoserine lactones (AHL) that bind directly to transcription factors as
in the luxI/luxR system [14]. LuxI produces the autoinducer lactone while luxR encodes
a receptor and transcription factor. When the autoinducer binds to luxR the lux operon
is induced and bioluminescent luciferase is produced [14]. By pairing the repressilator with
the QS system, the authors enhanced synchronization or predictable generational oscillatory
behavior of the system at the population level [15].
Another work constructed a synthetic predator-prey relationship using two analogous
QS systems (luxI/luxR and lasI/lasR) in two strains of E. coli as indicated in Fig. 1.3. In this
system ccdB and ccdA genes were expressed in two different organizations under luxI and lasI
inducible promoters, respectively [16]. Expression of ccdB produces a toxic protein (ccdB)
that inhibits DNA gyrase, resulting in strand breakage [16]. Conversely, ccdA produces an
antitoxin (ccdA) that binds to and inactivates ccdB protein [16]. The genetic architecture
enabled predictable tuning of predator-prey dynamics based on relative component strength
(i.e., strong/weak promoter, strong/weak RBS, etc.) using prototypical nonlinear Lotka-
Volterra dynamics with high precision. Collectively, these works established that microbial
circuits can be extrapolated as simplified models of complex biological phenomena, like to
circadian rhythm in the repressilator system or to maintenance and generation of biodiversity
in the predator-prey E. coli system. Furthermore, such microbial communities can be readily
engineered to investigate natural phenomena.
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Figure 1.3: Depiction of the microbial predator-prey model adapted from [16]. The predator and
prey are related by AHL cross feeding. The predator, for example expresses lasI. LasI produces
an AHL that binds to lasR in the prey and induces cell death by expression of ccdB. On the other
hand, the prey expresses luxI, which binds to luxR and induces ccdA expression, which eliminates
ccdB protein and allows growth. The result is that high cell concentrations of predator yield
high concentrations of lasI and ultimately kill the prey. Low cell concentrations of prey yield
low concentrations of luxI such that ccdA is not expressed and the predator dies. Low predator
concentration yields low lasI, lending to prey regrowth. Arrows colored red for cell death/inhibition
(i.e., lasI binds to lasR, enabling ccdB expression and cell death), or green for cell growth. The
system is identical in principle to the ecological
1.1.3 Synthetic microbial consortia
More recently, metabolic engineering has enabled manipulation of strains for biochem-
ical production by capitalizing on well-defined molecular circuits and have led to the de-
velopment of vast libraries of biochemical production schemes. This process began with
the fermentation of Clostridium acteobutylicum for production of acetone as a byproduct of
acetone-n-butanol-ethanol fermentation and has since matured into chemical microbial cell
factories [17, 18]. Traditionally, the focus of synthetic biology has been to engineer specific
microbes or “superbugs” that can complete complex heterologous processes in monoculture.
Major breakthroughs have included the introduction of recombinant DNA for heterologous
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production of human insulin and artemisinin, an antimalarial drug, in E. coli [19].
However, expression or manipulation of complex pathways often yields reduced growth
rates due to competitive impairments that adversely affect industrial scale-up. Single organ-
isms, for example, often accumulate high levels of byproducts like acetate under industrial
biofermentation conditions, which lowers efficiency and yield [20]. Such difficulties stem
from intracellular competition between enzymes, robust and tightly wired metabolic path-
ways, and bottlenecks that are often highly conserved among many microbial species [21].
These drawbacks are characteristic of engineered superbugs. Metabolic flux and flux bal-
ance analyses have enabled in silico optimizations that approach the theoretical maxima of
a pathway. Nonetheless, the fundamental challenge of improving overall pathway or process
efficiency by reducing negative functional trade-offs remains.
A novel approach for overcoming these drawbacks is the development of synthetic mi-
crobial consortia, which function coherently to produce a chemical target. Microorganisms
naturally exist in communities and often form symbioses as showcased in the human gut
microbiome, where many specialized bacteria facilitate digestion, and as described in the
previous section between BNF rhizobacteria, mycorrhizal fungi, and carbohydrate secret-
ing plants. Natural microbial symbioses have flourished for millennia and extend between
bacterial, algal, and fungal species [22]. Collectively, these symbiotic consortia have higher
efficiency and increased resistance to both environmental variance and invasion than any
single organism within the community. Synthetic microbial consortia capitalize upon differ-
ences in microbial metabolism as well as native metabolite production to partition a chemical
pathway. Consortia can displace costs and associated environmental impacts of biochemical
production by circumventing the constraints intrinsic to optimizing a superbug. It is ac-
complished by dividing strains by function to complete complex tasks simultaneously (i.e.,
division of labor), often increasing overall productivity [23]. The use of model organisms
within a consortia also enables an unparalleled level of control by allowing for spatial sep-
aration (i.e., membrane, emulsion, or hydrogel), temporal separation (conditioned media
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or inoculation time and ratio), genetic expression under inducible promoters, and variable
environmental conditions (temperature, pH, and agitation).
A simple synthetic microbial consortium is exemplified by the cross-feeding of trypto-
phan and tyrosine between two auxotrophic strains of E. coli under arabinose and propionate
inducible promoters, respectively [24]. The modified E. coli strains are codependent for an
essential amino acid in an engineered symbiosis. Researchers also demonstrated that the
consortium may be tuned by changing strain inoculation ratio and by adjusting chemical
concentration of promoter to affect pathway expression level. Individual growth rates could
be mathematically modeled using Monod kinetics as functions of inducing chemical and ini-
tial cell composition [24]. Krieger et al. also demonstrated control of fluorescently labeled B.
subtilis (Topt = 42 °C) and E. coli (Topt = 37 °C) by temperature tuning, which produced
different strain growth rates and thereby different community compositions over sequential
passages.
Novel methodologies for high throughput screening of synthetic microbial communities
have stemmed from recent advances in microfluidic technologies. Microfluidics has demon-
strated effective screening of high production algal polycultures and human microbiome
co-cultures [25,26]. Beneficial phenotypes have also been screened through a novel platform
called Syntrophic co-culture amplification of production phenotype (SnoCAP) [27]. SnoCAP
uses a secretor strain that produces a specific molecule of interest and a sensor strain that
fluoresces in the presence of the molecule. The result is a microfluidic platform in which
a library of strains may be quickly screened in co-culture for high fluoresce and character-
ized at throughput rates 103 higher than in microwell plates. SnoCAP has now made rapid
screening of enormous cell libraries possible.
Microbial communities are extremely versatile. Decades of research have produced high
resolution models of microbial metabolism and compatible biological component libraries for
circuit construction. Biologists can now capitalize upon the natural functional or environ-
mental predispositions of select microbes to build novel communities, screen quickly for target
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phenotypes, and tune community composition or metabolite exchange in the laboratory to
construct synthetic microbial consortia.
1.1.4 Mathematical modeling of microbial growth and production
Mathematical modeling of microbial interactions is often imperative for engineering
synthetic consortia or simply guiding genetic modification within a single organism. Fortu-
nately, interaction networks can often be well-described by a system of differential equations
that account for nutrient uptake and biomass accumulation with good corroboration to em-
pirical data. These equations are generally constrained by culture conditions such as density
or substrate dependence. The most common mathematical model for microbial growth fol-
lows Verhulst kinetics, which are density dependent kinetics that follow a standard logistic
equation and rely on two microbial constants with a single initial condition:
dX
dt
= rX
(
1− N
K
)
(1)
Here, K represents the carrying capacity of the microbe within the context of the
system while r represents the specific growth rate. The empirical solution may be solved
using an initial biomass condition.
X(t) =
K
(1− ( K
X0
− 1)e−rt) (2)
X0 = X(0) (3)
While the logistic equation is extremely versatile and can be solved empirically, it suf-
fers from oversimplification. Carrying capacity is derived purely from lumped experimental
conditions dependent on the experimental context and cannot be extrapolated between con-
ditions. Nonetheless, Equation 1 often well describes systems with slow growing constituents
like algae. More robust models tend to follow Michaelis-Menten kinetics in which a substrate
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gradually forms a product as a function of the substrate concentration. Michaelis-Menten
were originally used to describe conversion of sucrose to glucose and fructose by enzymatic
hydrolysis using invertase [28].
d[P ]
dt
=
Vmax[S]
Ks + [S]
(4)
Here, the rate of product formation is a function of the substrate and dictated by
a dissociation constant, Ks, and the maximum rate of production, Vmax. The Michaelis-
Menten equation has robust applications in microbiology where it can describe microbial
growth under substrate limited kinetics via the Monod equation [29].
dX
dt
=
µmax ∗ S
Ks + S
(5)
In this case, X is the cell concentration and analogous to the product of the Michaelis-
Menten equation. µmax is the maximum growth rate. Equation 5 can readily describe sub-
strate, biomass, and product concentrations by using yield coefficients. Michaelis-Menten
kinetics may also be rearranged to describe repressor and inducer kinetics where the con-
centration of bound molecules is a function of inducer concentration, Sx, and the repressor
protein, XT [30].
Xt = X + [XSx] (6)
d[XSx]
dt
= kon ∗XSx − koff [XSx] (7)
koff
kon
= Kx (8)
Such that at chemical equilibrium, an equation analogous to Michaelis-Menten arises
[30].
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[XSx] =
XTSx
Kx + Sx
(9)
In synthetic biology, multiple inducer molecules are often required to produce expres-
sion. For example, n = 2 for systems using the lac operon as induction requires 2 molecules
of IPTG [31]. “Hill equations” describe kinetics for which “n” molecules are required for
induction [30].
[nSxX]
XT
=
Snx
Knx + S
n
x
(10)
Higher order equations are called cooperative reactions as they require multiple molecules.
Furthermore, as n increases the maximum rate of change of bound inducer to substrate con-
centration increases. Unbound repressor may also be described [30].
X∗
XT
=
1
1 + (Sx/Kx)n
(11)
These systems of equations can reliably explain synthetic circuits. An understanding
of reaction kinetics and broad metabolic modeling can be compiled into Boolean networks
and analyzed using linear algebra for pathway optimization.
1.2 A tripartite microbial consortium as a platform for biopro-
duction
Synthetic microbial communities may be engineered to produce bioproducts that are
more sustainable than petrochemical analogues. The challenge of sustainability is to es-
tablish a process that fulfills a valuable societal function while reducing environmental and
economic stress. To date, much of the global infrastructure was established through a com-
mon and general use of fossil fuels that, while contributing to prolonged prosperity, have led
to undue environmental detriment. In 2010 it was estimated that global annual plastic pro-
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duction exceeded 300 million metric tons, accounting for just under 10% of total worldwide
oil consumption [32]. Sustainability is science driven innovation that works to safeguard
the planet’s life support systems while addressing sociopolitical paradigms. Such a micro-
bial consortia is showcased by the coculturing of Trichoderma reeseii, which can hydrolyze
lignocellulosic corn stover (i.e., agricultural waste) into sugars, and a modified strain of Es-
cherichia coli, which can convert sugars into isobutanol [33]. Together, a coculture of the
modified T. reeseii and E. coli strains successfully degraded corn stover to ultimately yield
higher isobutanol production than previously reported.
Recently, photosynthetic microbes have gained momentum due to their autonomous
carbon metabolism, which enables renewable or semisynthetic substitutes for petroleum-
based products in the pursuit of carbon neutral or carbon negative technologies. Common
examples include the production algal biofuels as drop-in fossil fuel alternatives as well as
production of bioplastics. In Europe, bioplastics like polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) and poly-
lactic acid (PLA) have gained momentum due to their unique role in decoupling economic
growth from resource depletion [34]. Industrial production of such biopolymers is under 1%
with respect to petrochemical analogues, though this proportion has been rapidly increasing
over the last decade [35]. Although useful in many instances, these bioplastics are biodegrad-
able and limited in their applications. PHA and PLA, for example, have serious drawbacks
in terms of their thermoplasticity, longevity, and subsequent applications in industry [32].
Although bioplastics and biofuels are derived from biological organisms their direct and
indirect emissions often make them unsustainable even as alternatives to petroleum-derived
products. Current biofermentation strategies suffer from high substrate-derived emissions.
Carbohydrate sources often account for as much as 50% of total production costs [36]. Like-
wise, nitrogen fertilizers stem from Haber-Bosch ammonia, which accounts for an estimated
1 to 2% of global energy expenditures alone [36, 37]. Haber-Bosch ammonia synthesis also
has an estimated 3 to 5% indirect conversion to NOx, with recent studies asserting that these
indirect emissions offset whatever positive impact bioproducts could have on the environ-
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ment [38].
Carbon and nitrogen demand in biochemical production may be minimized by us-
ing organisms capable of producing their own substrates through BNF and photosynthesis.
One such pair of organisms is Azotobacter vinelandii DJ and Synechococcus elongatus (PCC
7942). A. vinelandii DJ is a free-living proteobacterium capable of BNF in aerobic envi-
ronments using Mo-, V-, and Fe-based nitrogenases. A. vinelandii employs two mechanisms
for conserving nitrogenase under aerobic conditions [39]. The first is the production of
polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) and alginate biopolymers, which alter the chemistry of the cell
membrane and reduce oxygen diffusion into the cytoplasm. A second mechanism increases
cellular respiration, which removes oxygen through increased conversion to CO2 [40]. Conver-
sion of atmospheric nitrogen into biologically available ammonia is a highly energy intensive
process involving 12 essential genes and 16 adenosine triphosphates (ATP) per reaction.
N2 + 8e
− + 8H+ + 16ATP + 16H2O −→ 2NH3 +H2 + 16ADP + 16Pi (12)
A. vinelandii also maintains polycistronic expression of the regulatory operon nifLA,
which encodes for proteins nifL and nifA. NifL mediates ammonium repression through
a negative feedback loop interacting with the PII signal-transduction protein glnK, which
inactivates nifA to stop transcription of nitrogenase nif genes in ammonium rich condi-
tions [41, 42]. Alternatively, redox conditions, which indicate an oxygen rich environment,
or low levels of ammonia result in a decoupling of nifL and nifA thereby derepressing am-
monium production [43–45]. Much work has explored the nifL and nifA regulatory proteins
in BNF microorganisms with the coexpression of these genes providing a unique advantage
for A. vinelandii modification. Deletion or knockout of the nifL gene allows for ammonia
overproduction and intercellular excretion at concentrations between 10 and 35 mM, levels
capable of supporting industrially relevant algal species [46, 47]. Analogous studies have
considered remodeling the downstream incorporation of ammonia intracellularly in the L-
glutamine glutamate synthase pathway (GOGAT) or via modification of the amtB ammonia
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membrane transporter [37, 41]. AmtB deletion and glutamine synthase have indicated in-
creased levels of ammonia excretion and shown accumulation of up to 10 mM after depletion
of the carbon source [37,46].
Cyanobacteria are the simplest organisms capable of photosynthesis, which uses ribulose-
1,6-bisphosphate carboxylase (rubisco) to fix CO2 into bioaccessible carbon via the Calvin-
Benson-Bassham cycle. Cyanobacteria maintain a remarkable diversity of metabolic func-
tions, including nitrogen fixation, heteroautotrophic growth on varied carbon sources, and a
robust metabolic toolkit. One of the most studied cyanobacteria, Synechococcus elongatus,
has a remarkably high photosynthetic efficiency, which is appealing given the propensity to
sequester atmospheric carbon into useable substrates [48]. Manipulation of the Calvin cycle
and specifically the notoriously inefficient rubisco enzyme has been a holy grail of biofuel
research. Despite marginal improvements in the pathway by manipulation of the rbcS and
rbcL genes, which encode for the large and small subunits of rubisco, recent studies have
suggested that this enzyme might be near its biological optimum due to inherent similar-
ities in carboxylation transition states during photosynthesis [49, 50]. Focus has instead
shifted downstream towards Calvin cycle metabolites like pyruvate and acetyl-CoA as well
as CO2-concentrating mechanisms [49, 51]. S. elongatus has been genetically modified to
produce biofuel products, ranging from 1-butanol, isobutanol, and isobutyraldehyde [52].
While produced at relatively high titers, other works have focused on the exportation of hy-
drophilic products, namely simple sugars [36]. S. elongatus produces sucrose as a compatible
solute and, under significant osmotic stress, this cyanobacterium can accumulate up to 300
mM sucrose intracellularly [48]. Recent efforts have capitalized on this natural mechanism by
cloning the cscB gene, a sucrose symporter in E. coli W, into S. elongatus under an isopropyl
β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) inducible promoter [48]. Results indicate extracellular
accumulation of sucrose at rates up to 36 mg/L/h from photosynthesized carbon in CO2
rich conditions, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.1 M IPTG [48]. Under semi-continuous culturing, an
analogous strategy in S. elongatus UTEX 2973 maximized sucrose concentration at 8.6 g/L
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in 21 days [53].
A. vinelandii and S. elongatus share abiotic factors including pH, temperature, and
micronutrient concentrations for optimal growth. A coculture of A. vinelandii and S. elon-
gatus encapsulated in hydrogels was studied in a limited capacity to demonstrate symbiotic
cross-feeding for biopolymer production [47]. The engineered coculture successfully gener-
ated PHB from the A. vinelandii strain at a rate of 20% of total biomass without external
carbon or nitrogen substrates though with a notable reduction in growth rate [47]. While
promising, PHB is limiting in both scope and application. Studies conducted by Hays et al.
have cocultured S. elongatus with various heterotrophs, including modified S. cerevisiae, B.
Subtilis, and E. coli W and demonstrated successful and stable coculture growth in sugar
free minimal media [54]. The commonality of these heterotrophs for microbial production
is essential and these experiments demonstrate general design principles and an unusual ro-
bustness in pairing the S. elongatus cscB strain [54]. Combined, these works suggest that the
chassis of nitrogen and carbon fixating organisms can sustain the growth of a third producer
strain and present a novel microbial consortium for investigation.
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Figure 1.4: Depiction of the proposed tripartite symbiosis in which A. vinelandii fixes nitrogen and
S. elongatus fixes carbon to drive growth and production of a third producer strain. The system is
modular such that any strain capable of using on sucrose and ammonia can be grown.
Fig. 1.4 illustrates the overall design framework of this consortium. It depicts molecular
nutrient flux between specialists. E. coli was selected as the baseline producer as it is
exceptionally well studied and fundamental for many biological investigations. Other options
for producer species are listed in Appendix A. In the context of a synthetic consortium,
biologically fixed nitrogen and photosynthetic sucrose are limiting, though can be tuned
by spatial and temporal control. Given that limiting dinitrogen concentrations are highly
unlikely under normal atmospheric conditions and CO2 may be fed into a growth chamber,
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the rate-limiting steps are centralized around nitrogenase and rubisco [39]. Construction and
tuning of this microbial consortium form the basis of this dissertation.
1.3 Chromosomal integration and heterologous gene expression
The most common strategy for heterologous gene expression is through highly trans-
ferable circular DNA sequences called plasmids. Plasmids are natural shuttles for certain
genes, namely antibiotic resistance cassettes, that enable certain bacteria to thrive under
unique circumstances. Unfortunately, plasmids require a method of selection (temperature,
antibiotic, or intrinsic method) to maintain. As a result, plasmid expression is less desirable
compared to chromosomal expression due to metabolic and monetary maintenance costs
of the selection method and general instability. While the BioBrick framework discussed
in section 1.1.2 facilitates construction and elucidation of genetic circuits, long term stable
biofermentation platforms necessitate chromosomal integration.
Integration onto the chromosome is generally accomplished through site-specific re-
combineering or phage-derived transposons. λ-Red recombineering is an especially popular
strategy for site-specific chromosomal integration. The λ-Red system comprises three genes:
exo, gam, and beta. Exo degrades linear dsDNA, gam inhibits host nucleases, and beta
enables binding to site-specific regions on the target chromosome simply based on flanking
homology regions. While most widely used, λ-Red requires 30 to 50-bp flanking homology
and suffers low efficiency for fragments over 2.5 kb such that integration of entire operons
is often difficult. [55,56] Other mechanisms such as conditional-replication, integration, and
modular (CRIM) plasmids and clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats
(CRISPR)-Cas9 have enabled highly specific integration into the genome. However, it re-
mains site-specific integration efficiency or optimality are often unclear due to chromosomal
topography (GC content, extended protein occupancy domains, coiling, etc.). Researchers
have only recently begun to explore and quantify locus dependent expression.
The tripartite microbial consortium requires organisms that can thrive on both su-
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crose and ammonia as well as similar alkalinity, buffer, and micronutrients. Although E. coli
K-12 MG1655 is by far the most common organism for genetic modification, it cannot nat-
urally catabolize sucrose. E. coli W, a unique strain isolated from Rutgers University, can
metabolize sucrose by a non-phosphotransferase (non-PTS) pathway and has been demon-
strated to grow well in cocultures with S. elongatus [54, 57]. Many studies have cloned the
non-PTS genes onto plasmids that can be transformed into any E. coli K-12 strain. By
conferring sucrose catabolism, transformed K-12 strains can be grown in the tripartite sys-
tem, which poses immediate interest to Section 1.2. Unfortunately, studies have reported
inherent drawbacks of episomal sucrose catabolism including one instance of spontaneous
chromosomal integration [58]. Furthermore, it remains unclear whether growth on sucrose is
a strong enough selection to maintain the plasmid in subsequent passages as more stringent
methods like antibiotics are unusable in polyculture.
Random integration of the sucrose catabolism operon into E. coli K-12 MG1655 using
Tn5 transposase yields a library of growth rates based on integration locus. Select integrants
from this library can be used to probe dynamics of the tripartite system and be transduced
into production strains with local homology for carbon substrate switching from glucose to
sucrose. Transduction of a fast growth rate locus into production strains enables better
sustainability metrics compared to growth on glucose.
1.4 Life cycle assessments as a tool to analyze relative sustainabil-
ity
Life cycle assessments (LCAs) realize the holistic energy intensity and net emissions of
a selected process through a comprehensive and quantitative analysis. These assessments are
fundamental to quantifying the relative sustainability a process and are the gold standard for
determining the net benefits of one process (e.g., burning petroleum diesel in compression-
ignited direct injection engines (CIDI)) over another (e.g., burning biofuel in CIDI engines).
The guidelines for conducting LCAs are dictated by the International Organization for Stan-
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dardization (ISO) 14040 series and define scope, inventory analysis, impact assessment, and
interpretation as illustrated in Fig. 1.5 [59,60]. Each of these steps are inherently intertwined
and defined, evaluated, and adjusted accordingly. Most assessments are comparative LCAs
and describe two parallel pathways that generate a similar if not identical product.
Figure 1.5: Life cycle assessment framework as described by the ISO 14040. ISO 14040 states
guidelines on environmental management and the principles/framework involved in LCAs.
All inputs and outputs are enumerated within the goal and scope of a production
scheme. First and foremost, this includes the system boundaries, the system functional unit,
and objectives of the LCA. For biofuels, the functional unit is the volume of fuel while the
boundaries dictate where accounting begins and ends. Most bioproducts are referred to as
cradle-to-grave or well-to-wheel, where “well” refers to the oil well or analogous pond. The
selection of an appropriate boundary condition directly affects the overall conclusions. For
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example, ignoring upstream cultivation of sugarcane or corn for fermentable carbon substrate
production could suggest that a bioproduct is sustainable. However, the reality of agricul-
tural practices, land-use-change, fertilizers, etc. associated with the carbon substrates each
have dramatic effects in the overall production scheme. The scope and the sheer number of
variables in a given LCA necessitates many assumptions. All relevant assumptions pertain-
ing to electricity composition, data sourcing, homogeneity of conditions, and so forth must
be explicitly noted. Many resource inputs change seasonally and, especially in the case of
algal biofuel production, estimating temporal and environmental fluctuations is critical for
process viability.
The life cycle inventory (LCI) quantifies the inputs and outputs of a given process
pathway in the context of the prescribed functional unit. Often the inventory is a model
that incorporates variation within the process for sensitivity analysis using a Monte Carlo
simulation. The LCI is translated from inputs and outputs to impacts by an impact assess-
ment. Many impact assessment frameworks have been developed, including the Greenhouse
gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy in Transportation (GREET) utility, EcoInvent®,
and SimaPro®, which each may assign different environmental weights within the context
of the scope and goal of the project. Common impact categories for bioproduction usu-
ally include greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs), nonrenewable energy usage (NREU), and
water intensity (WI). Others may also explore human health effects, acidification, ozone,
eutrophication, etc., which may be weighted again based on the goal of the LCA. Finally,
interpretation of results and usability draw a conclusion about the relative sustainability of
the product, process, or pathway with respect to another. Often results can direct funding,
research, or policy changes surrounding a specific process, pathway, or product.
The LCA framework outlined here is continually referenced or alluded to throughout
this dissertation, though more explicitly noted within Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, an LCA
is conducted that closes a knowledge gap between algal cultivation, extraction, and life cy-
cle assessment through a cohesive well-to-wheel examination of various algal cultures and
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culture conditions. Experimental data for the model is generated through multidisciplinary
work published at the University of Michigan, comprising 37 combinations of highly produc-
tive algal species extrapolated to an industrial process [25, 37, 61, 62]. The scope includes
algal pond cultivation, conversion using hydrothermal liquefaction, and combustion in CIDI
engines using a functional unit of 1 MBTU transportation energy. Key empirical nutrient
inputs for growth experiments include nitrogen substrates, trace metals, and phosphates that
each carry different energy and emissions burdens. Interpretation of this algal LCA is framed
by energy and emissions sustainability impact metrics through NREU, GHGs, and WI in
pseudo-steady state. Each pathway is quantitatively analyzed using the GREET utility. The
utility amalgamates transportation data with life cycle inventory coefficients so as to assess
the sustainability and efficiency of a fuel pathway [63]. The work also integrates publica-
tions by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and Argonne National Laboratory into
a modular framework within an ecological context [64,65].
1.5 Abiotic production from CO2
Carbon dioxide is a thermodynamically stable compound with low reactivity and re-
quires high energy addition or specialized catalysts for chemical conversion. Indeed, efficient
catalysts have been noted as a major barrier for optimization of abiotic CO2 derived prod-
ucts [66].
While this work focuses entirely on photosynthetic fixation of carbon dioxide, abiotic
fixation has been explored for decades as a means of converting petrochemical byproducts
into useful chemicals. Many catalytic pathways have been developed for the conversion of
CO2 to usable chemicals including carbonates, carbamates, lactones, and formic acid [67].
The most common use of CO2 feedstocks are in reactions with carbon monoxide and hydrogen
gas in the mixture called syngas, which can be used to drive production of methanol and its
derivatives [68]. The set of reactions, namely the water gas shift and methanol synthesis,
are well studied and commercially viable.
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In theory, supply of CO2 to these reactions can be provided by atmospheric carbon
capture and sequestration (CCS), however current practices rely on flue gas for commercial
viability. This is largely due to the relatively low concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere at
approximately 400 ppm compared to the concentration of CO2 in flue gas. CCS may become
increasingly viable as energy paradigms shift towards renewable sources (wind, solar, etc)
that can fix carbon without significant nonrenewable energy usage. The current reliance
upon flue gas dramatically reduces the sustainability of abiotic CO2 derived products and
complicates assessment of life cycle metrics, which must account for nonrenewable energy
usage within the boundary conditions.
To date, few life cycle assessments have compared the relative sustainability of abiotic
to biotic carbon fixation, though these alternative processes can be potentially integrated in
a complimentary fashion. For example, a hybrid process could combine growth of an algal or
cyanobacterial production culture for bioproduct generation using photosynthetically fixed
CO2 and subsequent combustion of spent biomass to produce flue gas for abiotic conversion.
The most efficient strategy for CO2 derived chemicals may turn out to be one with similar
integrative approaches. This is an exciting opportunity and of particular interest for the
future of sustainability.
1.6 Dissertation overview
Broadly, this dissertation describes how microbial consortia can be engineered or ma-
nipulated to enhance sustainability. This includes genetic modification of specific organisms
to enable nutrient cross-feeding within photosynthetic consortia (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3)
as well as capitalizing upon natural microbial predispositions for bioproduction (Chapter 4).
The specific chapter summaries are as follows:
Chapter 2: Engineering modular carbon and nitrogen fixing microbial con-
sortia for sustainable biochemical production: This chapter explores tripartite syn-
thetic consortia as bioproduction platforms in which carbon dioxide and atmospheric nitro-
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gen are fixed by constituent bacteria for feeding to a producer strain. Growth of E. coli
K-12 cscBKA::nlpA, B. subtilis, and C. glutamicum is demonstrated over three dilutions of
iterative continuous culturing experiments. A comprehensive mathematical model elucidates
metabolic bottlenecks within the consortium.
Chapter 3: Random chromosomal integration of sucrose catabolism in E.
coli K-12 yields readily transducible high growth rate loci: Chromosomal expression
is advantageous compared to episomal expression, though is affected by a myriad of locus-
specific factors. This chapter describes random integration of a non-PTS sucrose catabolism
operon onto the E. coli K-12 chromosome. Random integration generates of a library of
integrants with variable growth rates on sucrose. A high growth rate locus is transduced
into a chromosomally integrated isobutanol producing strain of E. coli, yielding better sus-
tainability metrics.
Chapter 4: Microalgal communities enhance multifunctionality in a life
cycle assessment of biofuel production: A module for assessing the relative sustain-
ability of algal polycultures compared to monocultures is created and applied to empirical
pond growth and biocrude conversion data. Certain polycultures were able to outperform
monocultures due to enhanced multifunctionality across multiple factors including enhanced
biomass production, relative nutrient use, and resistance to pond crashes.
Chapter 5: Conclusion and future directions: Here, I contextualize this disser-
tation within the field of synthetic biology and briefly explore avenues for the next stages of
research and development for each chapter.
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Chapter 2: Engineering Modular Carbon and
Nitrogen Fixing Microbial Consortia for Sustainable
Biochemical Production
Engineering of synthetic microbial consortia has emerged as a new and powerful biotech-
nology platform. To date, most microbial consortia have focused on biofuel development,
though they also have enormous potential in the production of biobased commodity chemi-
cals. We describe a tripartite system in which three microbes of differentiated specializations
can convert sunlight, carbon dioxide, and atmospheric nitrogen into chemical precursors for
bulk polymer production. Specifically, Azotobacter vinelandii, a nitrogen-fixing bacterium
that secretes ammonia, and Synechococcus elongatus, a photosynthetic cyanobacterium that
exports sucrose, form a symbiotic chassis hypothesized to support a third producer strain.
We demonstrate supported growth for a wide range of producer strain candidates, namely
a transducible fast-growth K-12 derivative (E. coli K-12 cscBKA::nlpA), an industrial pro-
duction strain (Corynebacterium glutamicum) and a robust chassis strain (Bacillus subtilis).
Tripartite consortia were grown under continuous culture conditions and complemented by
an empirical kinetic model for platform optimization. This framework bridges a fundamental
gap between commercial biofermentation and community engineering, providing a potential
strategy to alleviate the energetic and economic constraints barring market entry of specific
bioproducts.
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2.1 Introduction
Advances in metabolic engineering have contributed to the development of microbial
cell factories for bioproduction. Platforms have demonstrated production of a vast library of
chemicals from simple alcohol biofuels to beneficial pharmaceutical compounds. However, the
scalability and success of biofermentation is hampered by costly fertilizers and fermentable
carbohydrates. Substrates can account for over 50% of total monetary production costs
while adding significant energetic and environmental burdens depending on the life cycle of
upstream processes [69,70].
Recent studies have investigated the design and application of microbial consortia as
a strategy to reduce the environmental and energetic burden associated with bioproduction
substrates. Natural microbial consortia are exemplified by the plant rhizosphere in which
mycorrhizal fungi, plant-growth promoting rhizobacteria, and plants have coevolved syn-
trophic interactions for nutrient fixation and cross-feeding that reduce the metabolic burden
of complex processes (e.g., biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) and photosynthesis) on any
single organism within the community. This division of labor contributes to increased re-
sistance to invasion and abiotic stress, increased biogeochemical recycling, and ultimately
enhanced productivity of the community as a whole [4]. Synthetic microbial consortia can
capitalize upon natural predispositions by selecting for interspecies relationships or specific
community functions. Pairing photosynthetic and diazotrophic organisms with metabolic
engineering, for example, is a powerful strategy for simultaneously driving bioproduction
while reducing the environmental, energetic, and monetary burden of carbon and nitrogen
substrates.
Nitrogen is scarce in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and, as a result, diazotrophic
bacteria have complex regulatory pathways to facilitate BNF and maintain fixed nitro-
gen. Azotobacter vinelandii DJ is a canonical free-living diazotoph that produces three
heterometal V, Mo, and Fe based nitrogenases. Paradoxically, A. vinelandii is capable of
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fixing nitrogen under strict aerobic conditions by tight regulation of nitrogenase production,
cellular respiration, and cell membrane permeability by production of alginate and polyhy-
droxybutyrate (PHB) [71]. The diazotroph is also capable of accumulating iron chelating
siderophores that facilitate nitrogenase biosynthesis. Despite the relative complexity of the
nitrogenase enzyme and its myriad of accessory nif genes and metal complex co-factors, its
regulation is controlled by the operon nifLA. nifLA encodes for a sensor protein nifL and
a σ54-dependent transcriptional activator nifA [72]. Under conditions of ammonium excess,
NifL binds and inactivates NifA, halting the production of nitrogenase [42]. Disruption or
knockout of nifL has yielded viable strains that overproduce nitrogenase and secrete between
10 mM and 30 mM NH4
+ [73–75]. Synthetic commensal relationships of A. vinelandii and
freshwater algae have been studied to exploit Azotobacter as an ammonia overproducing
biofertilizer, supplying either ammonia (C. sorokiniana RP, S. obliquus C1S, Pseukirch-
neriella sp. C1D) or the siderophore azotobactin (N. Oleoabundans and Scenedesmus Sp.
BA032) [75–77].
Many photosynthetic organisms have also been reengineered to reroute fixed carbon
towards desirable products. Cyanobacteria naturally produce carbohydrate osmolytes under
salt stress, including glycogen, trehalose, and sucrose in freshwater species and glucoslyglyc-
erol, glucosulglycerate, and glycine betaine in saltwater species [78]. Osmolytes can account
for up to 50% of total fixed carbon [78]. Addition of osmolyte specific transporters has
been demonstrated to enable export of carbohydrate into the extracellular media [69, 79].
In a specific study Synechococcus elongatus (PCC 7932) was modified for heterologous ex-
pression of a non-PTS sucrose permease (cscB) under an IPTG-inducible promoter [69].
Growth in mildly alkaline conditions and 150 mM NaCl enabled sucrose export of up to 85%
of fixed carbon at high rates of 36 mg/L/hr into the extracellular medium [80]. Further
modification of the sucrose phosphate synthase (SPS) gene enabled inducible sucrose pro-
duction in the absence of osmotic pressure, thereby maintaining a comparable growth rate
to WT [81]. Interestingly, strain engineering enhanced rates of photosynthesis, suggesting
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that carbohydrate export is a sink that relieves photosynthetic inhibition. Sugar exporting
S. elongatus derivatives have been demonstrated to support heterotrophic organisms (E.
coli W, S. cerevisiae, and B. subtilis) purely on photosynthetic carbohydrates and without
preexisting relationships [78, 82–84].
The relative similarity of growth conditions for S. elongatus and A. vinelandii as well as
their capacity to generate syntrophic nutrients has been explored generate a self-sustaining
coculture. By coculturing S. elongatus (cscB) and A. vinelandii (AV3), Smith et al. were
able to demonstrate low-level production of PHB in a small scale, membrane separated
system [85]. The study serves as a proof of concept for consortia that capitalize upon this
division of labor and presents an opportunity for integration of more robust bioproduction
candidates.
Here, we describe a tripartite platform in which S. elongatus (cscB + SPS) [81] and
A. vinelandii (AZBB163) [74] drive production of a third producer species in continuous
culture with limited nutrient addition. As ammonia and sucrose are widely utilizable sub-
strates, the platform enables modular addition of an industrially relevant species including
Corynebacterium glutamicum, a global producer of amino acids, as well as chassis strains
like S. cerevisiae and B. subtilis which maintain robust metabolic toolkits. Specifically, we
demonstrated continuous culturing of a fast-growth sucrose integrant E. coli K-12 MG1655
cscBKA::nlpA, C. glutamicum 13032, and B. subtilis (168) over three sequential dilutions
(Fig. 2.1). We also developed a kinetic model for elucidation of platform bottlenecks and
opportunities for further strain optimization. While further genetic modification is neces-
sary to realize the potential of the tripartite platform, our work is a key development for
sustainable bioproduction.
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Figure 2.1: The S. elongatus and A. vinelandii coculture provides a modular framework for pro-
duction strains, including readily modifiable strains like E. coli and B. subtilis as well as industrial
producers like C. glutamicum.
2.2 Results and discussion
2.2.1 System overview
Development of the tripartite platform required investigation of potential diazotrophic
and photosynthetic candidates. Ultimately, S. elongatus was selected due to high photo-
synthetic productivity and A. vinelandii was selected due to its unique role as a free-living
aerobic diazotroph. These disparate organisms were grown on unique media with nutrient
requirements that differ significantly from both each other and from common production
strain media. A union minimal media was synthesized by using design of experiment and
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screening for both optimal strain production and biomass accumulation (Fig. 2.2A). Ten
production strains were identified as potential candidates for integration into the tripartite
system. Candidates included chassis strains like E. coli W, E. coli K-12 with a transducible
fast-growth cscBKA locus, B. subtilis 168, and S. cerevisiae as well as production strains
like B. licheniformis (ATCC 9945a), B. subtilis “natto”, C. glutamicum 13032 and C. glu-
tamicum 25126. Lastly, candidates included two E. coli K-12 strains with plasmid mediated
production of a fluorescent protein and sucrose catabolism. A physical culturing apparatus
was constructed and tailored to the needs of individual consortium constituents, namely
through membrane separation of each member, irradiance, and gas delivery (Fig. 2.2B).
Growth and production regimes were identified to separate initial nutrient priming of the
A. vinelandii − S. elongatus coculture and the subsequent continuous culturing of selected
production strains (Fig. 2.2C). Finally, a tripartite model using Monod kinetics had good
corroboration with experimental data and enabled a correlation analysis of parameter values
to system outputs, namely nutrient and constituent concentrations for future optimization
of the tripartite platform.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the investigation, construction, and analysis of the tripartite platform. (A)
Strains were initially investigated for integration into the system and grown in a union minimal
medium that was synthesized from respective strain minimal media. Monoculture growth and pro-
duction were modeled using Monod kinetics. (B) A physical platform for tripartite cultivation was
developed using continuous flow and membrane separation. (C) The kinetic model was compared
to experimental data for each consortium. Lastly, a correlation analysis was conducted to identify
key bottlenecks, which represent opportunities for further optimization and genetic modification.
2.2.2 Formulation of a union medium using design of experiment
A union medium was synthesized between Burk’s Nitrogen-free medium for A. vinelandii,
BG-11 medium for S. elongatus, M9 medium for Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655, and CG XII
medium for Corynebacterium glutamicum. Extensive design of experiment was conducted to
optimize monocultural growth of constitutive co-cultures and tri-cultures by varying buffer,
salt, and metal concentrations. In total, 235 experimental conditions for optimal product
yield (i.e., sucrose from S. elongatus and ammonia from A. vinelandii) and biomass yield
from constitutive species were screened under carbon and nitrogen limited conditions. Some
findings, for example that high sucrose concentration favored diazotroph growth while high
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ammonia concentration favored cyanobacterial growth, were obvious under nutrient limiting
conditions. However, design of experiment also indicated that high phosphate buffer con-
centrations were detrimental to S. elongatus and low iron concentrations hindered both A.
vinelandii growth and production of ammonia. Such micronutrients were therefore tuned
specifically for those members of the consortium. Overall pH and temperature were amenable
though not necessarily optimal for all strains evaluated (Fig. 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Union Medium composition consisting of a union between BG-11 [80], Burks N-free
[70, 74, 86], CG XII [87], and M9. Components are listed in grams with the exception of pH and
temperature and unless otherwise specified.
Solution 1 was a 10x solution of 2.0 g KH2PO4, 8.0 g K2HPO4, and 10.0 g NaCl in 1 L
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of deionized H2O. Solution 2 was composed of 0.2 g MgSO4*7H2O, 0.9 g CaCl2*2H2O, 0.1
mL of 10 mM Na2MoO4 * H2O, 1.0 mg of Na2EDTA*2H2O, 20 mg Na2CO3, and 1 mL of
1000x solution BG-11 metal mix in 800 mL deionized H2O. Solution 3 was a sterile filtered
iron solution containing 0.25 g FeSO4*7H2O, 0.30 g citric acid, and 0.30 g ammonium ferric
citrate in 50 mL deionized H2O.
Skeletal Union Medium consists of 100 mL of autoclaved 10x Solution 1, 800mL of
autoclaved Solution 2, and 3 mL of 1000x sterile filtered Solution 3 for an excess of iron.
Solutions of protocatechuic acid (PCA, 3,4-dihydroxybenzioic acid), biotin, and HEPES were
added for final concentrations of 30 mg/L, 0.2 mg/L, and 1 g/L, respectively. The solution
pH was then adjusted to 8.0 with approximately 875 µL of 5 M NaOH and deionized water
was used to adjust the volume to 1 L to form the skeletal Union Medium (i.e., Union Medium
without primary carbon or nitrogen sources). The Union Medium Primer further contained
5.0 g/L sucrose and 0.4 g/L NaNO3 to facilitate initial growth of the S. elongatus and A.
vinelandii strains prior to inoculation with the producer.
2.2.3 Kinetic analysis of strain growth and production
Production strain candidates were grown in 200 µL volume 96-well plates in the Union
Medium, incubated at 30 ◦C with linear shaking, and provided with baseline initial nutrients
(5 g/L sucrose and 0.4 g/L NH4Cl). Strains were selected based on their robust genetic tool-
box and prominence in the literature (E. coli, B. subtilis, and S. cerevisiae), use in industrial
bioproduction (C. glutamicum 13032, C. glutamicum 25126, B. licheniformis 9945A, and
B. subtilis “Natto”), or as strains to probe the system (E. coli K-12 pAKB, E. coli K-12
pBKA, and E. coli K-12 csc chromosomal integrants. Variable growth rate integrants were
of particular interest as candidates in the tripartite system due to their differing growth
kinetics and subsequent effects on overall nutrient concentration. The plasmid strains were
also fluorescently labeled for secondary screening.
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Figure 2.4: Growth curves of all production strain candidates in microplates with Union Medium
with 5 g/L sucrose and 1 g/L NH4Cl (n = 3).
All production strain candidates grew under the aforementioned conditions, but with
markedly different kinetics as illustrated in (Fig. 2.4). Slow E. coli pAKB growth with
respect to pBKA is consistent with published data. The relatively low absorbance of B.
licheniformis stems from accumulation of cells at the sides of plate wells due to linear shaking.
Although difficult to discern, E. coli W had the highest growth rate, again corroborating
published work. E. coli W, C. glutamicum 13032, B. subtilis 168, and E. coli K-12 MG1655
cscBKA::nlpA served as initial candidates due to significantly different growth kinetics and,
in the case of C. glutamicum 13032, bioproduct generation.
Selected strains were grown under carbon and nitrogen nutrient limited conditions to
analyze growth kinetics. It was observed that most strains required an order of magnitude
(10x) more sucrose than NH4Cl by mass. High resolution growth curves were generated by
kinetic reads in microplate under similar conditions to the initial strain investigation but
with varied sucrose concentration. Strains were passaged once in Union Medium prior to
kinetic analysis. Concentrations varied from 5.0 g/L, which is the level used for tripartite
system priming, to 0.25 g/L. Four selected strains are depicted in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Growth curves of potential producer species under sucrose limited conditions and excess
NH4
+ (n = 3). (a) C. glutamicum 13032, (b) E. coli W, (c) C. glutamicum 21526, and (d) B. subtilis
168
Growth curves were fit to a Monod kinetic model assuming sucrose limited conditions
(OD750 < 0.8). For the four selected production strains in Fig. 2.5, this included growth
on sucrose between 0.25 g/L and 1.0 g/L. Curves were fit using growth data for each strain
at each concentration and fit using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to find the non-
linear least squares using Equations 26 and 32. Best fit parameters yielded high confidence
parameters that were well fit for different conditions. Between 1.0 g/L to 0.25 g/L for C.
glutamicum 13032, for example, µmax = 0.202 ± 0.02 hr−1, Ks = 0.006 ± 0.004, Yx = 1.84
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± 0.25, and m = 0.0028 ± 0.0008. The parameter Kd was held at 0.0006 hr−1 across all
experiments based on the literature. The half-velocity constant or affinity Ks varied the
most across experimental conditions while µmax values tended to be the most consistent. E.
coli W demonstrated a significantly lower µmax at low sucrose concentrations, which is again
consistent with more comprehensive studies of E. coli W sucrose catabolism [88].
Production and growth by A. vinelandii (AZBB163) and S. elongatus (cscB) were in-
vestigated in Union Medium with nutrient priming (5 g/L and 0.4 g/L NaNO3, respectively).
Strains were cultured in 50 mL union medium and incubated at 30 ◦C with 200 rpm orbital
shaking. Plots of absorbance and nutrient production are depicted in Fig. 2.6.
Figure 2.6: A. vinelandii and S. elongatus production in monoculture in union medium. (A) A.
vinelandii production of ammonium on minimal sucrose. (B) S. elongatus cscB production of
sucrose on ammonium.
Approximately 7 mM ammonia or 0.12 g/L NH4 was generated by the modified Azoto-
bacter strain after three days of culturing in limited media and approaches the concentration
of ammonium chloride added in the production strain growth assays. Approximately 0.9 g/L
sucrose was generated under a similar time frame by S. elongatus, which is significantly less
than the concentration added to the production strain growth assays and indicates a likely
bottleneck for the tripartite platform. Yet, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.5, 1.0 g/L sucrose still
enabled significant bacterial growth.
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2.2.4 Continuous culturing of tripartite system
A culturing strategy was developed to spatially tune strain concentrations as well as to
temporally segregate the growth and production regimes of S. elongatus and A. vinelandii.
Inoculation of the tripartite system without initial carbon and nitrogen priming yielded
negligible growth and eventual crash of the overall system within several days as characterized
by S. elongatus bleaching and an immediate decrease in culture absorbance (data not shown).
However, excess nutrient addition undermines the goal of the tripartite consortium. Priming
of the system with low level nutrient using 5 g/L sucrose and 0.4 g/L NaNO3 or 25%
of the limiting nutrients from Burks N-free and BG-11, respectively, served as a rational
compromise. In particular, priming with NaNO3 enabled selective nutrient delivery as it can
only be metabolized by S. elongatus under aerobic conditions. Monoculture data indicated
that most sucrose and NaNO3 is consumed after 72 hours, while species-specific titers of
NH4
+ and sucrose approached maximum values between 48 and 72 hours. Growth and
production regimes were segregated along this 72-hour mark. At 72 hours the production
strain was introduced and continuous flow was initiated. While the system was designed
for independent dilution rates for each strain, only the producer strain (and necessarily the
entire shared culture volume) was under continuous flow.
2.2.5 Tripartite consortium with E. coli K-12 MG1655 cscBKA::nlpA under
continuous flow conditions
A library of E. coli K-12 strains was generated through random integration of non-
phosphotransferase sucrose catabolism by use of Tn5 transposase (Chapter 3). One strain
exhibited a fast-growth phenotype with intragenic integration of the cscBKA genes into nlpA.
This locus could also be readily transduced into other E. coli production strains (Chapter 3)
and epitomizes the plug-and-play nature of the system. The system was primed with 5 g/L
sucrose and 0.4 g/L NaNO3 to facilitate initial growth of A. vinelandii and S. elongatus (both
0.25 OD750), respectively. After this 72 hour growth regime, the production strain E. coli
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K-12 MG1655 cscBKA::nlpA was inoculated at approximately 0.10 OD750 and continuous
flow began at the relatively low dilution rate of 0.20 (100 mL of 500 mL chamber volume
per day) such that every 5 days a chamber volume would be entirely replaced.
Figure 2.7: Absorbance and nutrient data for a tripartite consortium with E. coli K-12 MG1655
cscBKA::nlpA under continuous flow conditions. Aggregate dilutions are also listed beneath the
time axis. (A) Empirical absorbance data (markers) with model prediction from monoculture data
(line) (B) Empirical nutrient data (markers) with model prediction from monoculture data (line).
Fig. 2.7A depicts absorbance data for the tripartite system with growth of the E. coli
K-12 integrant as the production strain. Experimental data shows a remarkable overshoot
and decline of A. vinelandii during the growth regime. S. elongatus grew for ten days then
remained at a constant absorbance for the remainder of the experiment. Producer growth
appears to reach a relative maximum after 48 hours followed by a generalized decline and
stabilization. This generalized decline may indicate washout of the producer strain, which
suggests that the dilution rate is outpacing the producer growth rate current conditions.
Nonetheless, the rate of decline of the production strain is significantly less steep than if
nutrient addition were entirely absent (i.e., 50% reduction in absorbance after every dilution).
The corroboration between the model and experimental data as depicted in Fig. 2.7A is good
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with the exception of the A. vinelandii overshoot between days 2 and 4. The overshoot is
concerning due potential causal factors like negative interspecies interactions from resource
competition or allelochemical responses. Good corroboration between empirical data and
the kinetic model indicates that the monocultural growth parameters adequately describe
the tripartite system.
Nutrient production and consumption within the tripartite system were also quantified
and compared to model predicted values as illustrated in Fig. 2.7B. Nutrient data and model
predictions follow similar trends with a steep decrease in sucrose concentration due to A.
vinelandii uptake. Ammonium concentration immediately increases after inoculation and
dramatically decreases around day 3 due to S. elongatus and producer strain consumption.
While the model and data are similar for sucrose, they differ considerably for ammonium
especially during the second and third production strain dilution. This observation supports
a hypothesis that the system is extremely sucrose limited, so limited in fact that a low
concentration of excess ammonium persists through subsequent dilutions.
2.2.6 Investigation of biofilm formation and possible interspecies interactions
Cocultures of A. vinelandii AZBB163 and a fluorescently labeled E. coli K-12 MG1655
cscBKA::nlpA were studied to determine whether an interspecies interaction between E. coli
and A. vinelandii could be adversely affecting A. vinelandii and responsible for the sudden
loss of absorbance. Cultures were grown in 25 mL union medium with 5 g/L sucrose in
125 mL flasks over seven days. Where applicable, E. coli (∼108 cells/mL) was added after
72 hours. Absorbance and YFP fluorescence (λex = 475 nm, λem = 517 nm) were used as
proxies for biomass accumulation Fig. 2.8.
As depicted in Fig. 2.8, the A. vinelandii control culture produced the characteris-
tic overshoot and gradual decline in absorbance that was observed in continuous culturing
experiments. Furthermore, coculturing with E. coli after 72 hours had a negligible effect
on A. vinelandii absorbance compared to the A. vinelandii monoculture control. E. coli
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Figure 2.8: (A) Growth of A. vinelandii over 7 days with a fluorescently labeled E. coli strain
capable of sucrose catabolism. Experimental conditions included a control, addition of E. coli to
an A. vinelandii culture, addition of E. coli to A. vinelandii conditioned media, and addition of E.
coli to A. vinelandii conditioned media with 1 g/L sucrose (n = 4). (B) Fluorescence measurements
of cultures.
growth on conditioned media was only observed with the addition of 1 g/L sucrose. This
also indicated that A. vinelandii could produce enough NH4
+ to sustain E. coli growth. E.
coli growth on conditioned media or in A. vinelandii cocultures was negligible. This simple
experiment indicates that the overshoot and gradual decline in absorbance is intrinsic to
A. vinelandii cultures under these conditions. The formation of PHA rich biofilms due to
nutrient limiting conditions may also have contributed to the anomalous initial increase in
absorbance (Appendix C).
2.2.7 Tripartite consortium with C. glutamicum 13032 under continuous flow
C. glutamicum was grown in the tripartite system to demonstrate bioproduction of
amino acids following the same framework as E. coli K-12 MG1655 cscBKA::nlpA. Corynebac-
terium is cultured as a global producer of amino acids, namely L-lysine and L-glutamic acid.
As expected, A. vinelandii and S. elongatus mirrored the growth trends observed with
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Figure 2.9: Absorbance and nutrient data for a tripartite consortium with Corynebacterium glu-
tamicum 13032 under continuous flow conditions. (A) Empirical absorbance data (markers) with
model prediction from monoculture data (line) (B) Empirical nutrient data (markers) with model
prediction from monoculture data (line).
the K-12 integrant (Fig. 2.9A). Specific characteristics include the initial Azotobacter over-
shoot between days 2 and 4 as well a dramatic loss of absorbance before stabilizing around
0.6 OD750. The production strain reached a maximum density after 24 hours, then gradually
stabilized over the remaining several dilutions. The model again well describes this system
with the exception of the Azotobacter overshoot. The stabilization of C. glutamicum over
several dilutions is encouraging for platform viability.
In contrast to Fig. 2.7B, 2.9B shows good corroboration of nutrient quantification be-
tween empirical and that model predictions with the exception of a more severe decline in
ammonium concentration after introduction of the production strain. Better corroboration
may stem from a different carbon to nitrogen ratio necessary for C. glutamicum propagation
compared to the E. coli K-12 derivative. It should be noted that sucrose and ammonium
nutrient concentrations are largely independent of production strain additions because the
system is under nutrient limited conditions and extracellular sucrose is expected to only
be detectable at trace levels. Plots of ammonium and sucrose are nearly identical to con-
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tinuous culturing with the K-12 derivative and defined by an immediate decline of sucrose
concentration with ammonium reaching a peak concentration around day 2.
C. glutamicum naturally overproduces and secretes L-lysine due to an absence of L-
lysine degrading enzymes [89]. Conversely, biotin is a major factor in regulating production
of L-glutamic acid [90]. HPLC was used to quantify amino acid production and indicated
low level concentrations throughout the experiment as depicted in Fig. 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Production of L-glutamic acid (Glu) and L-lysine (Lys) by C. glutamicum over three
dilutions.
Amino acid production in the tripartite system was at trace levels and significantly
lower than the expected yield from monocultures in grown on Union Medium with nutrient
additions. Low titer of either amino acid was likely due to severe nutrient limitation. As a
result, excess nutrient accumulation and secretion is extremely unfavorable.
2.2.8 Tripartite consortium with B. subtilis (BS168) under continuous flow
Bacillus subtilis 168 was also grown in the tripartite platform to demonstrate the ver-
satility of the system and to investigate how the growth of a strain with distinct parameters
would affect culture kinetics. Specifically, B. subtilis had the highest absorbance yield per
gram sucrose in monoculture.
S. elongatus and A. vinelandii growth was nearly identical to the previous two tripartite
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Figure 2.11: Absorbance and nutrient data for a tripartite consortium with Bacillus subtilis 168
under continuous flow conditions. (A) Empirical absorbance data (markers) with model prediction
from monoculture data (line) (B) Empirical nutrient data (markers) with model prediction from
monoculture data (line).
experimental iterations, again demonstrating significant A. vinelandii overshoot and a more
gradual stabilization of S. elongatus (Fig. 2.11A). As predicted from the monoculture growth
experiments, production strain growth rate is significantly faster and absorbance yields are
significantly higher than either C. glutamicum 13032 or the E. coli K-12 integrant. The
model data corroborates well with the experimental data for all three strains. Ammonium
concentrations differ significantly between experimental values and model predicted values
by both overestimating initial production and by underestimating production after several
dilutions (Fig. 2.11B). The gradual increase of ammonium concentration over subsequent
dilutions was similar to the profile of the E. coli integrant in continuous culture, which is
indicative of a severely sucrose limited system. As with the previous two iterations, sucrose
concentrations were near trace levels following the growth regime.
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2.2.9 Computational analysis of bottlenecks in tripartite system
A correlation analysis was conducted to determine how parameter values correlated
with desirable outputs. Model parameters were varied using Latin hypercube sampling (LHS)
to form a uniform distribution of 10,000 parameter values between designated upper and
lower boundaries. Boundaries were generally set between 5-fold increases and decreases in
parameter value with respect to empirical data. Certain parameters that yielded exponential
growth or production (e.g., extraordinarily high sucrose yield by S. elongatus) had more
limited boundaries. Limiting boundaries in these scenarios had no effect on the relative
strength of correlation between input parameters and outputs.
The outputs were also divided into two distinct regimes. The growth regime is defined
as the first 72 hours of culturing and includes the initial priming of the system prior to the
introduction of the producer. The production regime is defined as the remaining time after
the production strain is inoculated and continuous flow begins. Outputs were calculated by
integrating interpolated functions for each output variable (biomass and nutrients) for each
regime. The ”overall” category represents integration of an interpolated function for the
entire system (both regimes). The results of this correlation analysis were interpreted using
Spearman rank correlation coefficients and are depicted as heatmaps in Fig. 2.11.
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Figure 2.12: A heatmap of a tripartite model correlation analysis depicting growth and production
regimes as well as the combined overall system (Spearman’s correlation coefficient, p < 0.05 ‘*’, p
< 0.005 ‘**’, p < 0.0005).
Many of the input parameters are strongly correlated to outputs with statistical sig-
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nificance. Some correlations are self-explanatory, like correlations between respective strain
µmax values to concentration of strain. Likewise, the yield of a specific nutrient or product is
strongly correlated with that nutrient or product concentration. Other correlations, however,
are more nuanced. Fig. 2.12 indicates that nutrient concentration in the growth regime is
dictated strongly by the nutrient specific growth rates, affinities, and yields. Monod affinity
constants Ks correlate strongly with nutrient concentration, which is reasonable given that
a higher affinity value (hr−1) equates to slower consumption of a given nutrient. Likewise,
the maximum growth rates and yields of biomass per unit substrate are strongly negative
with respect to the given nutrient concentration due to corresponding increases amount or
rate at which the nutrient is consumed. Uptake of ammonia by S. elongatus is less strongly
correlated with S. elongatus concentration (ρ = 0.04) compared to uptake of nitrate (ρ =
0.08) due to the relative abundance of ammonia and nitrate during the growth regime. All
production strain values are null for the growth regime as the production strain has not yet
been added.
The production regime is largely dictated by the consumption of ammonia by S. elon-
gatus and subsequent yield of sucrose Yg on ammonia, which strongly correlates to increased
growth of a producer strain (ρ = 0.20), A. vinelandii (ρ = 0.17), and overall product con-
centration (ρ = 0.29). The yield of ammonia by A. vinelandii also has a strong correlation
on growth of all constituents in the system. Product concentration, which is arguably the
most valuable system output, is most significantly correlated with increased product yield
(ρ = 0.32) but is also correlated with the respective yields of S. elongatus and A. vinelandii
(ρ = 0.18). Remarkably, dilution rate has only a weakly negative correlation on producer
strain concentration (ρ = -0.02) and a weakly positive correlation with sucrose concentra-
tion (ρ = 0.03) suggesting that the system is so sucrose limited that active removal of cell
concentration is less correlated with cell concentration than sucrose production.
Mathematically, the relative influence of sucrose or ammonia yield on product and
producer strain concentration is identical if parameters 1) are varied over identical ranges
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and 2) if producer consumption is a function of whatever nutrient is limiting for that subset
of parameters. Sucrose is parametrically defined over a narrow range of values based on
empirical data and, as a result, sucrose production implicitly has more influence on the
overall system compared to ammonia. This assumption is appropriate based on experimental
sucrose growth limitation. It is important to note that the ranges of ammonia and sucrose
yield in this correlation analysis were quite different (5x range for ammonia and 1.5x for
sucrose) due to the tendency of high yield sucrose simulations to singly produce exponential
system growth and production. While continuous exponential growth would be ideal for this
platform, it is physically unrealizable and not described by Monod kinetics.
In any case, the correlation analysis confirms that the greatest gains stem from in-
creasing growth and yield of S. elongatus followed by increasing the growth and yield of
A. vinelandii. These findings confirm that optimization of production throughput necessi-
tates enhanced growth of S. elongatus. The relative magnitude of the correlation coefficients
between sucrose and ammonia production also confirm that sucrose is indeed the limiting
nutrient in the system.
To further visualize this correlation analysis, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients
are scaled as a heatmap by inputs (rows), scaled as a heatmap by outputs (columns), as
well as listed by values in Appendix F. While not necessarily providing new information,
these supplementary heatmaps qualitatively show differences in how outputs are selectively
affected by inputs.
2.2.10 Generation of a stable photosynthetic consortium
Single vessel experiments were conducted prior to use of the spatial separation. Al-
though these experiments tended to washout after several weeks due to substantial loss of
A. vinelandii and S. elongatus cells, one experiment generated a particularly interesting
consortium. In this initial experiment, a single vessel triculture of A. vinelandii AZBB163,
S. elongatus cscB, and E. coli W was ultimately contaminated due to backflow of the peri-
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staltic pumps. Rather than terminating the experiment, the vessel was sealed and culturing
was continued with shaking at 200 rpm and incubation at 30 ◦C in a closed 500 mL Pyrex
bottle and 100 mL headspace. After 100 days of culturing, culture aliquots were spotted
on respective minimal media (i.e., BG-11 with 12.5 µg/mL chloramphenicol for S. elonga-
tus SPS cscB, Burks N-free with 3 µg/mL kanamycin for A. vinelandii AZBB163, and LB
without antibiotic to screen for heterotrophs). Remarkably, viable colonies of S. elongatus
grew and were isolated from BG-11 plates. Similarly, a variety of heterotrophic strains were
morphologically identified and restruck from initial growth on LB plates.
The 100-day culture is a fascinating albeit tangential discovery from the tripartite sys-
tem in that its constituents could survive without additional nutrients for an extended period.
Elucidation of culture composition could point towards potential synergistic interspecial re-
lationships, thus the community was analyzed by sequencing of 16S fourth hypervariable
(V4) region shown in Fig. 2.13.
Figure 2.13: Community composition of the 100-day culture. Sequencing data shows a range of
taxonomical accuracy based on the amplified region.
Bacteria of the genus Escherichia or Synechococcus composed 49% of the culture and
most likely originated from the initial strains of the tripartite system, confirmed by growth
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of colonies from culture samples on selective BG-11 plates. Another major constituent was
of the family Bacillaceae (12.48%), which consists of gram-positive, heterotrophic endospore
forming bacteria [91]. Unfortunately, the resolution of the 16S region makes further elucida-
tion difficult, though its presence is almost certainly due to the ubiquity of Bacillaceae in the
environment. Azotobacter is the likely candidate within the family Pseudomonadaceae with
very low overall composition (0.28%). Interestingly, most of the culture was composed of
Sphingomonas, a gram-negative aerobic bacterium characterized by their glycosphingolipid
membrane that produces in bright yellow colony formation [92]. Sphingomonads are widely
distributed among soil, freshwater, and marine environments and can thrive under low nu-
trient conditions and substantial investigation into their human health effects has been con-
ducted due to commonality in clinical settings [93]. Uniquely, sphingomonads also possess
pathways for organic pollutant degradation including dioxins, chlorinated phenols, aromatic
hydrocarbons, and even microcystin-RR [94,95]. They have been classified as candidates for
bioremediation and extensively studied in PGPR studies due to their specialized pathways
relative to other soil bacteria [95]. The presence of Bacillaceae and Sphingomonas may be
rationalized by their ubiquity in the environment and aptitude for survival under low nutri-
ent conditions. It is unclear specifically how or why a species of Sphingomonas dominated
this stable consortium, but the fact that it propagated from a background contaminant to
a dominant member of the culture without killing the other constituents suggests it could
have some beneficial impact (nutrient cross-feeding, biodegradation, etc.) that facilitates
culture survival. A simple set of coculture experiments with isolated S. elongatus and Sph-
ingomonas strains was attempted, though each crashed after a week. Crashes were perhaps
due to poor initial culture conditions or influence by other consortia constituents (i.e., E.
coli and Bacillaceae). This stable photosynthetic consortium is fascinating and could point
toward Sphingomonas as a candidate for future consortia.
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2.3 Conclusion
The tripartite platform demonstrates the propensity of S. elongatus and A. vinelandii
to support production strain candidates and, in one case, yield low-level bioproduct titers.
While the tripartite platform is not yet competitive with direct microbial cultivation on
added nitrogen and fermentable carbon substrates at its current stage, this prototype has
established a baseline for platform viability. The accompanying kinetic model has specifically
elucidated major systematic bottlenecks and opportunities for strain optimization. Indeed,
integration of recent advances in pathway optimization or yield of either A. vinelandii or S.
elongatus could have important implications for further optimization of the tripartite system.
Improvements to the physical cultivation apparatus, building resilience to heterotrophic
contamination, and integration of optimized strains would facilitate higher overall produc-
tion, thereby increasing the relative competitiveness of the platform with petrochemical
derived products.
2.4 Materials and methods
2.4.1 Strain background
S. elongatus
The cscB + SPS strain of S. elongatus was used in this work over the cscB variant to
simultaneously maintain high growth rate and high sucrose export. See Abramson et al. for
more details. The strain was kept in replicate cryostocks provided by D. Ducat. Cryostocks
were revived on BG-11 agar plates with 12.5 µg/mL chloramphenicol for selection. Prior to
inoculation into union media, precultures were prepared in liquid BG-11 media with 1 g/L
HEPES and without antibiotic. Precultures were meticulously screened by spotting on LB
agar plates without antibiotic to screen for contamination.
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A. vinelandii
The A. vinelandii DJ derivative AZBB163 was used in this study. The strain maintains
an in-frame kanR insertion intragenically in the nifL gene as well as a point-mutation that
enabled continued growth and nitrogenase production as depicted in Fig. 2.13 [74]. More
details regarding strain modification are available in Barney et al.
Figure 2.14: Illustration of kanR insertion into the nifL gene of Azotobacter vinelandii DJ to
construct the AZBB163 strain. Adapted from Ref [74].
In a similar fashion to S. elongatus, A. vinelandii was stored in cryostock replicates.
Agar plates were obtained from Brett Barney. Individual colonies were struck on Burks
N-free agar plates with 3 µg/mL kanamycin sulfate. Colonies were also screened for the tar-
get phenotype by ammonium ion selective electrode. Cryostocks were prepared from single
colonies and stored in 900 µL 10x Burk’s N-free phosphate solution with 100 µL DMSO.
AZBB163 was revived on Burk’s N-free agar plates with 3 µg/mL kanamycin sulfate for
selection and 20 g/L sucrose as carbon substrate. All precultures were screened for ammo-
nium production and aliquoted onto LB plates without antibiotic prior to inoculation into
the tripartite system. A. vinelandii grows poorly on LB such that heterotroph contaminants
are readily discernible. In rare instances precultures produced low or trace ammonium levels
which generally indicated heterotroph contamination.
Production Strains
Candidates for production in the tripartite consortium with A. vinelandii and S. elon-
gatus were selected based on native capacity for growth on sucrose and ammonia and absence
of allelochemical production.
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2.4.2 Monoculture model of growth and production
Algorithms for microbial growth generally follow density-limited Verhulst kinetics or
substrate-limited Monod kinetics depending on physical culture constraints [96, 97]. Both
kinetic models may be readily solved using empirical data and initial conditions. Verhulst
kinetics follow a simple logistic function:
dX
dt
= rX
(
1− N
K
)
(13)
Where X is the number of cells or an approximation of cell density, r is the specific
growth rate of the culture, and K is the carrying capacity or upper limit of cell density as
defined by the culture system (e.g., absorbance). The logistic equation accurately describes
many microbial growth systems that are density dependent, however, the carrying capacity
changes dramatically based on culture conditions and geometry. Conversely, the Monod
equation describes a system that is limited by a single nutrient and follow Michaelis-Menten
kinetics:
dX
dt
= µmax ∗X ∗
(
S
Ks + S
)
(14)
In the Monod equation, S represents the limiting substrate (g/L), Ks represents the
half-velocity constant or substrate affinity (g/L), and µmax is the maximum specific growth
rate (hr−1). Unlike carrying capacity, affinity is a biological component related to substrate
uptake and transport kinetics. Likewise, Monod kinetics describe nutrient depletion as
the mechanism for decreased growth rate as opposed to the arbitrary carrying capacity
in Verhulst kinetics. The growth rate or the change in cell count over time is also commonly
referred to as the specific growth rate and denoted µ (hr−1):
µ = µmax ∗
(
S
Ks + S
)
(15)
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In the tripartite system, nutrient concentrations are necessarily low due to the energetic
burdens of photosynthesis and nitrogen fixation, which result in relatively low nutrient fluxes
of sucrose and ammonia. As a result, Monod kinetics are ideal for describing the system.
Bacterial substrate consumption may also be allocated into two more distinct categories:
growth associated consumption and non-growth or maintenance associated consumption.
As with growth associated consumption (Equation 15) non-growth associated consumption
can also be derived [33]:
Kmax ∗
(
S
Ks + S
)
= Y1 ∗ µ+m (16)
Here, Y1 is the yield of cells on the limiting substrate (gsubstrate/gcells). The term Kmax
is the maximum specific uptake rate and defined as a sum of the non-growth associated
substrate consumption “m” and the substrate-biomass yield coefficient (gsubstrate/gcells/hr),
which is assumed constant:
Kmax = Y1 ∗ µmax +m (17)
Equation 16 may be rearranged in terms of growth rate µ where maintenance has a
negative effect on overall growth rate due to split substrate allocation:
µ =
1
Y1
∗
(
Kmax ∗ S
Ks + S
−m
)
(18)
Combining these equations yields an expression of growth rate that includes contribu-
tions to both growth and non-growth associated substrate consumption:
µ =
((
µmax +
m
Y1
)
∗
(
S
Ks + S
)
− m
Y1
)
(19)
Equation 19 may also be adjusted to better describe bacterial growth by incorporating
death rate kd (hr
−1) and non-growth associated substrate consumption:
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dX
dt
= (µ− kd) ∗X (20)
Substrate consumption can be derived in an analogous fashion:
dS
dt
= −
(
Kmax ∗ S
Ks + S
)
∗X = −(Y1 ∗ µmax +m) ∗
(
S
Ks + S
)
∗X (21)
Rearranged for simplicity:
dS
dt
= −
(
Y1 ∗ µmax ∗
(
S
Ks + S
)
+m ∗
(
S
Ks + S
))
∗X (22)
Finally, product yield is derived in an analogous manner such with growth-associated
production and non-growth associated production using Y2, which represents yield of product
(gproduct/gcells). As written, it assumes that the product is not inhibitory:
dP
dt
= Y1 ∗ µ ∗X (23)
dP
dt
=
(
Y growth ∗ Y1 ∗ µmax ∗
(
S
Ks + S
)
+ Y maint ∗m ∗
(
S
Ks + S
))
∗X (24)
Equation 24 is a modification of Equation 22 with the addition of two yield terms,
Ygrowth and Ymaint. The terms are both in units gproduct/gcells but account for differences
between growth and maintenance (i.e., Y1 and m, respectively). Collectively, these equations
for growth and non-growth associated production and consumption well describe all nutrient
fluxes within a nutrient confined microbial system.
2.4.3 Monoculture model under continuous flow
The kinetics of chemostat or continuous flow cultures are dictated by the feed substrate
concentration and flow rate. Flowrate is tuned to the growth rate of the microbial species
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such that continuous flow culturing tends toward substrate-limited kinetics. The dilution
rate in continuous flow cultures may be easily calculated:
D = F/V (25)
Thus, growth in a continuous flow system is described collectively by building upon
Equation 20:
dX
dt
= (µ− kd −D) ∗X (26)
Where F is the flow rate in and out of a vessel with volume V. The dilution rate of a
chemostat must not be higher than the growth rate of the bacteria or else washout (gradual
loss of culture biomass) will occur. The ratio of flowrate in and out of the culture vessel
may also be tuned to maintain a threshold of biomass in the culture. The limiting substrate
balance for a continuous culture is therefore defined as follows:
dS
dt
= D ∗ (C − S)− µ ∗X (27)
Where C is the concentration of substrate in the feed and all other variables have
been previously defined. Lastly product concentration is the sum of growth and non-growth
associated production as functions of cell concentration against the dilution or removal of
product from the system:
dP
dt
= −D ∗ P +
(
Y growth ∗ Y1 ∗ µmax
(
S
Ks + S
)
+ Y maint ∗m ∗
(
S
Ks + S
))
∗X (28)
A consolidated description of the terms used in modeling is available in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: List of terms, definitions, and units of constants within the series of ODEs for tripartite
culture modeling.
Term Definition Units
µ Growth rate hr−1
µmax Maximum specific growth rate hr
−1
m Maintenance coefficient gsubstrate/gbiomass/hr
Ks Affinity coefficient gbiomass/L
X Cells/biomass gbiomass
P Product gproduct
S Substrate gsubstrate
D Dilution rate hr−1
Ys/x Yield of cells per substrate gsubstrate/gbiomass
Kd Cell death rate hr
−1
2.4.4 Model of tripartite culture under continuous flow
Monocultures were parametrized in MATLAB using the Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm for the least squares curve fit of the modified kinetic equations [29,33,98]. Conditions
were set such that growth was substrate rather than density dependent. Extrapolation of
monoculture growth parameters to polyculture growth was conducted with seven assump-
tions.
1. All consortium members are substrate limited such that they can be well explained
using Monod kinetics.
2. Producer strain is not dual substrate limited and primarily limited by sucrose.
3. Utilization of NaNO3 and NH4Cl by S. elongatus is homologous under nitrogen limited
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conditions [99].
4. Producer consumption rate of NO3 is negligible or nonexistent due to highly aerobic
conditions.
5. No inhibition of product concentration or interspecies interactions (positive/negative)
between constitutive species.
6. The culture is uniformly mixed and pulse addition of feed and removal of culture
volume is a good approximation for continuous flow.
7. Diffusion through cellulose acetate membranes is not limiting.
Multispecies culturing was modeled using monoculture data for baseline parameters
and then analyzed accounting for multisubstrate consumption for S. elongatus cscB + SPS.
The equations account for changes in dilution rate such that the dilution of individual species
can be controlled. Dilution of nutrient is then the sum of the combined dilution rates
assuming the bottles are uniformly mixed and diffusion through cellulose acetate membranes
is not limiting. Modeling of A. vinelandii growth is assumed sucrose limited as sufficient N2
was bubbled into the system and the media (Fig. 2.3) contains an excess of phosphorus:
µAv =
((
µmax,Av +
mAv
YSsuc/XAv
)
∗
(
Ssuc
Ks,Av + Ssuc
))
− mAv
YSsuc/XAv
(29)
dXAv
dt
= (µAv −Kd,Av −D1) ∗XAv (30)
Similarly, growth limitations of producer strains were found to be primarily sucrose
limited with a C/N ratio of 10 (i.e., 10x more carbon substrate than nitrogen substrate)
before ammonia became growth limiting on a per gram basis:
µP,suc =
((
µmax,P +
mP
YSsuc/XP
)
∗
(
Ssuc
Ks,P + Ssuc
))
− mP
YSsuc/XP
(31)
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dXp
dt
= (µP −Kd,P −D2) ∗Xp (32)
Unlike A. vinelandii and the selected producer strains, S. elongatus growth is more nu-
anced due to initial priming with sodium nitrate. S. elongatus is capable of dual-substrate
uptake. Control experiments in monoculture indicated slightly higher growth rate on am-
monia than nitrate such that the overall growth rate of S. elongatus is defined as:
(33)
µSe =
(
µmax,Se,NH4 +
(
mSe,NH4
YSNH4/XSe
)
+
(
mSe,NO3
YSNO3/XSe
))
∗

(
µmax,Se,NH4
Ks,Se,NH4
)
∗ SNH4 +
(
µmax,Se,NO3
Ks,Se,NO3
)
∗ SNO3
µmax,Se,NH4 +
((
µmax,Se,NH4
Ks,Se,NH4
)
∗ SNH4 +
(
µmax,Se,NO3
Ks,Se,NO3
)
∗ SNO3
)

− mSe,NH4
YSNH4/XSe
− mSe,NO3
YSNO3/XSe
dXse
dt
= (µSe −Kd,Se −D3) ∗XSe (34)
These three ODEs dictate the overall cell balances for the tripartite continuous cultur-
ing platform. Single vessel culturing necessitates a single dilution rate such that all dilution
rates are equal:
D1 = D2. . . = Di (35)
Partitioning or spatial isolation of constituent species enables dilution tuning such that
the collective dilution rate of the media is as follows:
D4 =  ∗
3∑
i=1
Di (36)
Here, D4 is the dilution rate of the substrates and product within the culturing system.
 is the volume of the diluted partitions over the total system volume. This is critical
as nutrient and product concentration are affected by each partitioned dilution whereas
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partition cell concentration is affected only by the partition dilution rate. The most complex
substrate balance in the tripartite system is for sucrose, which is a product of S. elongatus
as well as a substrate for the other two constituent species. Furthermore, S. elongatus has
growth and maintenance associated production on both nitrate and ammonia, lending to
four production expressions. A. vinelandii and the producer strains have two terms each for
growth and non-growth associated consumption. The balance also includes removal due to
continuous flow:
dSsuc
dt
= D4 ∗ (Csuc − Ssuc)
+
(
Y growthSsuc/SNH4
∗ YSNH4/XSe ∗
(
µmax,Se,NH4 ∗
(
SNH4
Ks,Se,NH4 + SNH4
))
∗XSe
)
+
((
Y maintSsuc/SNH4
∗mSe,NH4 ∗
(
SNH4
Ks,Se,NH4 + SNH4
))
∗XSe
)
−
((
YSsuc/XAv ∗µmax,Av ∗
(
Ssuc
Ks,Av + Ssuc
))
∗XAv
)
−
(
mAv,suc ∗
(
Ssuc
Ks,Av + Ssuc
))
∗XAv
−
((
YSsuc/XP ∗ µmax,P ∗
(
Ssuc
Ks,P + Ssuc
))
∗XSe
)
−
(
mP,suc ∗
(
Ssuc
PKs + Ssuc
))
∗XP
+
(
Y growthSsuc/SNO3
∗ YSNO3/XSe ∗
(
µmax,Se,NO3 ∗
(
XNO3
Ks,Se,NO3 +XNO3
))
∗XSe
)
+
(
Y maintSsuc/SNO3
∗mSe,NO3 ∗
(
XNO3
Ks,Se,NO3 +XNO3
))
∗XSe
(37)
The ammonia balance follows only the consumption by S. elongatus and the producer
strain:
(38)
dSNH4
dt
= (D4) ∗ (CNH4 − SNH4)
+
(
Y growthSNH4/Ssuc
∗ YSNH4/XAv ∗
(
µmax,Av
(
Ssuc
Ks,Av + Ssuc
))
∗XAv
)
+
(
Y maintSNH4/Ssuc
∗mAv,suc ∗
(
Ssuc
Ks,Av + Ssuc
)
∗XAv
)
−
(
YSNH4/XSe ∗ µmax,Se,NH4 ∗
((
SNH4
Ks,Se,NH4 + SNH4
))
∗XSe
)
−
(
mSe,NH4 ∗
(
SNH4
(Ks,Se,NH4 + SNH4
)
∗XSe
)
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The nitrate balance is simply a balance of S. elongatus nitrate uptake and removal due
to dilution.
(39)
dSNO3
dt
= (D4) ∗ (CNO3 − SNO3)
−
((
YSNO3/XSe ∗ µmax,Se,NO3 ∗
(
SNO3
Ks,Se,NO3 + SNO3
))
∗XSe
)
−
(
mSe,NO3 ∗
(
SNO3
Ks,Se,NO3 + SNO3
))
∗XSe
Finally, the product balance is the growth and maintenance associated production by
the producer against the product being removed by continuous flow.
(40)
dP
dt
= −(D4 ∗ P ) +
(
Y growthSsuc/P ∗ YSsuc/P ∗
(
µmax,P ∗
(
Ssuc
Ks,P + Ssuc
))
∗XP
)
+
(
YSsuc/P ∗mP ∗
(
Ssuc
Ks,P + Ssuc
)
∗XP
)
Collectively, this system of seven ODEs describes the entirety of the tripartite system
and may be adjusted for either single vessel culturing or partitioned culturing.
2.4.5 Monoculture growth parametrization
Kinetic growth data for producer species were collected by inoculating 200 µL of Union
Medium in 96 well plates at varied nutrient concentrations using a spectrophotometer (Molec-
ular Devices, Versamax) at 750 nm over 50 hours (Fig. 2.6). Data from growth below OD750
of 0.75 were used to ensure accurate fits. Flask experiments were also conducted using 50
mL Union Medium in 125 mL flasks over a similar period. Production was measured by
HPLC (Agilent) for amino acid concentration where applicable. It was observed that all
producer species required approximately 10:1 carbon to nitrogen such that single-nutrient
limiting growth kinetics were assumed [99, 100]. Likewise, it was assumed there were no
inhibitory effects of substrate or production target on the growth of each species.
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2.4.6 Culture apparatus
Bacterial cultures were housed in a custom three membrane system, which includes
three 500 mL bottles modified with 45 mm NW flanges and a middle chamber with three 45
mm NW flanges (fabricated by Adam & Chittenden Scientific Glass). Bottles were equipped
with knuckle clamps to interface each chamber. The knuckle clamps compress a rubber O-
ring between two concentric plastic rings and the glass vessel interfaces. The membrane was
then held between one glass interface and the rubber O-ring. A cellulose acetate membrane
with 47 mm diameter and 0.22 µm pore size (Millipore Sigma) was used as it demonstrated
the best nutrient diffusion. Stirring was necessary because orbital shaking led to membrane
rupture. Initially, the bottles and middle chamber of the tripartite culture apparatus (Fig.
B.3) were filled with 500 mL and approximately 250 mL of Union Medium, respectively, for
a total system volume of 1750 mL.
Figure 2.15: 3D printed PLA disks for custom stir plates. (A) Computer-aided design (CAD) of
PLA discs for affixing neodymium magnets. The design was made by Dr. Martin P. de Beer. (B)
Rendered image of discs from CAD software. (C) Image of PLA disc with epoxied magnets and a
custom stir plate in action.
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Custom stir plates were constructed due to the unique geometry of the glassware using
neodymium magnets, a custom 3-D printed housing, and recycled computer case fans. The
stir platform was engineered using four 80 mm computer case cooling fans (2500 RPM) with
linear potentiometers (10 kΩ) and a power supply (5 V, 2 A). PLA discs were 3D printed
using a PRUSA i3 MKA with inserts for two 0.7” neodymium disc magnets. Two neodymium
disc magnets were affixed to each PLA disc with opposite polarity using epoxy. Four custom
stir plates were configured and arranged beneath each glass chamber, enabling approximately
1 cm gap between the magnets and the stir bar (Fig. 2.15). The apparatus was maintained
in a 5% CO2 chamber with 60 µmolphotons/m
2/s PAR (15W, Sylvania Grolux) and held at a
culture temperature of 30 ◦C.
A. vinelandii was unable to grow without significant aeration (data not shown). Mag-
netic stirring is highly laminar and maintains low gas transfer with the headspace. Gas was
bubbled into the system at a rate of 1.25 L/min/chamber to supply S. elongatus with amble
CO2 and for nonlaminar mixing. The bubbled gas consisted of 5% bone dry CO2 in air and
was sequentially mixed and hydrated in a 4 L beaker of DI H2O, a 1 L bottle of 500 mL DI
H2O, and an empty 1 L bottle prior to bubbling into chambers. Air was filtered using HEPA-
Vent Filters (GE Healthcare Whatman) ideal for gas filtration. Septa lids were pierced with
modified glass pipets and fit to silicone tubing for either gas or peristaltic flow. Lids were
covered with cotton swabs and foil prior to sterilization. System outflow was collected and
measured to compare experimental and expected dilution rate.
2.4.7 Microcontroller set-up
Continuous flow was controlled by pulse modulation of peristaltic pumps using a micro-
controller (Adafruit METRO 328) and a soldered motorshield (Adafruit Motorshield). Each
microcontroller drove two peristaltic liquid pumps (12 V, 300 mA) in tandem. Peristaltic
pumps were selected due to their simplicity and high accuracy for low volume aliquots. The
pumps operate simultaneously such that feed is added to the system as culture is removed.
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The pumps drive flow through 2 mm inner diameter silicone tubing fit with polypropylene
tubing clamps. Both the tubing and clamps could be autoclaved, which facilitated removal of
the culture apparatus in and out of the culture chamber without contamination. Pump pairs
were tuned to a flowrate 0.5 mL/s over a 5 second pulse. Pulse width modulation within the
Arduino Integrated Development Environment facilitated tuning the dilution rates of the
system and worked well with the volume of the apparatus.
Photosynthetic organisms become increasingly light-limited at high optical densities.
Irradiance is also impacted by vessel geometry. Light availability in a cylindrical glass cham-
ber, for example, is maximized by radial irradiation as opposed to axial irradiation due to
the increased surface area available. A custom lighting system was designed to better com-
pensate for changing form factors and vessel geometry using variable LEDs from Adafruit
Industries (NeoPixel 5050 RGBW LEDs w/ Integrated Drivers, Cool White). Flasks were
cultured using NeoPixel rings (16 or 24 LEDs depending on flask volumes) for radial irra-
diance. Each bottle including the 500 mL modified glass bottle partition in the membrane
system was outfitted with a 24 LED NeoPixel ring as well as a 30 LED NeoPixel strip.
Light intensity was tuned using an Adafruit Metro microcontroller. The spectrum of LED
NeoPixel white light is not specific for photosynthetic organisms, but still provides moderate
gains in overall growth rate. As a result, bottle cultures were exposed to axial light sources
beneath and above the vessel as well as radial light sources.
LED light intensity was tuned to maximize S. elongatus growth rate (approximately
60 µmol photons/m2/s from above and 150 µmol photons/m2/s from below). It is feasible
that growth could be improved further by coding light intensity to mirror Beer-Lambert
optical density during culture growth. It is also hypothesized that the growth rate could
be optimized by using LEDs tuned specifically to the absorbance of photosynthetic pig-
ments of S. elongatus, thereby increasing the amount of useful light (PAR) available to the
photosynthetic species and reducing the amount of overall energy demand of the LEDs.
While PAR is a standard for quantifying the amount of light available to photosynthetic
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organisms, it should be noted that many PAR sensors do not discriminate between different
wavelengths in the PAR spectrum or the quality of the radiation received. Optimization
of these LED systems is an opportunity for increased growth of photosynthetic species and
increased overall efficiency both of this tripartite system and feasibly for any other system
driving photosynthetic production.
2.4.8 Initial conditions for tripartite culture
Spontaneous growth in Skeletal Union Medium (i.e., medium without added nitrogen
and carbon nutrients) from interspecies production was not observed and, without added
priming, cultures crashed within days. Precultures for tripartite experiments were passaged
from respective minimal media into the Union Medium with specific nutrient requirements
and without inducer (e.g., Union Medium with 0.4 NaNO3 for S. elongatus, 5 g/L sucrose for
A. vinelandii , and 0.4 g/L NH4Cl and 5 g/L sucrose for the producer strain). The nitrogen
source, NaNO3, is not utilizable by A. vinelandii. Likewise, sucrose is not consumed by S.
elongatus. By initially passaging cultures in these media we aimed to maintain physiological
consistency between precultures and polycultures. For example, A. vinelandii overproduces
PHB to store carbon under conditions with an excess of carbon and low nitrogen or phos-
phorus availability. Passaging precultures avoids intracellular carbon storage as PHB by A.
vinelandii that could distort growth in polycultures. This initial priming has been reported
in many similar co-cultures [101]. A. vinelandii and S. elongatus were inoculated at approx-
imately 0.25 OD750. The producer was inoculated after 72 hours after both nutrient sources
have stabilized at much lower levels and the cultures are in a homeostatic production mode.
Continuous flow of producer began immediately following inoculation.
2.4.9 Characterization of growth and production of the tripartite system
Flow cytometry (FCM) was initially chosen for community composition analysis during
single vessel cultivation. While S. elongatus is easily detectable using chlorophyll-a (chl-a)
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fluorescence, A. vinelandii overproduces siderophores under low iron availability that pose a
challenge when using fluorescently labeled strains that have approximate emission or excita-
tion wavelengths to certain siderophores. Siderophores are iron(III)-chelating molecules that
facilitate iron acquisition in environments with low iron bioavailability. Iron is involved in
many essential metabolic processes including, among others, DNA synthesis, electron trans-
port, enzymatic cofactors, oxygen transport in respiration, and the nitrogen cycle [102].
Siderophore production is induced by intracellular iron deficiency and enables solubiliza-
tion of iron in the environment and may be divided into three classes: catecholates (alka-
line/neutral pH), hydroxymates (acidic pH), and mixed-types [102].
Nitrogenase is the principle enzyme of nitrogen fixation and requires 35 iron and 2
molybdenum atoms per enzyme, though Mo may be replaced by vanadium or iron depending
on availability [103]. Azotobacter specifically can encode Mo-, Fe-, and V-only nitrogenases
and produces a number of siderophores including aminochelin, azotochelin, protochelin, and
2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHBA), vibrioferrin, and azotobactin. In particular, azotobactin
is yellow-green fluorescent peptide and a strong chelator and forms complexes with Mo, V,
and Fe.
Figure 2.16: Structure of azotobactin, a yellow-green fluorescent peptide.
Fig. 2.16 illustrates the absorbance spectra of cultured A. vinelandii (AZBB163) su-
pernatant with a significant peak between 375 nm and 425 nm. Siderophores are iron(III)-
chelating molecules that facilitate iron acquisition in environments with low iron bioavail-
ability.
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Figure 2.17: Absorbance scanning of A. vinelandii supernatant between 300 nm and 700 nm after
three days growth in Burks N-free liquid medium (n = 3). A clear peak is visible between 350 nm
and 450 nm. The relative peak magnitude is significantly dampened with the addition of FeSO4,
confirming the presence of siderophores.
Fig. 2.17 illustrates the necessity of high iron concentration in the union minimal
medium as well as the necessity to use longer absorbance wavelengths. From a consortia
perspective, strains labeled with GFP or cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) are fundamentally
incompatible for co-cultivation with A. vinelandii and detection using spectrophotometry or
FCM. FCM of A. vinelandii monoculture also indicated significant deviation in cell size and
complexity using front and side scatter, respectively. While likely due to PHB accumulation
as intracellular granules, it further complicates the use of FCM in community composition
analyses for even simple studies of co-cultures differentiation using cell size (Appendix E).
Spot plating of cultures, while a more accurate means of quantifying viability compared
to absorbance, proved difficult due to the slow growth of S. elongatus cells on BG-11 agar
plates.
Absorbance spectroscopy was used in lieu of FCM and plate spotting as a proxy for
cell count and biomass accumulation for constituents of the tripartite system. A near IR
wavelength of 750 nm was selected to avoid fluorescent molecules of S. elongatus, namely
chlorophyll-a and carotenoids, as well as the siderosome of A. vinelandii. Chl-a fluorescence
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data were nonetheless collected to gauge cyanobacterial health as loss of chl-a is a strong
indicator of cell death and culture crash.
Nutrient and product concentrations were evaluated from the supernatant of samples
after centrifugation at 5,000 g for 10 minutes to pellet cells. Sucrose and IPTG concentra-
tions were quantified using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Shimadzu) fit
with a Rezex ROA-Organic Acid column (Phenomenex) and 0.005 M H2SO4 mobile phase.
Amino acid production was quantified using HPLC (Agilent) fit with a Luna C18(2) column
for amino acid detection (Phenomenex). A dual mobile phase elution gradient was used ac-
cording to manufacturers’ specifications. The first phase was composed of 40 mM potassium
phosphate dibasic (pH of 7.2) with 30 mg sodium azide as an antimicrobial reagent. The
second phase was equal volumes acetonitrile and methanol. Samples were derivatized via
autosampler (Agilent) using an orthophaldialdehyde reagent (orthophaldialdehyde dissolved
in with methanol and added to a 0.1 M borate buffer with 3-mercaptopropionic acid) and 40
mM monopotassium phosphate (pH 11.2) then eluted with dual mobile phase gradient with
diode array detection (deuterium lamp; 338 nm for L-lysine and L-glutamic acid). Ammo-
nium concentrations were determined by treating samples with an ionic strength adjuster
(Thermofisher) to convert all ammonia ions to ammonium, and detection with an ammonium
ion selective electrode (Midland Scientific). Nitrate consumption by S. elongatus monocul-
tures was detected by spectrophotometry using a ratio of absorbances (λ1 = 220 nm, λ2 =
275 nm). Nitrate absorbance in the union medium was unreliable when PCA was added.
2.4.10 Accumulation of PHB from Azotobacter vinelandii
A. vinelandii accumulates PHB and alginate as a mechanism for carbon storage and
regulation of intracellular oxygen. As a diazotrophic aerobic organism, A. vinelandii faces
a paradox of maintaining sufficient intracellular oxygen for respiration without poisoning
nitrogenase. It is well known that many bacterial species produce PHB when under oxygen,
phosphate, or nitrogen nutrient limitation in the presence of excess carbon. The tripartite
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culture priming conditions contributed to significant biofilm formation in the A. vinelandii
chamber, peaking between days 4 and 7.
To verify PHB production, cell or biofilm samples were taken, centrifuged and 10,000
g, and then dried for 72 hours at 60 ◦C. Dried samples were weighed and then treated
with 1 mL 12 M H2SO4 for 60 minutes at 90
◦C in open 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes with
intermittent vortexing. After 100x dilution in DI H2O, samples were sterile filtered and
analyzed using HPLC (organic acid column, UV-absorption at 210 nm) [83]. Standards
of derivatized crotonic acid (Sigma-aldritch) and PHB (Sigma-aldritch) were both included
(Appendix C).
2.4.11 Transduction of fast growth rate locus into strains of interest
Transductions were completed using the P1 bacteriophage. Overnight K-12 cscBKA::nlpA
cultures were infected with P1 and added to Top agar. After overnight growth, Top agar was
removed using a cell spreader, centrifuged, and treated with chloroform. The supernatant
was then extracted for infection of target strains. A construct with YFP and flanking chlo-
ramphenicol resistance gene were integrated into the intS locus was used [24,104]. Following
standard P1 transduction protocol, the YFP::intS strains was infected with P1 for 30 min-
utes at 37 °C without shaking. Infection was terminated with the addition of 1 M Na2Citrate
and recovered for 3 hours at 37 °C. The culture volume was then spread on MacConkey agar
plates with 50 µg/mL kanamycin sulfate, 34 µg/mL chloramphenicol (in ethanol), 20 g/L
sucrose, and 1 mL of 1 M Na2Citrate solution (P1 Plates). Plates were dried were incubated
overnight at 37 °C. Transductants were screened by growth on sucrose and fluorescence in
minimal media (λex = 475 nm, λem = 517 nm) indicated successful transduction.
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Chapter 3: Random Integration and Screening
Yields E. coli K-12 Derivatives Capable of Efficient
Sucrose Utilization
Chromosomal expression of heterologous genes offers significant advantages over epi-
somal expression yet remains difficult to optimize through site-specific integration. The
challenge is in large part due to the unpredictability of chromosomal gene expression, which
is affected by multiple factors including the recently elucidated local genomic context. In this
work we exploit random integration of a three-gene csc operon encoding non-phosphotransferase
sucrose catabolism into E. coli K-12 using Tn5 transposase. Isolates from the transposon
library yielded a range of growth rates on sucrose, including some that were comparable
to that of E. coli K-12 on glucose (µmax = 0.70 ± 0.03 hr-1). Narrowness of the growth
rate distributions, improved gene expression conferring faster growth compared to that of
plasmids, and enhanced growth rate upon transduction into strains that underwent adaptive
laboratory evolution indicate that efficient csc expression is attainable and not limiting to
cellular growth. We also show that transduction of a csc fast-growth locus into an isobu-
tanol production strain yields high titer (7.56 ± 0.25 g/L) with significant sustainability
benefits. Our results demonstrate that random integration is a viable and effective strategy
for optimizing heterologous expression within the context of cellular metabolism for certain
desirable phenotypes.
The majority of the work presented in this chapter has been submitted to ACS Synthetic
Biology as follows: David N. Carruthers, Tatyana E. Saleski, Scott A. Scholz, Xiaoxia Nina
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Lin. “Random integration and screening yields E. coli K-12 derivatives capable of efficient
sucrose utilization.” (2020).
3.1 Introduction
Escherichia coli K-12 is a widely employed chassis in synthetic biology. Heterologous
pathways in K-12 are often implemented with plasmid-mediated expression, which exhibits
significant disadvantages. Plasmids require maintenance via antibiotic selection, often yield
unstable or highly variable expression due to copy number or internal rearrangement, and
often place an undue metabolic burden on the strain thereby affecting growth and production
performance [105–107]. Thus, despite plasmids’ modularity and relative ease of transfer
between strains, they are ill-suited for industrial bioproduction of bulk chemicals.
A diverse range of molecular cloning strategies have been developed and optimized
for chromosomal integration, namely through either site-specific recombineering or random
transposons. Recombineering is phage-mediated directed mutagenesis and exemplified by
the λ-Red system. While widely used, λ-Red requires 30 to 50-bp flanking homology and
suffers low efficiency for fragments over 2.5 kb such that integration of entire operons is often
difficult [55,56]. To avoid the limitations and inefficiencies of λ-Red, conditional-replication,
integration, and modular (CRIM) plasmids were developed [51]. CRIM plasmids enable
site-specific integration by targeting specific phage attachment sites (attB) and have been
further optimized through the development of one-step “clonetegration” with integration of
constructs over 6 kb [51,56,108]. CRISPR-based approaches have also been developed more
recently and use distinct guide RNA sequences to cleave the host genome at specific sites
with the Cas9 endonuclease, thereby facilitating high fidelity integration [109–111]. While
both CRIM and CRISPR-Cas9 systems allows more efficient site-specific integration, the
expression of a gene or operon is heavily influenced by the genomic context of the integration
site and the optimal expression level is often unknown.
Alternatively, phage-derived transposable elements enable random integration into the
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chromosome. Transposable elements are characterized as DNA sequences flanked by specific
inverted repeats that are recognized by a particular transposase [112,113]. The transposase
binds to these sequences and forms a transposon complex, then binds to the chromosome
either randomly (Tn5) or favoring a specific site (Tn7, attTn7 ) [114, 115]. Most regions
of the E. coli genome are accessible for integration using tranposons with the exception
of essential genes. However, all sites are affected by a myriad of associations to nucleoid
folding structure, nucleoid associated proteins, as well as gene knockout and localized ge-
netic elements [116–118]. Recent studies have probed genomic expression by Tn5 inser-
tional transposon mutagenesis of reporter proteins, yielding highly variable locus-dependent
expression, with up to 300-fold differences in expression between the highest and lowest
loci [116, 118]. Genomic topography is complicated by combinatorial effects between ge-
nomic features, which in turn convolute causality in expression mapping. Like site-specific
integration, transposition efficiency decreases with construct length, but integration has been
demonstrated with much larger fragments ( >12 kb) than λ-Red recombineering or CRIM.
While genomic mapping of expression level is useful for informing site-specific integra-
tion, it is often unclear whether high or low expression loci generate a desired phenotype,
especially if the transposed gene or operon affects cellular metabolism. Transposome trans-
formation produces a library of integrants with variable expression of the transposed gene
or operon, which enables screening for a desired phenotype directly. Direct screening is
especially important for complex pathways (e.g.,. biochemical production or growth on a
non-native substrate) that may require nuanced and potentially nonintuitive expression of
different constitutive genes (i.e., high expression of a rate limiting gene but low expression
of other genes).
Here, we investigate random chromosomal integration of an entire operon through
Tn5 transposition into E. coli K-12 MG1655. The operon, cscBKAR, encodes a non-
phosphotransferase (non-PTS) sucrose catabolism pathway found natively in E. coli W,
a much less utilized strain that is genetically distinct from the canonical E. coli K-12. The
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four genes responsible for chromosomal sucrose catabolism are cscB, cscA, cscK, and cscR,
encoding a sucrose H+/symporter or sucrose permease, an invertase, a fructokinase, and
a regulator protein, respectively [119]. Unlike E. coli W, E. coli K-12 is predominantly
cultured on glucose and has no native pathway for sucrose catabolism. Life cycle assess-
ments of fermentable carbohydrates have established that sucrose is a significantly more
sustainable feedstock than corn-based glucose in terms of both greenhouse gas emissions
and energetics [70]. Chromosomal integration of sucrose catabolism into E. coli K-12 may
yield strains with better sustainability metrics from growth and biochemical production on
sucrose compared to glucose.
Investigation of plasmid expression of the cscBKA operon without the cscR regulator
in E. coli K-12 has yielded strains with substantially lower growth rates on sucrose than K-12
on glucose [58]. Instability of episomal csc expression is also well documented, including an
instance of spontaneous chromosomal integration at the lacZ locus in K-12 [58,101,120,121].
Site-specific chromosomal integration of the csc operon has been conducted using CRIM
and knock-in knock-out vectors in an attempt to optimize K-12 growth on sucrose [58, 107,
122]. While generally producing faster strains than those carrying plasmids, the integrants
from each study showed 20-30% slower growth rates than K-12 on glucose and 50% slower
growth rates than E. coli W on sucrose [58, 120]. Adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE) has
demonstrated that growth rate may be increased substantially by subsequent passaging of K-
12 csc integrants, though these studies have identified common metabolic culprits that limit
overall growth rate rather than focusing on the csc operon itself [122–124]. This presents an
opportunity to exploit the chromosomal landscape to yield integrants with optimal expression
of the sucrose pathway.
We generate a transposon library with a distribution of growth rates depending on
chromosomal position and orientation. Our results indicate that the growth rate varies sub-
stantially between integration sites and reveal nonintuitive differences between plasmid and
chromosomal expression. In addition, we use P1 transduction to transfer an optimized csc
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fast-growth locus into two types of E. coli K-12 derivative strains to demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of carbon source switching: 1) ALE strains adapted on glucose; and 2) a chromosomally
integrated isobutanol production strain.
3.2 Results and discussion
3.2.1 Overview of chromosomal integration of csc operon into E. coli K-12
The cscBKA gene cluster was amplified from E. coli W (ATCC 9637), a well-studied
strain that grows quickly on sucrose [67, 119]. The repressor, cscR, was not included be-
cause derivative strains of E. coli W with cscR deleted were shown to have significantly
higher sucrose uptake rates [125]. The cscBKA genes, mediating the first steps in sucrose
catabolism, encode a sucrose H+/symporter or sucrose permease, an invertase, and a fruc-
tokinase, respectively (Fig. 3.1A). The native operon has a bidirectional promoter between
cscK and cscA. The amplified csc cassette was cloned into a plasmid pSAS30, a derivative of
pET24-b, between a kanamycin resistance gene (kanR, neomycin phosphotransferase II) and
an mNeonGreen (mNG) fluorescent reporter through Gibson Assembly (Fig. 3.1B). Next,
the csc genes and resistance marker were amplified from the plasmid and randomly inte-
grated into the K-12 MG1655 chromosome using Tn5 transposase. Integrants were screened
on MacConkey agar and characterized using absorbance and curve fitting. Lastly, a desirable
fast-growth integration locus was transduced into other strains of interest (Fig. 3.1C).
3.2.2 Characterization of strains carrying csc plasmids
Plasmid-carrying strains were initially developed to investigate the specific drawbacks
of expressing csc genes from plasmid in light of the general issues reported in the literature.
The csc genes were cloned into two plasmids differing only in the orientation of the csc
operon; pAKB for cscAKB and pBKA for cscBKA (Fig. 3.2A). Both orientations have been
reported in the literature [88, 122]. More importantly, Tn5 integration is not orientation
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Figure 3.1: Overview of integrating sucrose pathway genes from E. coli W into K-12 derivative
strains. (A) A diagram of non-PTS sucrose catabolism pathway in Escherichia coli W with relevant
genes highlighted in red. (B) Workflow of integration construct assembly. The cscBKA operon
is amplified from E. coli W without cscR, cloned into a plasmid and flanked by a kanamycin
resistance gene and mNeonGreen fluorescence gene. (C) Integration of the csc operon and kanR
by random Tn5 transposition into E. coli K-12 MG1655, subsequent screening of integrants and
P1 transduction of a characterized locus into selected recipient strains
specific hence transposition of both cscAKB and cscBKA enables examination of possible
strand effects and the position of the flanking kanR gene. Each plasmid was transformed
into K-12 MG1655. Resulting strains were grown in liquid M9 media with 20 g/L sucrose as
the sole carbon source and in the presence or absence of 50 µg/L kanamycin over five serial
passages. Three biological replicates were included for each strain/condition with growth
and mNG fluorescence monitored over time. It was observed that strains harboring pBKA
se grew faster with kanamycin than without it, while strains harboring pAKB grew at similar
rates independent of kanamycin addition (Fig. 3.2B). Strains harboring pBKA and growing
with antibiotic had a shorter lag time compared to those without antibiotic. It is unclear
why these trends arose, though it is suspected that partial loss of selective pressure from the
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antibiotic to maintain the plasmid, metabolic burden from expressing genes on the plasmid,
or a combination of these two could have contributed to the decrease in growth rate. It
is also worth noting that the two strains with different csc orientations exhibited different
growth profiles, potentially due to different expression levels of these genes.
Figure 3.2: Characterization of plasmid-carrying E. coli strains. (A) Plasmid maps of pAKB and
pBKA differing in the orientation of the cscBKA operon, both flanked at the 5’ by kanR and
at the 3’ by mNG. (B) Growth curves of plasmid-carrying strains with and without 50 µg/mL
kanamycin (n = 3) in M9 minimal medium with 20 g/L sucrose over 5 passages. (C) End-point
mNG fluorescence of individual replicates over 5 passages
The plasmids also expressed mNG fluorescence that enabled investigation of the ef-
fect of antibiotic on plasmid gene expression over time (Fig. 3.2C). It was found that
each strain/condition exhibited unique trends in the fluorescence signal. When the pAKB-
harboring E. coli strain was grown without kanamycin, two replicate cultures showed a 5-fold
increase in fluorescence, while the fluorescence declined in a third replicate. In the presence
of kanamycin, the pAKB-harboring strain exhibited a slight decrease in fluorescence between
passages one and two then exhibited a two-fold increase between passages two and five. The
E. coli strain carrying pBKA, on the other hand, showed drastically different patterns in
the fluorescence signal. In the absence of kanamycin, the strain reported a low fluorescence
largely consistent across passages as well as replicates. In the presence of kanamycin, sur-
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prisingly, fluorescence of all three replicate cultures decreased eight-fold between passage
one and five. There was no correlation between end-point fluorescence and µmax of each
replicate. The reasons behind these distinct observations are unclear. Nevertheless, these
findings highlight the instability and inconsistency of both cellular growth and gene expres-
sion conferred by csc genes carried on plasmids, even with the supplementation of costly
antibiotics.
3.2.3 Characterization of Tn5 integrant libraries by analysis of growth pheno-
type, integration loci, and gene expression
We sought to integrate the csc genes into the chromosome of E. coli K-12 in light of
issues associated with plasmid gene expression. We explored transposase-mediated random
integration, which in our previous work has revealed up to a 300-fold difference of reporter
gene expression levels across the E. coli genome and allowed optimization of pathway gene
expression in an extensive phenotype landscape [118, 126]. Tn5 transposons for cscAKB
and cscBKA with a flanking kanR marker were transformed into E. coli K-12 MG1655.
Screening of the resultant libraries was conducted via plating on MacConkey agar with
kanamycin. Spot plating of sequential 2-fold dilutions of the transformation recovery on
MacConkey agar with kanamycin indicated libraries of approximately 8,000 total integrants
for cscBKA and 6,000 integrants for cscAKB. The sizes of these libraries suffice for this
work (as indicated in analysis presented below) but might have been limited by relatively
low transformation efficiency due to the length of the sequence (∼ 5.2 kb) and the selection
method which may have removed integrants not sufficiently expressing kanR.
After 48 hours of plate recovery, 188 integrants were randomly selected from each li-
brary for growth phenotype analysis using kinetic spectrophotometer reads of culture in
96-well plates over 16 hours. Of the colonies inoculated into M9 sucrose medium, 92.5% of
cscBKA integrants grew while only 69.1% of cscAKB grew. Each transposon library pre-
sented a spectrum of growth rates for the integrants that grew (Fig. 3.3A, 3.3B). Maximum
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Figure 3.3: Growth phenotypes of Tn5 integrants. (A, B) Growth profiles of cscBKA and cscBKA
integrants in M9 medium with 20 g/L sucrose. Opaque growth curves represent individual isolates
and the dark black line shows the growth of the respective bulk Tn5 library. (C) Violin plots of
the distribution of growth rates in each library. Dots represent the mean growth rate for respective
csc orientation (n = 130, 174 for cscBKA and cscBKA, respectively).
specific growth rates of the cscBKA integrants were significantly higher (µmax = 0.62 ± 0.11
hr-1, n = 174) than those of cscAKB integrants (µmax = 0.51 ± 0.08 hr-1, n = 130) (Fig.
3.3C). Broadly, this indicates that the position of the kanamycin resistance gene with re-
spect to the csc operon has strong effects on the expression of csc genes and thus the growth
rate on sucrose. This difference may explain, in part, why the integration library size for
cscAKB was smaller than that for cscBKA. Fig. 3.3C also illustrates a narrower distribution
of cscBKA growth rates, with 74% of integrants exhibiting µmax between 0.55 and 0.70 hr
-1.
Six integrants from each library representative of high, medium, and low growth rates were
further characterized by high-confidence growth rate measurement, identification of integra-
tion loci, and gene expression analysis. Growth phenotypes were first verified alongside the
two plasmid-carrying strains, pAKB and pBKA, and reference strains E. coli W and K-12
(Fig. 3.4A).
All selected integrants outperformed both pAKB (maximum specific growth rate: 0.33
± 0.03 hr−1) and pBKA (0.53 ± 0.03 hr−1) except for B4 (0.47 ± 0.05 hr−1). In particular,
three integrants, B2 (0.70 ± 0.03 hr−1), B1 (0.67 ± 0.03 hr−1), and B5 (0.66 ± 0.05 hr−1)
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Figure 3.4: Isolation of select integrants from each Tn5 library with variable growth for footprinting
and expression analysis. (A) Growth rates of isolated integrants, parent plasmids, and reference
strains on M9 with 20 g/L carbon source (n = 4). *K-12 was grown on glucose, all others grown on
sucrose. (B) Footprinting analysis of integration sites in E. coli K-12 chromosome. Each integrant
is listed with genetic insertion site.
not only outperformed pBKA but exhibited a growth rate comparable to that of E. coli K-12
on glucose (0.70 ± 0.01 hr−1). To our knowledge, these integrants mark the fastest growing
E. coli K-12 base strains (i.e., modified strains without undergoing adaptive laboratory
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evolution) published so far. This result demonstrates that random transposition followed by
simple phenotype screening is a viable and effective strategy for isolation of certain target
phenotypes.
Figure 3.5: Maximum specific growth rates of E. coli K-12, E. coli W, and E. coli K-12 MG1655
cscBKA::nlpA on various concentrations of glucose, fructose, sucrose, and an equimolar mixture of
fructose/glucose. Cultures were precultured in 20 g/L of the respective carbon source, inoculated
into the respective concentrations of said carbon sources, and then passaged once for growth rate
determination (n = 3).
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E. coli W (0.95 ± 0.01 hr−1) was significantly faster than all other strains. None of
the selected integrants surpassed the growth rate of E. coli K-12 on glucose, which suggests
the presence of a bottleneck in general carbon metabolism apart from uptake and initial
processing of substrates that limits the growth of E. coli K-12 derivatives. To explore
this hypothesis, E. coli K-12, W, and the integrant B2 were grown on sucrose, glucose,
fructose, and equimolar mixture of fructose/glucose. Each strain exhibited similar growth
rates independent of carbon source or concentration; E. coli K-12 and the integrant B2 grew
at similar rates, yet slower than E. coli W (Fig. 3.5). Similarity of growth rates on multiple
carbon substrates also supports the presence of a metabolic bottleneck.
Integration sites of selected integrants were determined using transposon footprinting,
which involved cleaving gDNA using a four-base-pair endonuclease and subsequent Y-linker
ligation for downstream PCR amplification and sequencing [118]. All integrants were found
to be nonclonal (Fig. 3.4). Eleven of the twelve integration sites were intragenic with one
site in an intergenic position (Table 3.1).
The sucrose catabolism phenotype is determined by a combination of csc gene expres-
sion and disruption to the local region on the chromosome where the integration occurs.
Local gene disruption was primarily inactivation of non-essential genes for our integrants
and the effects can be partially inferred based on previous gene knockout studies of E. coli
K-12 [129]. B1 and B5 had the integration in pgaA and pgaB, respectively, in an operon
encoding adhesin exopolysaccharide poly-beta-1,6-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (PGA), a biofilm
associated polymer. All genes of the pgaABCD operon are necessary for PGA production
and optimal biofilm formation [130]. Knockout of constitutive pga genes does not affect
growth under non-biofilm-forming conditions and may explain comparable growth rates be-
tween these two integrants in our study [131]. The fastest integrant, B2, was found to
have the integration in the nlpA gene, which encodes a lipoprotein associated with methio-
nine uptake and outer membrane vesicles but is ultimately non-essential for growth of E.
coli [132]. [133, 134] On the other hand, the slowest growing integrant in this screen, A1,
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Table 3.1: Integration sites for select csc integrants. * indicates genes whose function is poorly
understood.
Name
Int. coordi-
nate
Int. gene Gene Description [127,128]
A1 4,116,480 glpK Glycerol kinase
A2 1,257,420 ychF
ATPase that binds the 70S ribosome and the 50S
ribosomal subunit
A3 4,190,513
Int.
sroH/thiH
Intergenic region
A4 574,591 ybcQ* Prophage anti-termination protein
A5 2,042,722 yodB* Cytoplasmic membrane protein
A6 4,062,263 yihN *
Inner membrane protein; glycerophosphodiester
uptake family
B1 1,090,138 pgaA
Exports the biofilm adhesin exopolysaccha-
ride poly-beta-1,6-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (PGA)
across the outer membrane
B2 3,839,639 nlpA* Cytoplasmic membrane lipoprotein 28
B3 3,288,348 yraI *
Fimbrial chaperone that may facilitate surface ad-
hesion in specific niches
B4 3,947,617 hdfR
Negatively regulates the expression of the flagellar
master operon
B5 1,088,464 pgaB
Outer membrane lipoprotein required for N-
deacetylation and hydrolysis of PGA
B6 319,816 rclA* Reactive chlorine resistance A
had the csc genes integrated into glpK, which encodes for glycerol kinase and is necessary
for growth on glycerol.
Next, we investigated the gene expression profile of the fast-growing B2 integrant
(cscBKA::nlpA) in comparison to plasmid-carrying strains and E. coli W. Expression of
the cscBKA operon was quantified using RT-qPCR with respect to a housekeeping gene,
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ssrA. ssrA, which encodes tmRNA, was chosen due to strong correlations between cycle
threshold number reflecting RNA concentration and cell culture densities during growth for
both K-12 and W (Fig. 3.9). In addition, kanR expression was determined for the plasmid-
carrying strains and B2. As shown in Fig. 3.6A, both pAKB and pBKA exhibited high
expression of kanR, approximately 30-fold higher than that of B2. Interestingly, expression
of the csc genes were mostly comparable across the two plasmid-carrying strains and B2.
Figure 3.6: Expression of csc genes and kanR on plasmids, in integrated strain B2, and E. coli W.
Two biological replicates are plotted for each strain. Error bars represent the standard deviation
between technical replicates (n=3) (A) Expression from plasmids and in integrant compared to
housekeeping gene ssrA on a logarithmic scale. (B) Expression of csc genes plot on a linear scale.
(C) Expression in E. coli W compared to housekeeping gene ssrA, plot on a linear scale.
The overall profiles of cscB, cscK, and cscA expression in all three strains follow the
same general trend in which cscA is most highly expressed while cscB and cscK are signifi-
cantly lower. We note that this trend differs from results from previous investigations of E.
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coli W cscBKA expression, which reported higher expression of the cscB and cscK genes
over cscA despite similar minimal media [88]. This discrepancy might be due to the use of
different reference genes and/or deviations in experimental procedures. Closer examination
of csc gene expression in these strains (Fig. 3.6B) revealed that cscB and cscK expression
levels were slightly higher in B2 compared to those in either plasmid-carrying strain, whereas
cscA expression in B2 was lower. The remarkable fast-growth phenotype of B2 with respect
to the plasmid-carrying strains may be due to reduced metabolic burden from overexpres-
sion of kanR, a more balanced relative expression profile across the three csc genes, or a
combination of these two factors.
We also compared expression levels of the csc genes in the above strains to those in
E. coli W (Fig. 3.6C). Relative to the same housekeeping gene ssrA, E. coli W appeared to
exhibit higher expression of the csc operon compared to either the K-12 based integrant or
the plasmid-carrying strains.
3.2.4 Transduction of csc genes at optimized integration locus into laboratory
evolved strains further enhances growth on sucrose
The relative closeness of the maximum specific growth rates of the fastest growing inte-
grants described above to that of E. coli K-12 MG1655 on glucose suggests that chromosomal
integration of sucrose catabolism can attain but not surpass the maximum specific growth
rate of the base strain due to limitation by other factors. Enhanced growth rates of E. coli K-
12 derivative strains have been reproducibly demonstrated in adaptive laboratory evolution
(ALE) studies wherein continuous culturing enables selection of mutants with faster growth
rates in glucose minimal medium [123,135]. E. coli strains passaged on minimal media tend
to follow the same evolutionary trajectory with specific mutations. Predominant mutations
included rpoB and pyrE/rph, which coincided with large shifts in the transcriptome likely
due to the mutation of rpoB, a global regulators [123,136]. Almost identical mutations were
discovered when ALE was performed on an E. coli K-12 strain with cscBKA integrated into
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the attB gene using site-specific integration [108,122].
We hypothesized that integrating the csc genes at an optimized genomic locus we
identified above into ALE derived strains which have overcome limiting factors in downstream
metabolism conserved for different carbon substrates would lead to further improvement
in growth rates on sucrose. Accordingly, we made use of three E. coli K-12 derivative
strains previously generated through ALE and employed P1-transduction to transfer the
cscBKA::nlpA locus into these ALE strains with growth rate limitations relieved considerably
[137]. Each base strain (ALE-1, ALE-2, and ALE-3) represent evolved end-point clones of
the E. coli K-12 MG1655 ALE experiments [137].
Figure 3.7: Transduction of cscBKA::nlpA locus into ALE strains with downstream growth limita-
tions relieved leads to enhanced growth rates on sucrose (n = 3). ALE strains were grown on M9
glucose (20 g/L) while B2 and transductants were grown on M9 sucrose (20 g/L).
3.2.5 Transduction of fast-growth csc locus enables efficient production of isobu-
tanol from sucrose in E. coli K-12
As shown in Fig. 3.7, the transductants, B2::ALE-1, B2::ALE-2, and B2::ALE-3 yielded
maximum specific growth rates of 0.90 ± 0.03 hr−1, 0.93 ± 0.02 hr−1, and 0.93 ± 0.01 hr−1,
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respectively, an increase of between 33% and 37% over the B2 integrant (p < 0.0005).
Furthermore, the transductants exhibit growth rates comparable to those of their ALE base
strains. These results indicate that nlpA is an ideal locus for chromosomal csc expression
and mutations acquired through ALE were able to remove or alleviate certain metabolic
bottlenecks limiting maximum growth rates on common carbon substrates. It is also noted
that the growth rates of the transduced strains on sucrose were slightly lower than those of the
respective ALE base strains on glucose. This may stem from sub-optimal fructose metabolism
as the ALE strains were passaged on M9 minimal media with glucose as the sole carbon
source. Nonetheless, these results demonstrate the effectiveness of transferring an optimized
fast-growth locus into other E. coli K-12 strains for sucrose catabolism, which represents a
potentially widely applicable strategy for enabling substrate switching in production strains.
Biofuels and biochemicals produced from microbial fermentation can displace petro-
chemical analogues and are attractive due to their potential to contributing to better en-
vironmental sustainability. Efficient isobutanol production was reported previously with a
genetically engineered E. coli K-12 derivative strain through overexpression of five genes
(alsS, ilvCD, adhA, kivD ; Fig. 3.8A) from two plasmids [138]. The strain, JCL260, demon-
strated 86% conversion efficiency of glucose to isobutanol and 12.7 g/L isobutanol produc-
tion [138]. Saleski et al. recently expanded upon this work and created chromosomally
integrated strains by generating and screening transposon libraries of integrants, yielding
efficient production of isobutanol from glucose without episomal expression or costly sup-
plementation of antibiotics [126]. Transducing the high-growth-on-sucrose locus from B2
into such an isobutanol-producing strain presents the opportunity to produce isobutanol
from sucrose, thereby potentially increasing the sustainability of the process. We therefore
employed P1 phage to transduce the cscBKA::nlpA locus of B2 into the chromosomally inte-
grated production strain by Saleski et al. for switching of carbon sources (Fig. 3.8A) [126].
The resulting strain, C7 CIChE cscBKA::nlpA, produced 7.56 ± 0.25 g/L isobutanol after 48
hours of induction or approximately 76% isobutanol yield compared to the glucose-utilizing
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strain (Fig. 3.8B).
Figure 3.8: Transduction of fast-growth locus into an isobutanol production strain. (A) Overall
pathway for isobutanol production from sucrose, with cscA, cscK, and five isobutanol-specific genes
highlighted. (B) Production of isobutanol through chromosomally integrated pathway by the base
strain on glucose and the transductant on sucrose. (C) Comparison in sustainability metrics of the
two integrant strains on sucrose and glucose.
We also examined the effect of the change of carbon substrate on critical sustainability
metrics, particularly energy inputs and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Despite 24% lower
isobutanol titer compared to the glucose base strain, C7 CIChE cscBKA::nlpA was found
to exhibit a substantial sustainability advantage, requiring 33% less energy input while pro-
ducing comparable GHG emissions on a per gram produced isobutanol basis (Fig. 3.8C).
From a sustainability standpoint this unoptimized C7 CIChE cscBKA::nlpA strain is already
competitive against its glucose counterpart. It may also impart a cost benefit depending on
the relative prices of sucrose and glucose.
The results described here demonstrate that biofermentation of industrially relevant
products may be enhanced through carbon source switching by simple P1 transduction of
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the csc high-growth locus.
3.3 Conclusion
Random integration of a non-phosphotransferase sucrose catabolism operon into E. coli
K-12 yielded multiple fast-growth integrants that outperformed plasmid-carrying strains and
showed comparable growth rates to that of the E. coli K-12 base strain on glucose. These
integrants demonstrate that transposon mediated integration and phenotypic screening can
yield efficient and robust phenotypes. Further studies could expand upon this work by inte-
grating cscB, cscK, and cscA individually into separate loci to further explore the combinato-
rial genotype and expression landscape. Yet our work indicated that further improvement of
the most efficient csc integrant we identified was limited by other metabolic bottlenecks in E.
coli K-12. Transduction of a csc fast-growth locus into E. coli strains generated from adap-
tive laboratory evolution on glucose led to further enhancement of growth on sucrose. Like-
wise, transduction of the same locus into a chromosomally expressed isobutanol-producing
E. coli strain demonstrates that the fast-growth phenotype is readily transferrable and can
be exploited to switch carbon substrate to sucrose in production strains, offering potential
cost and sustainability benefits.
3.4 Materials and methods
3.4.1 Construction of csc plasmids
The cscBKA genes were amplified from E. coli W gDNA for integration into a target
plasmid, pSAS30. pSAS30 is modified from pET-24b+, a low copy number plasmid, and
encodes both kanamycin resistance and mNeonGreen (mNG) [118]. The pSAS30 plasmid
was used previously for Tn5 integration of the mNG reporter for transcriptomic mapping
of the E. coli chromosome [118]. Primers were selected amplify only the cscBKA operon
from E. coli W (4059 bp), which functions under a native bidirectional promoter between
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the cscA gene and the constitutively expressed cscKB genes. The primers were designed
with 20 bp homology to a site nested between the mNG and kanR genes of pSAS30 for
scarless integration with Gibson Assembly (NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly). Two ampli-
cons, cscBKA and cscAKB were generated with opposite homology to determine whether
plasmid could affect growth. The entire pSAS30 plasmid was PCR amplified using Phusion
Polymerase and digested overnight with endonuclease DpnI prior to assembly. After assem-
bly, plasmids pAKB and pBKA were transformed into E. coli DH5α competent cells via
electroporation (2500 V, 5 ms). Successful transformants were screened using MacConkey
agar plates with sucrose and 50 µg/mL kanamycin sulfate. MacConkey agar contains a pH
indicator such that colonies appear purple when a carbon source is being fermented. The
combined colorimetric assay and the antibiotic selected enabled isolation of colonies with
the correct plasmid. Plasmids pAKB and pBKA were also extracted and cloned into E. coli
K-12 MG1655. All strains used here and elsewhere are listed in Table 3.3.
Table 3.2: List of plasmids and strains used in this study.
Strain/Plasmid Genotype or relevant characteristics Source
E. coli K-12 MG1655 F− λ− ilvG mutant rfb-50 rph-1 CGSC
E. coli W WT strain, non-PTS csc ATCC
E. coli DH5α
F– φ80lacZ∆M15 ∆(lacZYA-argF )U169 recA1 endA1
hsdR17(rK–, mK+) phoA supE44 λ– thi -1 gyrA96 relA1
Invitrogen
pSAS30 mNG, neomycin phosphotransferase II, pET 24b-derived [118]
pAKB pSAS30::cscAKB This study
pBKA pSAS30::cscBKA This study
A1 cscAKB ::glpK This study
A2 cscAKB ::ychF This study
A3 cscAKB :: Int. sroH /thiH This study
A4 cscAKB ::ybcQ This study
A5 cscAKB ::yodB This study
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Table 3.2: List of plasmids and strains used in this study.
Strain/Plasmid Genotype or relevant characteristics Source
A6 cscAKB ::yihN This study
B1 cscBKA::pgaA This study
B2 cscBKA::nlpA This study
B3 cscBKA::yraI This study
B4 cscBKA::hdfR This study
B5 cscBKA::pgaB This study
B6 cscBKA::rclA This study
C7 CIChE
JCL260 ∆lysA::FRT ∆ilvD ::FRT ∆ttdT ::kan-alsS
∆yqiH ::ilvCD with adhA-kivD CIChE construct inte-
grated in the aslB site
[126]
C7 CIChE
cscBKA::nlpA
C7 CIChE; cscBKA::nlpA This study
ALE-1 End-point E. coli K-12 MG1655 ALE strain [137]
ALE-2 End-point E. coli K-12 MG1655 ALE strain [137]
ALE-3 End-point E. coli K-12 MG1655 ALE strain [137]
ALE-1::B2 ALE-1; cscBKA::nlpA This study
ALE-2::B2 ALE-2; cscBKA::nlpA This study
ALE-3::B2 ALE-3; cscBKA::nlpA This study
All primers used here and elsewhere are listed in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: List of primers used in this study. Underlined sequences represent flanking homology or
mosaic ends.
Primer F/R Application Sequence (5’ to 3’) Source
Csc1 F
Amplification of
cscBKA genes for
Gibson Assembly
BKA orientation
CCA GTA GCT GAC ATT CAT CCG
GGG TCG ACA ATG TCC TGG AAA
TCA GC
This study
Csc2 R
Amplification of
cscBKA genes for
Gibson Assembly
BKA orientation
GCG GAA CAC GTA GAA AGC CAG
TCC GTT AAC CCA GTA GCC AGA
GTG C
This study
Csc3 F
Amplification of
cscBKA genes for
Gibson Assembly
AKB orientation
CCA GTA GCT GAC ATT CAT CCG
GGG TTT AAC CCA GTA GCC AGA
GTG C
This study
Csc4 R
Amplification of
cscBKA genes for
Gibson Assembly
AKB orientation
GCG GAA CAC GTA GAA AGC CAG
TCC GCG ACA ATG TCC TGG AAA
TCA GC
This study
Csc5 F
Amplification of
pSAS30 backbone for
Gibson Assembly
CGG ACT GGC TTT CTA CGT GTT C This study
Csc6 R
Amplification of
pSAS30 backbone for
Gibson Assembly
ACC CCG GAT GAA TGT CAG CTA C This study
Csc7 F
Assembly check
cscBKA from kanR
CGA TTG TCT GTT GTG CCC AGT C This study
Csc8 R
Assembly check
cscBKA from mNG
ACG TAC ATC GGC TGG TTC TTC A This study
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Table 3.3: List of primers used in this study. Underlined sequences represent flanking homology or
mosaic ends.
Primer F/R Application Sequence (5’ to 3’) Source
Csc9 F/R
Assembly check from
cscB
TTG ACA GGG ACG GAA TTA GG This study
Csc10 F
Amplification of csc
with mosaic end
/5Phos/CTG TCT CTT ATA CAC ATC
TCC TCG GTA CCA AAT TCC AGA
This study
Csc11 R
Amplification of
cscBKA with mosaic
end
/5Phos/CTG TCT CTT ATA CAC ATC
TCG ACA ACA ACC GGA AAA AGT
This study
Csc12 R
Amplification of
cscBKA with mosaic
end
/5Phos/CTG TCT CTT ATA CAC ATC
TGC CAG TCC GTT AAC CCA GTA
This study
Csc13 R
Footprinting nested in
kanR
GCG CTC ATC TCT CCC TTA TG This study
CviAII-
5N-
YAT5
-
Y- linker for footprint-
ing
ACT ACG CAC GCG ACG AGA CGT
AGC GTG
[118]
CviAII-
YAT3
-
Y- linker for footprint-
ing
/5Phos/ATC ACG CTA CGT CCG TGT
TGT CGG
[118]
Csc14 F qPCR kanR CTC GTC CTG CAG TTC ATT CA This study
Csc15 R qPCR kanR check AGA CAA TCG GCT GCT CTG AT This study
Csc16 F
Amplification of cscA
for qPCR (Sabri)
GTC CGG ACA TTC CCA CAT ATA G [88,139]
Csc17 R
Amplification of cscA
for qPCR (Sabri)
AGG CAA CAC GGG GCA GAT CCT
G
[88,139]
Csc18 F
Amplification of cscK
for qPCR (Sabri)
GCC GGG TTA CTC ACA GGT CTG [88,139]
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Table 3.3: List of primers used in this study. Underlined sequences represent flanking homology or
mosaic ends.
Primer F/R Application Sequence (5’ to 3’) Source
Csc19 R
Amplification of cscK
for qPCR (Sabri)
TTC GCC GTT ACT GCA AGC GCT [88,139]
Csc20 F
Amplification of cscB
for qPCR (Sabri)
ATC CGT CTT CAA ATA CAG CGT
GG
[88,139]
Csc21 R
Amplification of cscB
for qPCR (Sabri)
CAG CAC AAT CCC AAG CGA ACT
GG
[88,139]
ssrA1 F
Amplification of ssrA
for qPCR
ACG GGG ATC AAG AGA GGT CAA
AC
[140]
ssrA2 R
Amplification of ssrA
for qPCR
CGG ACG GAC ACG CCA CTA AC [140]
hcaT1 F
Amplification of hcaT
for qPCR
GCT GCT CGG CTT TCT CAT CC [140]
hcaT2 R
Amplification of hcaT
for qPCR
CCA ACC ACG CTG ACC AAC C [140]
dld1 F
Amplification of dld
for qPCR (Sabri)
AGC ACC CTG CGT CTC GAC AAG C [88,139]
dld2 R
Amplification of dld
for qPCR (Sabri)
CAC GAC GAT CCA ATC ACC GAG
TGC
[88,139]
cysG1 F
Amplification of cysG
for qPCR
TTG TCG GCG GTG GTG ATG TC [140]
cysG2 R
Amplification of cysG
for qPCR
ATG CGG TGA ACT GTG GAA TAA
ACG
[140]
Site-specific integration onto the E. coli K-12 chromosome was attempted using λ-red
recombineering, though it was ultimately unsuccessful. We suspect that a 6.1 kb fragment
was too large for efficient integration. P1 transduction between strains W and K-12 was also
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unsuccessful due to lack of homology surrounding the csc operon.
3.4.2 Tn5 integration and library screening
Tn5 transposase enabled integration of the csc operon into E. coli K-12. Both pBKA
and pAKB were digested overnight with ndeI to linearize. The cscBKA/cscAKB operon and
flanking kanR (5.2 kb) were amplified with 13 bp mosaic ends. The fragments were digested
overnight with DpnI and electroporated into prepared E. coli K-12 MG1655 component cells
using Tn5 transposase (Lucigen). Integrants were recovered for 1 hour in SOC liquid medium
and plated on MacConkey Agar with 50 µg/mL kanamycin sulfate. The remaining liquid
recovery was diluted into 100 mL of M9 sucrose medium and 50 µg/mL kanamycin sulfate,
grown for 16 hours at 37 ◦C, centrifuged, resuspended in 50% glycerol, and cryopreserved.
After 24 hours of growth on agar, integrants were randomly selected and grown overnight
in 96 microwell plates (M9 20 g/L sucrose medium with kanamycin). Cultures were then
passaged to new microwell plates for growth characterization with controlled initial cell
concentration. Kinetic growth data were analyzed using a custom MATLAB script that
identifies the most linear portion of a log-linear plot of optical density and time. Generally,
this fell between optical densities of 0.05 and 0.25 (600 nm). Representative integrants across
cscBKA and cscAKB growth rate distributions were selected for cryopreservation and further
characterization.
3.4.3 Footprinting select integrants
Selected csc integrants were grown overnight in LB medium with kanamycin for gDNA
extraction (Invitrogen). Harvested DNA was quantified and 2 µg was treated with endonu-
clease CviA II at room temperature for 2 hours. Digested gDNA was ligated using Quick
Ligase (New England Biolabs) to an annealed Y-linker (CviAII-YAT3 with CviAII-YAT5)
at room temperature for 10 minutes. The reaction was terminated using EDTA. Lastly, lig-
ated fragments were removed from solution with paramagnetic beads (Axygen Biosciences)
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designed for small amplicons. Fragments were washed repeatedly with 80% ethanol to re-
move residual unligated Y-linker and eluted with TE buffer. Samples were then amplified
using Phusion Polymerase (New England Biolabs) and phosphorylated primers; one primer
annealing to the Y-linker and one annealing to the kanR gene, specifically annealing 3’ of
the 13 bp mosaic sequence of the transposon. Sanger sequencing yielded high fidelity unique
sequences that varied in length between 53 bp and approximately 540 bp.
3.4.4 Quantifying gene expression using qPCR
Overnight cultures of strains were inoculated into 10 mL M9 sucrose media in 125 mL
baffled flasks at 37 °C with kanamycin where indicated. Cultures were harvested in dupli-
cate at four distinct times during early log phase, treated with RNAprotect Bacteria Reagent
(QIAGEN) and frozen at -80 ◦C. After all cultures were harvested, RNA was extracted us-
ing RNA-EZ and treated with DNASE I (Thermo Fisher). Purified RNA was then treated
with Turbo DNASE to remove any residual DNA contamination. Samples were analyzed
for concentration and purity (λ260nm/λ280nm) using nanodrop (Nanodrop 1000 spectropho-
tometer, Thermo Fisher). Next, RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA using Multiscribe
Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher) and stored at -20 ◦C for qPCR expression analysis.
RT-qPCR was conducted using 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher) and
PowerUp SYBR Green Master Mix (Thermo Fisher) with an annealing temperature of 60
◦C.
Transcriptomic studies have indicated that hcat, ssrA, and cysG are satisfactory ref-
erence genes for qPCR normalization in E. coli K-12 MG1655 [140]. Gene expression in E.
coli W has been studied to a limited extent. Previous studies have used dld, which encodes
a D-lactate dehydrogenase, as a housekeeping gene for E. coli W [88,139]. The dld sequence
in E. coli K-12, however, is significantly different. As a result, a brief analysis of reference
gene candidates was necessary.
We initially studied the linearity of the housekeeping gene expression with respect to
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Figure 3.9: Investigation of three candidate housekeeping genes in E. coli strains W and K-12 for
relative expression quantification via qPCR. Top row: relationships between total mRNA concen-
tration and culture OD600. Rows 2-4: relationships between cycle threshold number and culture
OD600 for dld (d-lactate dehydrogenase), cysG (siroheme synthase), and ssrA (tmRNA). Each sym-
bol represents one of two biological replicates. Error bars represent standard deviations of qPCR
technical replicates (n = 3). Gene dld was only investigated for strain W, as it was employed in
previous studies of this strain but the sequence in K-12 is significantly different rendering PCR
amplification using the same primer set impossible
total RNA concentration and absorbance (λ = 600 nm) of culture at harvest. While RNA
concentration and optical density values were strongly correlated for all strains (R2 > 0.94),
correlations between RNA concentration and cycle threshold varied significantly (Fig. 3.9).
Housekeeping gene ssrA, which encodes tmRNA, was the best candidate for comparison
between W and K-12.
Relative expression was calculated using intrastrain expression of ssrA and the gene of
interest (cscA, cscB, cscK, kanR). A simple linear regression between cDNA gene amplifi-
cation and serial dilutions between 2−1 to 2−7 indicated a strongly linear relationship (R2 >
0.97).
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3.4.5 Transduction of fast-growth rate locus into strains of interest
Transductions were completed using the P1 bacteriophage. Overnight K-12 B2 cultures
were infected with P1 and added to Top agar. After overnight growth, Top agar was removed
using a cell spreader, centrifuged, and treated with chloroform. The supernatant was then
extracted for infection of target strains. ALE strains were provided by M. Antoinewicz [137].
Following standard P1 transduction protocol, ALE strains were infected with P1 for 30
minutes at 37 ◦C without shaking. Infection was terminated with the addition of 1 M
Na2Citrate and recovered for 3 hours at 37
◦C. The culture volume was then spread on
MacConkey agar plates with 50 µg/mL kanamycin sulfate, 20 g/L sucrose, and 1 mL of 1
M Na2Citrate solution (P1 Plates). Plates were dried were incubated overnight at 37
◦C.
Transductants were screened by sanger sequencing of the pyrE/rph region for detection of
an 82 bp deletion. Growth on sucrose and presence of this deletion confirmed successful
transduction.
Transduction of the nlpA locus into C7 CIChE was also accomplished by infecting a
C7 CIChE overnight culture with P1 phage harboring K-12 B2 DNA, recovery for 3 hours at
37 ◦C with the addition of sodium citrate, and subsequent plating on P1 Plates. Saleski et
al. developed a chromosomally expressed isobutanol pathway using Tn5 integration of ilvCD
and alsS followed by chemically inducible chromosomal evolution (CIChE) of the adhA and
kivD genes. A novel strategy, syntrophic co-culture amplification of production (SnoCAP)
was used to screen for phenotype. Although C7 CIChE already has kanamycin resistance
colonies could still be colorimetrically identified. Transductants were repeatedly restruck on
P1 Plates to account for possible contamination by the C7 CIChE base strain.
3.4.6 Isobutanol production experiments
An overnight culture of each isobutanol producing strain was passaged 1:100 to 20 mL
M9 IPG (125 mL baffled flasks) at 37 ◦C and 250 rpm in a rotary shaker. M9 IPG contains
M9 Minimal Salts (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 mM MgSO4, 0.3 mM CaCl2, 2.91 (NH4)2MoO4, 401.4
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nM H3BO3, 30.3 nM CoCl2, 9.61 nM CuSO4, 51.4 nM MnCl2, 6.1 nM ZnSO4, 0.01 mM
FeSO4, 3.32 µM thiamine HCl, 36 g/L carbon source, and 5 g/L yeast extract. After 2 hours,
0.1 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) was introduced. Flasks were transferred to
a 30 ◦C incubator shaker also maintaining 250 rpm. Samples were taken immediately and
every 24 hours thereafter. Cell concentration was quantified using optical density (600 nm)
in a Synergy H1 spectrophotometer (BioTek). Isobutanol and sugar concentrations were
quantified using high performance liquid chromatography (Shimadzu) fit with a Rezex ROA-
Organic Acid column (Phenomenex).
3.4.7 Assessment of sustainability metrics
Media GHG and energy calculations were calculated using the Greenhouse gases, regu-
lated emissions, and energy in transportation (GREET) tool published by Argonne National
Laboratory [141]. Only medium associated metrics were evaluated as all other process char-
acteristics between glucose and sucrose biofermentation are identical. While a full life cycle
assessment would normalize the net sustainability benefits of each media, substrate costs
account for as much as 50% of total operating costs of a biofermentation scheme [142].
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Chapter 4: Biodiversity Improves Life Cycle
Sustainability Metrics in Algal Biofuel Production
Algal biofuel has yet to realize its potential as a commercial and sustainable bioenergy
source, largely due to the challenge of maximizing and sustaining biomass production with
respect to energetic and material inputs in large-scale cultivation. Experimental studies have
shown that multi-species algal polycultures can be designed to enhance biomass production,
stability, and nutrient recycling compared to monocultures. Yet, it remains unclear whether
these impacts of biodiversity make polycultures more sustainable than monocultures. Here,
we present results of a comparative life cycle assessment (LCA) for algal bio-refineries to
compare the sustainability metrics of monocultures and polycultures of six fresh-water algal
species. Our results showed that when algae were grown in outdoor experimental ponds,
certain bicultures improved the energy return on investment (EROI) and greenhouse gas
emissions (GHGs) by 20% and 16%, respectively, compared to the best monoculture. Bi-
cultures outperformed monocultures by performing multiple functions simultaneously (e.g.,.
improved stability, nutrient efficiency, biocrude characteristics), which outweighed the higher
productivity attainable by a monoculture. Our results demonstrate that algal polycultures
with optimized multi-functionality lead to enhanced life cycle metrics, highlighting the sig-
nificant potential of ecological engineering for enabling future environmentally sustainable
algal bio-refineries.
The majority of the work presented in this chapter was published in ACS Environmental
Science & Technology as follows: Carruthers, David N., Casey M. Godwin, David C. Hietala,
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Bradley J. Cardinale, Xiaoxia Nina Lin, and Phillip E. Savage. ”Biodiversity improves life
cycle sustainability metrics in algal biofuel production.” Environmental science & technology
53(15) (2019): 9279-9288.
4.1 Introduction
Microalgae are promising feedstock candidates for renewable biofuel production due to
their high photosynthetic efficiency, lipid content, and growth rates compared to terrestrial
plants [143,144]. Algae-based fuels have the potential to increase energy security, reduce fuel
cycle carbon emissions, and ultimately replace petroleum-based transportation fuels. But
despite decades of intensive research and development, industrial algal biofuel production
has been unsuccessful [44]. One major bottleneck is the difficulty in achieving the observed
productivity and biomass characteristics from laboratory-scale studies in outdoor open pond
raceways, which are generally deemed necessary for economic viability [48, 65]. In practice,
production at scale has been hampered by low biomass yields, poor biomass quality, invasion
by grazers, diseases, pond crashes [145] and unwanted algal species [146], which is a major
barrier to achieving sustainability and profitability of algal biofuel production. Genetic
engineering of algae and intensive management strategies such as chemical treatment with
fertilizers or pesticides have shown some potential for overcoming these challenges; however,
they tend to yield negative trade-offs due to either decreased algal growth or increased cost,
and most have not been successfully demonstrated at scale [147–149].
In terms of biofuel production, algal communities that increase overall biomass yield,
as opposed to just lipid content, are ideal candidates for hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL),
which converts whole algal biomass to biocrude. Ecological engineering of multi-species poly-
cultures has been proposed as an alternative means to overcome the challenges associated
with algal cultivation. Based on extensive research on the role of biodiversity in natural
ecosystems, we know that multi-species communities of plants or microalgae can yield more
biomass, use abiotic resources more efficiently, and better resist threats such as disease,
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grazers, and invasive species compared to a single species [50, 150]. Laboratory and field
studies have tested this hypothesis experimentally and found that diversity has important
impacts in terms of reducing temporal variance (increased stability), nutrient use, fuel qual-
ity, and the potential to optimize multiple functions simultaneously [49]. However, these
multi-species communities rarely increase biomass yields relative to the most productive
constitutive single species of the community [49]. While these studies suggest that ecological
engineering of microalgal communities is a promising strategy to improve large-scale biofuel
production [151], it remains unclear whether these improvements make polycultures more
sustainable than monocultures in terms of environmental impacts. Answering this question
requires a life cycle assessment (LCA) informed by data from experiments comparing mono-
versus polycultures. An LCA is a methodology that considers the energy and materials
embodied in a theoretical life cycle in order to predict whether a given scenario will have
overall favorable performance in terms of well-defined sustainability metrics such as energy
return on investment (EROI) and greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs).
Here we report results of a well-to-wheel LCA that analyzed the impact of algal biodi-
versity on biofuel production using both laboratory and outdoor pond cultivation data. The
cohesive and comprehensive nature of the dataset closes the knowledge gaps between algal
cultivation, biomass conversion, and life cycle assessment, minimizing concerns of inconsis-
tency across models and increasing industrial practicality for a more holistic algal LCA. Our
results show that certain multi-species communities can outperform the best monocultures
in terms of sustainability metrics under conditions mimicking real-world cultivation due to
the polycultures’ superior potential for performing multiple functions well.
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4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Algal pond growth
The data used in this work stem from two published studies that have examined the role
of algal biodiversity in biofuel production in both laboratory-based mesocosms [37,61,62,150],
and field-based open pond systems [49]. For both of these studies, focal algal species
were selected from among the high priority species determined by the U.S. Department
of Energy’s Aquatic Species Program and included within the Solar Energy Research Insti-
tute’s microalgae collection [152]. We selected six of these species: Ankistrodesmus falcatus
(code A), Chlorella sorokiniana (B), Pediastrum duplex (C), Scenedesmus acuminatus (D),
Scenedesmus ecornis (E), and Selenastrum capricornutum (F). Algal cultures were grown
photoautotrophically in BOLD 3N medium sparging air without carbon dioxide supplemen-
tation. The laboratory mesocosms (n = 180) were 9.5 L aquaria illuminated with fluorescent
lights and diluted with 30% fresh medium every 7 days. Two distinct temperature treat-
ments were employed to analyze the effect of temperature fluctuation on algal growth. The
temperature of the tanks was either constant at 22 ◦C or variable between 17 ◦C and 27 ◦C
on weekly cycles. Lab-based mesocosm experiments studied 37 combinations of algal species
in two randomized blocks for each temperature treatment. Monocultures were replicated 6
times, bicultures 4 times, four-species cultures 4 times, and the six-species polyculture repli-
cated 9 times for each temperature condition [62]. Mesocosms were grown for two weeks and
then measured every seven days for a subsequent eight weeks. The outdoor ponds experi-
ment was performed using 80 open ponds, each 1,100 L in volume and 0.5 m in depth, at the
University of Michigan’s Edwin S. George Reserve, located near Pinckney Michigan [49]. We
used the four most productive species based on the laboratory mesocosms (A, B, D, and F)
as monocultures, 6 two-species polycultures, and the four-species polyculture [49]. The open
ponds experiment lasted for over 80 days, during which we measured biomass concentration
weekly. Ponds were subject to daily temperature fluctuations, weather, and invasion by
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unwanted species of algae, diseases, and grazers. A stochastic growth model was developed
from empirical data to determine biomass concentration at harvest and areal productivity
(Fig. 4.1). Harvest fractions were set to 70% at a weekly interval with a crash threshold of
50 mg biomass after harvest for determining the number of annual pond crashes (Fig. 4.2).
4.2.2 Stability
Despite repeated designation as a key technological barrier to algal biodiesel produc-
tion, stability issues have only recently been considered in the design of algal biofuel systems.
Stability of the feedstock cultures is particularly important for outdoor ponds, where bio-
logical and environmental forcings inevitably make biomass and productivity varied through
time [153]. Algal culture stability is quantified as the coefficient of variation in biomass
and productivity through time for a single culture. Factors that influence stability include
environmental fluctuations, invasion by algal pest species, algal diseases, and grazers, as well
as pond harvesting. Traditionally, pond productivity measurements are determined using a
simple linear relationship:
QA = µ ∗X ∗ d (41)
Where X is volumetric biomass density at harvest, d is pond depth, and µ is the specific
growth rate of the algal culture. Areal productivity, QA, has the unit of g/m
2/day, which
is convenient for pond sizing and infrastructure amortization. However, Equation 41 is a
biologically absurd representation of algal growth as it ignores density dependence – that is,
that per capita growth rates decrease as biomass density increases. In open ponds, density
dependence arises because more dense cultures attenuate light required for photosynthe-
sis and sequester nutrients required for growth, which has been discussed elsewhere [154].
Furthermore, Equation 41 allows for growth rates and cell densities to be independent of
pond depth, which is not only implausible due to light attenuation, but implies that sim-
ply increasing the depth of a pond can lead to arbitrarily high areal productivity. Lastly,
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Equation 41 ignores temporal variation and instability in the production of algal biomass,
both of which are commonly observed risks associated with large-scale algal production with
potentially monumental implications, particularly in cases where cultures crash. In lieu of
Equation 41, we introduce a biologically realistic model of density-dependent algal growth
that is based upon empirically derived maximum growth rates, maximum densities, and
temporal variation.
Bt(t) =
K
1 +
(
K−B0
B0
)
∗ e−µ∗t
(42)
Here, K represents the carrying capacity, B0 the initial biomass, and µ the specific
growth rate. For the laboratory mesocosms experiments, we assumed a conservative maxi-
mum growth rate of 0.5 d-1 for all species compositions. For the outdoor pond experiment, we
estimated maximum growth rates using time-series of in vivo chlorophyll-a fluorescence im-
mediately following inoculation. For both the laboratory mesocosms and the outdoor ponds,
we used a first-order autoregressive stationary model to simulate the carrying capacity K over
time. The autoregressive model was parameterized using time-series of biomass for individ-
ual mesocosms or ponds. For each species composition, we performed 10,000 simulations of
the growth over a. Each run was based on the autoregressive model from a single laboratory
mesocosm or outdoor open pond, selected at random from the data. We modeled the biomass
of the cultures at time steps of one week, for a total of 52 weeks. The carrying capacities
for each week were generated from the autoregressive model, meaning that the value of K
is auto-correlated through time. A threshold of 50 mg/L biomass defines a culture crash.
If a culture fell below 50 mg/L at harvest, the pond would necessarily be drained, cleaned,
and reinoculated, requiring an estimated two-week down time between culture crash, pond
regrowth, and subsequent harvests. Culture biomass is average biomass accumulation over
52 weeks at harvest, intrinsically including increased water demand associated with pond
crashes. A revised algorithm was developed to account for this productivity loss:
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QA = h ∗
52∑
t=3
B′t ∗ d (43)
B′t =
 Bt Bt ≥ Bthreshold
0 < Bthreshold
 (44)
Where h is the harvest fraction, d is pond depth, and QA is the predicted areal pro-
ductivity. In this work, we assumed a fixed harvest regime in which 70% of the culture is
harvested every 7 days.
Parameterizing time-series models from the empirical data
For both the laboratory mesocosms and outdoor open ponds, we used replicated time
series of algal biomass to parameterize a first-order autoregressive stationary model. This
calculates estimates of the mean biomass, the 1st order autocorrelation coefficient, and the
variance. Since these models are based on biomass at saturation, their output can be equated
to carrying capacities that fluctuate through time. The first-order correlation is not only
more realistic, but directly impacts the modeled productivity [155].
Simulating density-dependent growth with varying carrying capacities, harvests,
and crashes
Density-dependent growth of the algae was modeled using the logistic growth function
in Equation 42. For each species composition, we performed 10,000 simulations of the growth
in a pond over a year. Each run was based the autoregressive model from a single aquarium
or outdoor pond, selected at random from the available data. We modeled the biomass of
the cultures at time steps of one week, for a total of 52 weeks. The carrying capacities for
each week were generated from the autoregressive model, meaning that the value of K is
auto-correlated through time. In some cases, these autoregressive models forecast carrying
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capacities less than zero. Because this is biologically unrealistic, we used a floor of 10 mg/L
for carrying capacities. The initial biomass density in week 1 was 10 mg/L. From the biomass
density on the first day of the week (B0,t), we forecasted the biomass density after 7 days
using the logistic growth model. Then, depending upon the biomass density, the culture was
either harvested or declared crashed. Cultures were not harvested in weeks 1 through 3 to
allow for initial growth. This scheme is depicted in Fig. 4.1 below.
Figure 4.1: Flow chart for determination of algal productivity and number of crashes per year.
When the culture is harvested, the biomass density is decreased by a fixed proportion
(e.g.,. 70%) immediately before the next week, and the logistic model is used again. A
70% harvest fraction was selected through the sensitivity analysis of harvest proportion and
harvest time as depicted in Fig. 4.2. If the biomass density is below the threshold at the
end of the week, the culture is declared crashed and there is no harvest. The crash threshold
employed in this study was 50 mg/L density after harvest. When a crash occurs, the biomass
is zero for the week in which the crash occurred and the next two weeks. This time represents
inactivity while the pond is drained and re-established. After three weeks of zero biomass,
the culture is re-started with an initial biomass density of 10 mg/L, and the simulation
continues.
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Productivity from density-dependent growth model:
The mean annual productivity (mg/L/week) of a simulated pond is equal to the product
of the harvested proportion (e.g.,. 0.7) and the mean of all biomass densities above the
threshold. By assuming a pond depth of 0.17 m for the laboratory mesocosms and 0.5 m
for the cattle tanks, we get a mean annual productivity in units of g/m2/day as dry mass.
For each simulated year, we also counted the number of discrete crash events and the total
number of weeks that the culture was crashed. Fig. 4.2 provides an example of this harvest
strategy over a year with 5 crash events.
Figure 4.2: Modeled biomass through time based on open pond number 35 of Selenastrum capri-
cornutum assuming a weekly harvest of 70%. The blue dashed line shows the carrying capacity
through time and the black line represents biomass. When the culture biomass is less than 50 mg/L
at the end of a seven-day growing period, the culture is declared crashed shown in pink.
4.2.3 Hydrothermal liquefaction
Many strategies have been developed to produce usable fuel from algae, ranging from
transesterification of fatty acid methyl esters, liquid-liquid extraction, and hydrothermal
liquefaction (HTL). More recently, focus has shifted towards HTL of algal biomass, a strategy
that employs high temperature (200-400 ◦C) and pressure (2-20 MPa) to convert whole algal
biomass into biocrude rather than only lipids into biodiesel [156]. The co-products of HTL
include solid biochar, nutrient-rich aqueous phase, and gases. Laboratory HTL experiments
were conducted using harvested biomass at 5% dry mass loading at 350 ◦C for 20 minutes [61].
The 5% mass loading was scaled to the 15% from algal dewatering for more energetically
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favorable biomass conversion. Slurries above 15% demonstrate non-Newtonian behavior at
operating temperatures and were not considered [40]. Heating values of biocrude samples
were calculated from elemental composition using the Channiwalla formula [157]. Upgrading
methodology then followed Frank et al. (2013) for carbon mass balance efficiency during
deoxygenation and denitrogenation, which differ between cultures due to variable biocrude
oxygen and nitrogen content [158]. Upgraded biocrude is assumed suitable as a diesel fuel.
4.2.4 First and remaining dewatering
The process flow includes open pond growth and harvesting, followed by an initial
dewatering that employs dissolved air flocculation with chitosan coagulant to 60 g/L. A
disc-stack centrifuge raises the total solid mass fraction of the algal slurry to 150 g/L, appro-
priate for HTL. Equations 43 and 44 inherently increase water demand from pond crashes,
but do not account for pumping new media into the ponds. As a result, crash recovery
media was incorporated as a function of annual average pond crashes in kWh/gafdw algae.
Approximately 95% of total process volume resides within the growth and dewatering stages
such that most recycling flows are quantified within these first two stages.
4.2.5 Recycling
Flows of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and water are depicted in Fig. 4.3 within
the process framework. Values denote normalized nutrient cycle across the entire pool of
cultures on a per gram afdw algae basis. Nitrogen and phosphorus recycling were 76 ±
4% and 80 ± 9% respectively, with 48 ± 5% total biomass carbon in the biocrude. First
dewatering and remaining dewatering provide a net return of 70 ± 7% total water, with
approximately 26 ± 6% water lost due to evaporation. Overall, our empirically-derived nu-
trient recycling rates corroborate those found throughout the literature [65, 159], but there
are substantial differences among the different species compositions in terms of their elemen-
tal content and the proportion of biomass nutrients that can be recovered following HTL.
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Many strategies have been pursued at length to demonstrate the viability of the aqueous
co-product (ACP) as a valuable organic substrate for either heterotrophic algal regrowth
or bacterial regrowth [22, 37, 159], Previous work has shown that recycling of the ACP to
the algal cultures is feasible at the dilution factor that would arise in our process (approx-
imately 0.5% total pond volume) [37], While recycling of ACP by polycultures can lead to
increased growth compared to the best monocultures, this effect has only been documented
in small-scale laboratory cultures and thus we would not be able to parameterize its effect
on biomass production or reactivity during HTL [37]. As heterotrophic growth is not repre-
sentative of cultivation conditions in this study, we instead considered co-product treatment
using a recently patented strategy by Genifuel Corporation pursuing catalytic hydrother-
mal gasification (CHG) of the aqueous phase at 300-350 ◦C and 10-20 MPa. CHG involves
relatively complex chemistry including reactions of pyrolysis, steam-reformation, methana-
tion, hydrogenation, and the water-gas shift to produce methane, hydrogen gas, water, and
carbon dioxide [45]. This strategy has produced yields at estimated 0.32 L CH4/gACPsolids,
combustion of which provides substantial benefit to energy return and has been incorporated
in assessments from Argonne National Laboratories [158,160]. Integration of a CO2 capture
system could reduce gross GHG emissions and likely increase biomass accumulation across
experimental conditions, this again was not considered because the experiments that inform
this LCA did not use CO2 supplementation. It was further assumed that any residual phos-
phorus and nitrogen in the biocrude cannot be recycled as part of the upgrading process.
Although not considered in this study, hydrogen gas co-product from CHG could be recycled
for upgrading HTL biocrude [144].
4.2.6 Infrastructure
Infrastructure data was sourced from Lundquist et al. and Canter et al. amortized
to pond surface areal productivity and denoted on a per gram afdw algae basis [155, 161].
Although these studies consider algal lipid extraction, infrastructure energetic and environ-
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mental accounting is dominated by open pond construction, which accounts for an average
of 85% of total infrastructure energy emissions [161]. Infrastructure was scaled linearly with
areal productivity as in previous studies. Transportation of CO2 via flue gas bubbling was
not considered within this framework in congruence with experimental conditions. Future
mechanistic study and ecological engineering of diverse algal polycultures with optimized
multi-functionality could provide an alternative pathway towards environmentally sustain-
able and economically viable algal biofuels.
4.2.7 Life cycle assessment overview
A computational module of algal cultivation and life cycle inventory was established
based on our empirical data, which we called the Algal Hydrothermal liquefaction Mod-
ule (AHM). The AHM is broken down into six stages: algal pond growth, first dewater-
ing, remaining dewatering, biomass conversion, upgrading, and infrastructure. The biomass
conversion phase is divided into hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) and catalytic hydrother-
mal gasification (CHG). To compare algal polycultures and monocultures, we employed the
AHM to simulated a hypothetical bio-refinery system (Fig. 4.3a), using a large experimental
dataset generated previously through multidisciplinary work involving six algal species (Fig.
4.3b) that were grown alone or in mixed species consortia in replicated laboratory mesocosms
(Fig. 4.3c) and open outdoor ponds (Fig. 4.3d) [25, 37,61,62].
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Figure 4.3: Life cycle assessment (LCA) of algal biofuel production using data from laboratory
and outdoor cultivation experiments. (A) Schematic of hypothetical algal biorefinery in LCA,
with flows of phosphorus, carbon, nitrogen, and water depicted as fractions of the amount leaving
the first unit of Algal Pond Growth. Values shown, corresponding to line widths, represent the
proportion of P, C, N, and water in the pond that flow through each step depicted in the dia-
gram (dimensionless) and are the average fractions across all experimental conditions and culture
compositions. (B) Representative microscopic images of the six microalgal species examined in this
study: Ankistrodesmus falcatus (A), Chlorella sorokiniana (B),Pediastrum duplex (C), Scenedesmus
acuminatus (D), Scenedesmus ecornis (E), Selenastrum capricornutum (F). (C) A photo of 9.5-L
laboratory mesocosms. (D) A photo of 1,100-liter cattle tanks simulating outdoor pond cultivation.
The assessment employs the Argonne National Laboratory’s GREET, a Microsoft Ex-
cel model used to study the environmental and energetic costs of many fuel and vehicle
technologies [63]. For algal biofuels, GREET interfaces with a life cycle inventory, the Algal
Process Description (APD), which provides general input characteristics of algal species on
a per gram afdw algae basis, accounting for fertilizer demand, water consumption, electricity
and other relevant resource inputs. While the APD was fundamental to initial algal LCA
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development, it does not reflect biological reality due to overgeneralized parameters and as-
sumptions. For example, the APD allows for the growth rate of the algae to be manipulated
independently from their density and pond depth, though these parameters are inextricably
linked due to biological principles [162, 163]. To make the process description more real-
istic, we developed a life cycle inventory called the Algal HTL Module (AHM) based on
the APD, which tracks inputs and outputs throughout each stage of biofuel production,
readily incorporating data from our collaborative experiments to GREET 2016b for LCA
calculations.
The AHM calculations use a functional unit of 1 gafdw algae and, where necessary, em-
ploy realistic and documented assumptions to scale experimental data to an industrial-sized
facility. The AHM quantifies properties and functions of the algal biorefinery system, in-
cluding biomass concentration, productivity, crop stability over time, biocrude and biomass
elemental composition, efficiency of abiotic nutrient use, and biocrude yield. Fig. 4.4 illus-
trates the various assumed, specified, and empirical inputs as well as their incorporation in
the multi-layered calculations within AHM (see Table G.4 for details).
We apply the AHM inventory and the GREET 2016b impact assessment model for
comparative analysis firstly of idealized laboratory mesocosm experiments under two tem-
perature regimes and secondly of more realistic outdoor pond experiments. Monte Carlo
simulations were conducted using a truncated normal distribution from empirical data (mean
and variance) to analyze error propagation over 1,000 iterations for each set of experimen-
tal conditions and species combinations in GREET 2016b. A process flow diagram of the
AHM is depicted in Fig. 4.3a within a dashed system boundary. We used our comprehen-
sive experimental dataset to parameterize elemental content at each stage, formulating high
confidence mass balances for translation to an industrial sized facility. Balances for carbon,
nitrogen, phosphorus, and water are denoted by the width and valuation within each flow.
To provide a thorough description of the AHM, Fig. 4.4 differentiates between assumed,
specified, and empirical process inputs as well as their incorporation within the GREET
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impact assessment.
Values from the AHM were then utilized as inputs to the Greenhouse gases, Regu-
lated Emissions, and Energy in Transportation (GREET) impact assessment model devel-
oped by the Argonne National Laboratory [165] using a functional unit of 1 MBTU (106
MBTU) transportation energy in compression ignited direct injection diesel vehicles [63].
The GREET utility is a versatile tool updated biannually that computes greenhouse gas
emissions (CO2, CH4, N2O), non-renewable energy usage, as well as six standard pollu-
tants: carbon monoxide, mononitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, volatile organic compounds,
and particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) for many fuel/vehicle systems [165]. GHGs are
normalized to CO2eq using global warming potentials established by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change AR5 [166].
Operating cohesively as an inventory and impact assessment, the AHM and GREET
compose the overall LCA. We focus on three metrics that are key to determining the sustain-
ability of a transportation fuel technology and represent the output of the GREET model:
energy return on investment (EROI), greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs), and water intensity
(WI). Only direct effects from the algae pathway are included with indirect effects like land
use changes, infrastructure preparation, water transportation to site and similar operational
activities omitted [165]. Sustainability baselines are defined such that an energy return be-
low 1.0 is a net loss of energy and thereby energetically unsustainable, whereas GHGs and
WI are analyzed either as absolute values (kgCO2eq and L H2O) or as percentages relative
to compression ignited direct injection diesel vehicles fueled with conventional diesel. To be
considered a sustainable fuel, a biofuel must have an EROI higher than 1.0 and GHGs must
be lower than conventional diesel, estimated at 99.5 kgCO2eq per MBTU on a well-to-wheel
basis [165].
In most cases there is a negative correlation between GHG and EROI: increasing pro-
ductivity increases the return on investment and simultaneously decreases the GHG footprint
by decreasing non-renewable energy consumption [167]. Rather than using arbitrary values
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Figure 4.4: A Reingold-Tilford tree illustrating how information is sourced and processed within the
AHM. The tree is subdivided into 41 empirical inputs (green), 19 process specifications (blue), and
28 assumptions (beige). Internal calculations (red) combine the values from the other categories to
derive LCA metrics. Inputs marked with a (*) were used in multiple calculations. Plot developed
using Data-Driven-Documents [164]
.
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to conduct a sensitivity analysis of parameters, as is commonplace among LCAs, we exam-
ined empirical variation in Monte Carlo simulations using a truncated standard distribution.
Using this method, values of inventory inputs are varied simultaneously for an accurate
representation of the dataset. Regression coefficients were generated by using 5,000 Monte
Carlo simulations with the highest EROI to quantify the influence of variation in inventory
inputs on impact assessment outputs. We used this approach because life cycle metrics are
inherently nonlinear at low values of inputs like productivity and biomass concentration,
which reduces fit dramatically.
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4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Life cycle assessment of mesocosm algal growth
Based on laboratory data, a single highly productive monoculture was the top
performer in maximizing EROI and minimizing GHGs
We first applied the LCA framework described above to data collected from a set
of experiments where a total of 37 algal cultures, including 6 monocultures and 31 select
polycultures, were grown in the laboratory at a constant temperature of 22◦C and then
converted to biocrude oil through HTL. Fig. 4.5 summarizes results for two LCA metrics,
EROI and GHGs.
Figure 4.5: GHGs and EROI of 37 algal cultures under constant temperature laboratory conditions.
GREET model return using empirical data from laboratory experiments by culture composition
(sorted by increasing EROI) and by mean species richness.
In this assessment, a monoculture, S. capricornutum (F), and this species in bicultures
with A. falcatus (AF) or P. duplex (CF) were the best performers, generating EROIs of 0.99,
0.72, and 0.64 as well as GHGs of 122, 120, and 135 kgCO2eq/MBTU, respectively. Water
intensity, which represents the net water usage per MBTU fuel produced, was determined
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to be 172, 165, and 150 L/MBTU, respectively (Fig. 4.6).
Figure 4.6: WI of algal cultures under constant and variable temperature mesocosm conditions
from the GREET model by culture composition and species richness.
Closer examination of the results revealed that S. capricornutum (F) cultivation yielded
the best sustainability metrics due to its ability to achieve a high biomass concentration of
0.37 g/L, which was nearly three times higher than the average of all cultures under these
experimental conditions (0.13 ± 0.08 g/L), and substantially better than the second-best
culture AF (0.30 g/L). In another set of laboratory experiments, the same algal cultures
were grown under variable temperature conditions, where the temperature cycled between
17 and 27 ◦C on a weekly basis [62]. We also performed an LCA based on data collected
from these experiments (Fig. 4.6 4.7) and our results followed the same general pattern
obtained using constant temperature data, with the best performers in EROI again being S.
capricornutum and its bicultures.
It was noted that the variable temperature condition had no significant impact on
biomass concentration, biocrude yield, or stability [62]. Nonrenewable energy usage was par-
titioned by stage of production to identify areas for optimization and illustrated in Fig. 4.10.
Algal growth and first dewatering dominated process energetics with a minimum frac-
tion of approximately 60% of the total energy for S. capricornutum. The subsequent factors
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Figure 4.7: GHGs and EROI of 37 algal cultures under variable temperature conditions from the
GREET model by culture composition and species richness.
were infrastructure (14.3%), transportation and distribution (11.3%) and biocrude conver-
sion (4.1%). These results confirm that even for the best performing algal species, the
greatest gains to advancing biofuel sustainability could be made by optimizing cultivation
conditions and minimizing upstream energy inputs [168].
4.3.2 Life cycle assessment of outdoor pond algal growth
Select bicultures outperformed the top monoculture in outdoor ponds
We next used data collected from an outdoor cultivation experiment, where a total of 11
promising algal cultures, including 4 monocultures, 6 bicultures, and 1 four-species culture,
were grown in 1,100 L open ponds (6-8 replicates). It should be pointed out that scaling of
experimental data to large-scale cultivation introduces uncertainties, particularly related to
how parameters like productivity and biomass accumulation change in actual raceway pond
cultivation compared to experiments [169]. Here, we have made an effort to minimize these
uncertainties by incorporating empirical data from experiments performed under conditions
that mimic real-world conditions. Specifically, the outdoor pond cultures were subject to
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Figure 4.8: Breakdown of nonrenewable energy demand from GREET, normalized and plotted by
culture composition and by species richness under the constant temperature mesocosm condition.
environmental realities including fluctuations of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR),
invaders, temperature change, evaporation, etc. These data on biomass cultivation were
supplemented with elemental data and biocrude yields from variable temperature mesocosm
experiments to capture characteristics of outdoor pond cultivation, encompassing physiologi-
cal changes in elemental composition due to varying temperature as well as mitigated growth
due to exposure to naturally occurring invaders, variable sunlight, and other environmental
factors.
Fig. 4.9 shows LCA results on two metrics based on outdoor condition. Intriguingly, in
this analysis, bicultures BF and AF outperformed S. capricornutum (F) in terms of EROI,
GHGs, and WI (p < 0.05). EROI for cultures BF, AF, and F were 0.60, 0.54, and 0.51,
respectively, representing a significant 20% improvement by the best biculture BF over the
best monoculture F. For GHGs, cultures BF, AF, and F led to values of 137, 154, and 163
kgCO2eq/MBTU, respectively, marking a 16% improvement by biculture BF in comparison
to monoculture F. Water intensity (WI) results followed those of GHGs with values of 268,
364, and 444 L/MBTU (Fig. 4.10).
The apparent success of bicultures BF and AF is contrary to what was observed in the
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Figure 4.9: Life cycle metrics of EROI and GHGs from outdoor pond cultivation experiments.
GREET model return using empirical data primarily from outdoor pond cultivation experiments
for varied cultures (sorted by increasing EROI) and by mean species richness..
laboratory experiments in which S. capricornutum outperformed the next best culture in
EROI by a 27% margin. The average biculture also outperformed the average monoculture
and the four-species culture in each life cycle metric (p < 0.05). We noted that despite
lower performance in EROI, GHGs, and WI compared to two bicultures BF and AF, S.
capricornutum maintained the highest biomass concentration and productivity of all cultures
with 0.200 g/L and 9.24 g/m2/day, far greater than BF and AF at 0.143 g/L and 6.45
g/m2/day and 0.16 g/L and 7.54 g/m2/day, respectively. However, the extent of these
advantages of S. capricornutum under outdoor conditions were considerably smaller than
those under laboratory conditions. In terms of biomass productivity, S. capricornutum’s
advantage over the bicultures AF and BF decreased from 48% (laboratory) to 19% (outdoor)
and from 137% to 59%, respectively. With regard to biomass concentration at harvest, S.
capricornutum’s advantage over the bicultures AF and BF decreased from 45% (laboratory)
to 21% (outdoor) and from 126% to 48%, respectively.
The disparity between S. capricornutum’s superiority in biomass concentration/productivity
and its inferiority in LCA metrics, compared to bicultures BF and AF, indicated that the
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Figure 4.10: WI of algal cultures under outdoor pond conditions from the GREET model by culture
composition and species richness.
positive impact of biomass production was outweighed by other aspects of S. capricornutum
that negatively impacted LCA metrics. For instance, we noted that S. capricornutum de-
manded significantly higher phosphorus inputs at 2.93 mM P/gafdw algae, compared to 1.7
mM P/gafdw for BF and 2.1 mM P/gafdw for AF. Higher P requirements adversely affected
overall life cycle metrics. Intriguingly, this high demand for phosphorus was not apparent
under the constant temperature mesocosm condition in the laboratory, suggesting physio-
logical differences between algal growth under the constant temperature condition and the
outdoor pond condition. We further hypothesized that select polycultures outperformed the
best monoculture by maintaining multiple functions in a more balanced manner, an effect
of biodiversity referred to as multi-functionality [170, 171]. We previously found that sev-
eral of our polycultures have high potential for multi-functionality [49]. In particular, the
two most productive species C. sorokiniana and S. capricornutum, have disparate N and P
nutrient use efficiencies [150]. When grown together, these species simultaneously optimize
N-efficiency, P-efficiency, and biomass production better than either species can as a mono-
culture. Thus, while S. capricornutum dominated in terms of stability, productivity, and
biomass concentration across all experimental conditions, these factors were outweighed by
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nutrient use efficiency under outdoor pond conditions, compared to bicultures AF and BF.
4.3.3 Quantification of multi-functionality in outdoor pond growth
Superior multi-functionality of polycultures leads to more favorable life cycle
metrics
To systematically dissect how multi-functionality benefited bicultures BF and AF, com-
pared to the best monoculture F, we conducted a multilinear regression analysis to quantify
how different aspects of performance impact LCA metrics. Independent input variables in-
cluded nutrient recycling, elemental composition, biocrude yields, biomass concentration,
and frequency of crashes from outdoor pond experiments. Dependent inputs such as pro-
ductivity and H:C ratios were excluded as, for example, biomass concentration is strongly
correlated with calculated productivity (Equation 43) (R2 = 0.99). Each input was normal-
ized using Z-scores such that regression coefficients provide relative weights for individual
inputs with respect to EROI (σEROI/σInput):
(
Yi − Y i
σi
)
= β0 +
∑
j∈i
(
βj ∗
(
Xj −Xj
σj
))
+  (45)
The multilinear regression yielded a good fit to the data (R2EROI = 0.78) using the
workflow depicted in Fig. 4.11. The product of an input regression coefficient and its Z-
score yielded its contribution to the EROI. The aggregation of these contributions then
yielded the overall sustainability impact. Predicted EROI values corroborated actual EROI
from GREET within reasonable deviations. GHGs (R2GHGs = 0.75) and WI (R
2
WI = 0.92)
regressions were also conducted and were inversely correlated to EROI (Table G.2, G.3).
Results from the regression analysis showed that biomass concentration, “Biomass Den-
sity” in Fig. 4.11, is the single most important aspect of performance; however, biocrude
yield, biocrude and algal elemental compositions, and nutrient use efficiencies also have sig-
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Figure 4.11: Quantification of input impacts on EROI in LCA. Using Monte Carlo simulations
based on parameter distributions, AHM inputs for each species combination were normalized using
Z-scores of input parameters to analyze input effect on EROI through multilinear regression. Red
table cells correspond to inputs and components with a negative impact on EROI. The component
contribution indicates how much an input contributes to variation in EROI (σEROI) and, beneath
it, a comparison of the predicted EROI to actual EROI from AHM-GREET calculation.
nificant effects on sustainability metrics. Changes in dry algal biomass P (β = 0.05) and N
(β = 0.01) have minimal effects on EROI whereas changes in biomass concentration (β =
1.15) and recovered phosphorus (β = 0.65) have large effects (Table G.1). Despite the im-
portance of individual aspects of performance such as biomass concentration, the net impact
of different algal culture compositions depends upon the balance of positive impacts from
above-average functions/traits and negative impacts from below-average functions/traits.
As a result, culture compositions that have high Z-scores for multiple functions can outper-
form compositions that perform only one or two functions well but perform other functions
poorly. In our system, the best single species (S. capricornutum) had a strong positive
impact on LCA metrics based on its ability to achieve high biomass concentration (+1.88
σEROI), but this advantage was largely negated by poor phosphorus nutrient use efficiency,
which decreased EROI by -1.25 σEROI. Conversely, two bicultures that had lower biomass
production (BF and AF) exhibited high efficiency of nutrient recycling from the exhausted
medium and aqueous co-product (ACP) from hydrothermal liquefaction, accounting for 0.63
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of the EROIs of monoculture F, biculture AF, and biculture BF from
accumulated positive and negative contributions from all inputs of the LCA calculation (exact
values in Fig. 4.11, under column header “Component Contribution”).
and 0.21 σEROI, respectively, (compared to -1.11 σEROI for species F). The result of these
impacts is that the best single species, F, has an EROI of 0.51 whereas the best polyculture,
BF, has an EROI of 0.60 (an increase of 18%). Amongst these inputs, S. capricornutum and
many monocultures alike tend to have imbalanced impact contributions such that, as in this
case, adept biomass accumulation but poor phosphorus nutrient use efficiency ultimately
yield worse sustainability metrics.
Fig. 4.12 illustrates how this effect of multi-functionality led to the superior perfor-
mance of bicultures BF and AF, over the best monoculture F. Thus, using data collected
under realistic outdoor open pond conditions, our results highlight how biodiversity improved
life cycle sustainability metrics in algal biofuel production. Our study shows that biodiver-
sity can improve sustainability of algal biofuel due to the ability of polycultures to optimize
multiple functions simultaneously that influence LCA metrics. This is a key finding for the
development of sustainable biofuel systems as it shows that polycultures can help overcome
the intense tradeoffs that are characteristic of single-species cultivation.
Contrary to some previous LCAs that suggest algal biofuels could attain EROI > 3.0,
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our assessment did not indicate that algal biocrude production would be energetically favor-
able. We believe that this discrepancy is due to the fact that we used real-world cultivation
data from our experiments, whereas many other assessments have been based on hypotheti-
cal cultivation. For example, a recent review of well-to-pump LCAs showed that assumptions
about lipid yields (m3/ha/day) varied by more than 2000%, resulting in predicted greenhouse
gas emissions ranging from a net negative value of -90.7 gCO2eq/MBTU to over five times
the emissions of diesel at 506 kgCO2eq/MBTU [172]. Recent efforts to addresses these issues
have culminated in meta-analyses and harmonization reports that attempt to standardize
assumptions. [65, 173–175] However, one such meta-analysis noted that of 54 assessments
reviewed, nearly half did not explicitly name a target algal species despite inherent varia-
tion in species specific properties presented here and throughout the literature [18, 61, 150].
Discrepancies may be more appropriately addressed through multidisciplinary collaboration
to close the knowledge or expertise gaps between algal cultivation, biomass conversion, and
life cycle assessment by reducing the number of unrealistic assumptions and by increasing
continuity across algal processing stages.
In this work in particular, biomass concentration and areal productivity were not both
considered independent variables as indicated in Equation 42. To demonstrate the impor-
tance of biomass and productivity modeling, we conducted a simple sensitivity analysis for
varied productivities and biomass concentrations, using S. capricornutum data from the con-
stant temperature mesocosm experiment, which had empirical values of 6.25 g/m2/day and
0.37 g/L, respectively (Fig. 4.13).
If biomass concentration and productivity are arbitrarily specified to be 0.5 g/L and
13.2 g/m2/day, values commonly assumed in previous LCA studies, S. capricornutum would
have an EROI of 2.41 and GHGs of 33 kgCO2eq/MBTU, which are more favorable than the
values presented above in Results. This dramatic contrast raises a valid and long-overdue
concern over the readiness of algal biofuel technologies. It also highlights the need for more
aggressive interdisciplinary research and development efforts to ultimately realize the full
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Figure 4.13: Effects of biomass density and areal productivity on EROI and GHGs. Red circles de-
note values employed in this study for the best performing condition and culture, S. capricornutum
at constant temperature mesocosm with 0.37 g/L biomass accumulation and 6.2 g/m2/day areal
productivity. Green triangles represent results under the common assumptions of 0.5 g/L biomass
accumulation and 13.5 g/m2/day areal productivity.
environmental and economic benefits of algal biofuels.
4.3.4 Tuning of harvest scheduling
Algal biofuel life cycle assessments have explored sensitivity to major bottlenecks like
biocrude yield, composition, and conversion efficiencies. However, few LCAs have explored
pond crashes and fluctuations due to upstream cultivation despite the labeling of pond
crashes as a major barrier to industrial algal biofuel production [169]. Crashes are most
widely attributed to invasion by biological contaminants. Invaders include rotifers, other
species of algae, pests, and diseases like chytrid infection, which are complicated further
by seasonality. Earthrise Farms, a company that pioneered algal cultivation in the 1980s
reported that contaminant algal strains like Chlorella and some species of Spirulina resulted
in an estimated annual productivity loss of 15 to 20% [176]. Likewise, half of their 15 ponds
of 5,000 m2 surface area were declared crashed after one month of cultivation due to excessive
contamination by green algae [176]. More recently, Sapphire Energy’s Las Cruses Test Site,
which harbored 48 ponds of 1.1 acre surface area and 20 ponds of 2.2 acre surface area under
continuous operation for over two years reported that losses to grazers like rotifers, cilates,
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and amoeba resulted in approximately 20 ± 10% of total pond productivity [169].
While crashes have been marked as a leading barrier to development of algal production,
few attempts to model stability with respect to ecological physiology have been made. A
more common strategy is the use of industrial agricultural management strategies, which
have proven somewhat effective. Second generation sequencing of the V6 and V6 rRNA
domains for bacterial and eukaryotic species, respectively, can readily characterize biological
contaminants for tailored management treatments, though these methods are significantly
more expensive. Furthermore, broad elimination of grazer populations may contribute to
decreased stability of the algal cultivar. Ecological engineering has the potential to reduce
deleterious effects of biological contamination through multifunctionality in which several
parameters akin to efficient biofuel production and increased pond stability are optimized
simultaneously [62, 177]. To date, only a few LCAs have explored the effects of algal pond
crashes on overall life cycle metrics. Pond crashes remain difficult to characterize not only due
to their stochastic nature, but also the manner with which pond composition is reestablished.
Here, we employ the AHM as well as the autoregressive algal growth model to explore
the impact of harvest scheduling of two polycultures, AF and BF, and the best perform-
ing monoculture, F. As described previously, the autoregressive algal growth model was
developed using Wolfram Mathematica for iterative calculation of parameter fits from em-
pirical pond data [155]. The model was verified for validity and homoscedasticity with a
comparative weekly biomass output over two years shown in Fig. 4.14. Results were then
bootstrapped to a logistic equation.
The model employed here returned values of average biomass at harvest, areal produc-
tivity, and mean crashes per year depending on harvest fraction, harvest interval, and crash
thresholds. The nature of the model means that biomass and productivity are inherently
coupled. More complex models for algal growth that incorporate nutrient availability, light
penetration, and heat transfer have been explored in more detail elsewhere. [37,154,178–180]
While such models are more rigorous, these parameters were not considered due to limita-
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Figure 4.14: A 104 week plot comparing variation in the autoregressive model data to random
empirical data for S. capricornutum.
tions in empirical data collection. These models also tend to overlook stochastic processes
like pond contamination, accumulation of autoinhibitive dissolved organic matter, and events
that could ultimately lead to pond crashes. Instead, we used the Equation 42 to approximate
the many factors that directly impact algal growth and resolved a piecewise function for the
determination of algal pond collapse. While the model does not explain the relative impacts
of different environmental and nutrient factors on the algal cultures, it effectively replicates
the variation and overall mean observed in the field.
The LCA detailed in the previous sections used a crash threshold of 50 mg/L as a
mechanism accounting for these crashes based on observational evidence from open pond
experiments. If a culture is below the threshold after a given harvest, the biomass is calcu-
lated as zero for the week in which the crash occurred as well as the following two weeks
for draining and re-inoculation. After three weeks of zero biomass the culture is re-started
with an initial biomass density of 10 mg/L and the simulation continues. However, the crash
threshold is an arbitrary biomass concentration and, again, may be subject to a myriad of
factors. By using normal distributions for carrying capacity and growth rates, this threshold
is probabilistic in nature.
In terms of harvesting, the LCA also used a set harvesting schedule of 0.70 fraction every
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7 days. This, again, was based on field experiments rather than computational optimiza-
tion. To better understand how harvest fraction and interval affect algal growth (biomass,
productivity, and annual pond crashes), harvest fractions were varied between 0.02 and 0.99
and harvest interval between 1 and 20 days at intervals of 0.02 and 0.33 days, respectively.
We also wanted to consider how harvest schedule for optimal algal growth might be affected
by varying the crash threshold. Fig. 4.15 illustrates effects of different crash thresholds of 5
mg/L (Fig. 4.15a), 45 mg/L (Fig. 4.15b), 85 mg/L (Fig. 4.15c), and 125 mg/L (Fig. 4.15d)
affected (left to right) mean productivity, biomass at harvest, and % time crashed per year
for cultures (top down) F, AF, and BF.
Increasing the crash threshold resulted in higher crashes per year with lower biomass
at harvest and mean productivity. However, all three cultures are remarkably stable over the
crash threshold variation. Differences in the frontier (black area) of crashed vs. non-crashed
culture indicates that certain harvest schemes are fundamentally inviable. High fraction
harvests that occur frequently, for example, lead to high pond crash rates. Infrequent,
low fraction harvests are likewise not viable. Comparing the crash frontier between panels
indicates that higher crash threshold shifts scheduling towards longer harvest intervals with
larger harvest fractions (semi-batch). At lower crash thresholds, these cultures are more
optimized towards semi-continuous harvesting. In the extreme case of 5 mg/L crash threshold
S. capricornutum (F), this means harvesting 0.5 pond fraction every 2 – 3 days.
Lastly, we analyzed the effects of pond crash threshold on LCA metric EROI of BF,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.16 with different crash thresholds of 5 mg/L (Fig. 4.16a), 45 mg/L
(Fig. 4.16b), 85 mg/L (Fig. 4.16c), and 125 mg/L (Fig. 4.16d).
These findings are perhaps unsurprising by nature of the logistic growth model. Lower
crash threshold makes fluctuations on growth rate and carrying capacity less detrimental
to harvest schemes. Similarly, cultures with the highest mean biomass accumulation at
harvest will have higher resilience to pond crashes as defined in this model. Nonetheless
differences in harvesting regimes suit different crash threshold conditions. If crash threshold
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(a) Crash threshold of 5 mg (b) Crash threshold of 45 mg
(c) Crash threshold of 85 mg (d) Crash threshold of 125 mg
Figure 4.15: Analysis of shifting crash threshold on mean aerial productivity, mean biomass at
harvest, and average crashes per year.(a) Pond crash threshold set to 5 mg, (b) Pond crash threshold
set to 45 mg, (c) Pond crash threshold set to 85 mg, (d) Pond crash threshold set to 125 mg
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(a) BF EROI with crash threshold of 5 mg (b) BF EROI with crash threshold of 45 mg
(c) BF EROI with crash threshold of 85 mg (d) BF EROI with crash threshold of 125 mg
Figure 4.16: Analysis of shifting crash threshold on EROI. (a) Pond crash threshold set to 5 mg,
(b) Pond crash threshold set to 45 mg, (c) Pond crash threshold set to 85 mg, (d) Pond crash
threshold set to 125 mg
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conditions may be identified (e.g.,. severe weather event, low cell/CFU count invader, etc.),
pond harvesting can be changed to avoid pond crashes to increase biomass and productivity,
which in turn benefit life cycle metrics. Redefining the pond crash threshold could also
enable growers to better test pond resilience. Inclusion of parameters beyond those defined
in the simplistic logistic growth model could enable a better optimization of harvest schemes.
4.4 Conclusion
The superior potential for multi-functionality of certain polycultures compared to the
single best species suggests that the widely employed strategy of selecting strains based on
potential productivity or lipid content is inadequate for determining the sustainability or
suitability of an algal feedstock. Specifically, choosing a species based on its productivity
may maximize the rate of biofuel production, but that single measure of performance often
comes at the expense of other important aspects of performance (e.g.,. nutrient use effi-
ciency, biomass composition). Notwithstanding improvements to downstream technologies,
our assessment shows exploiting biodiversity as a powerful approach for improving energetic
efficiencies. However, the development of renewable fuels from algae faces the challenge
of scaling from small experiments to large commercial cultivation systems. Our assessment
suggests that biodiversity can benefit sustainability metrics based on data from 1,100 L scale
outdoor cultivation experiments, which were subject to PAR fluctuations, invaders, temper-
ature, evaporation, and other environmental factors. However, it remains to be answered
whether those benefits would prevail at larger scales of cultivation (e.g.,. million liter race-
way ponds). In particular, it is uncertain whether the increase of productivity potentially
achievable in shallow raceway ponds would outweigh the increased risk of contamination
due to greater surface area [163]. On the other hand, our ponds were considerably deeper
than commercial cultivation systems and were not supplemented with carbon dioxide, both
of which reduce overall productivity. Future studies in large raceway ponds for long periods
that explore multi-species polyculture cultivation as well as downstream processing will be
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required. Design of cultivation systems that optimize depth, carbon dioxide supplementa-
tion, and growth medium could serve to enhance productivity beyond what we have achieved
so far in open ponds, which would increase the EROI of all species combinations. Ecolog-
ical engineering of algal communities presents enormous potential in optimizing multiple
functions simultaneously under realistic cultivation conditions, thereby addressing a major
barrier for the production of algal biofuel as a sustainable alternative to petroleum-based
fuels.
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Chapter 5: Concluding Remarks and Future
Directions
The underlying theme of this dissertation has been harnessing microbial consortia for
bioproduction of sustainable chemicals. Microbial consortia may be genetically engineered
as showcased through strain engineering in the csc random integration work (Chapter 3) and
the tripartite platform (Chapter 2). Consortia may also be developed through community
engineering as showcased through the combinatorial analysis of algal polyculture character-
istics (Chapter 4). Collectively, these strategies have shown how synthetic communities can
impart beneficial characteristics to bioproduction platforms and, ultimately, increase the via-
bility of certain platforms in terms of their relative sustainability, energetics, and production
to current practices.
5.1 Optimization of the tripartite platform
While an interesting strategy for bioproduction with minimal nutrient inputs, the tri-
partite platform requires further optimization before becoming comparable to current prac-
tices.
5.1.1 Genetic modification of culture constituents
There are a number of opportunities for optimizing the tripartite platform. For ex-
ample, the system employs two notoriously energy intensive processes, nitrogen fixation and
photosynthesis, to produce nutrients that are readily usable by a vast library of microbial
strains. Genetic modification of these processes is remarkably complex. Optimization of
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photosynthesis, namely the Calvin cycle or the rubisco enzyme, has long been a holy grail
of bioproduction platforms. Many strategies instead focus on efficient carbon storage mech-
anisms or sinks that can increase photosynthetic efficiency. Faster growing strains of S.
elongatus have been generated that could have immediate utility in this system. A recent
work describes an engineered strain of Synechococcus elongatus 2973 with a peak sucrose
productivity of 1.9 g/L/day and maximum titers as high as 8.1 g/L approaching 90% pho-
tosynthetic efficiency [181]. Assuming these values are translatable to the tripartite system
and that the relative loss of productivity/titer between BG-11 and the Union Medium is
comparable to that of S. elongatus (cscB + SPS), this would enable approximately 2-fold
higher sucrose production in our system. A 2-fold increase in sucrose could relieve the su-
crose production bottleneck. On the other hand, optimization of alginate or PHB production
in A. vinelandii has produced strains with significant growth defects [182–184]. Tuning ni-
trogenase production is complicated by the fact that there is no scientific consensus on the
entire pathway of nitrogen fixation as well as the myriad of associative genes. Most studies
have focused purely on the manipulation of the the nifL/nifA regulatory elements. Gains
analogous to S. elongatus made in A. vinelandii could also spur sustained, high dilution
production in this framework.
5.1.2 System stability
A consequence of the dual photosynthesis-BNF coculture that is alluded to in Chapter
2 is the triculture’s susceptibility to invasion. The system is always threatened by potential
contaminants as well as “cheaters”. Indeed, contamination led to the spontaneous generation
of the stable photosynthetic consortium. Cheaters are characterized as cells or strains that
mutate to benefit at the cost of another strain. In monoculture, for example, there is
selective pressure for A. vinelandii or S. elongatus to withhold beneficial and energetically
intensive nutrients (sucrose, NH4
+) and also to use those excreted/secreted nutrients in
the surrounding medium. Although the synthetic symbiosis described here and elsewhere
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necessitates nutrient exchange and thereby does not exhibit this monocultural pressure,
cheaters can arise in any community that operates at evolutionary timescales. Alternatively,
it is also possible that continual passage of A. vinelandii and S. elongatus cocultures could
yield beneficial mutations that increase their combined propensity for supporting production
strains.
5.1.3 Physical platform changes
Improved physical tuning of compartmentalized conditions by, for example, differenti-
ating gaseous delivery of CO2/N2/O2 could enable enhanced constituent growth and produc-
tion. Membrane separated systems are frequently used in co-cultures, but rarely in industrial
biofermentation due to membrane fouling and maintenance logistics. In order to be effective
in industrial biofermentation, most robust growth or compartmentalization systems must be
engineered.
Other conditions like tuning S. elongatus culture irradiance with increases in cell den-
sity for optimal PAR could yield enhanced growth by the photosynthetic organism. A benefit
of using the LED system described in Chapter 2 is that the LEDs are connected to an Ar-
duino, which means light intensity can be programmed to change over time. A specific
opportunity would be tuning light intensity to the Beer-Lambert law such that the inten-
sity increases in parallel to the optical density of the culture. This may require a different
method for measuring real time optical density, but could provide significant benefits to the
S. elongatus strain by increasing light availability. Another strategy would be the use of
LEDs that are more tuned to PAR spectrum to increase the amount of useful light.
5.1.4 Modular addition of production strains
The tripartite platform simply requires production strain candidates to utilize sucrose
and ammonia. Transduced strains can be readily cultured inthe tripartite system due to this
unique modularity. Specifically, the development of a fast-growth, transducible cscBKA locus
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essentially enables any E. coli K-12 strain to be a potential bioproduction candidate assuming
no modification in or around the nlpA gene. The model used in this system, however, assumes
minimal interactions between strains. In the case of the isobutanol production strain, there
will definitely be inhibition to the constituent strains of S. elongatus and A. vinelandii due
to a lack of isobutanol tolerance. It is realistic to expect that other products would have
considerable inhibition in the system and would require modification to increase tolerance
or avoidance of such products altogether. It is similarly realistic to expect that strains
producing beneficial chemicals like amino acids may not be viable due to uptake by the
other strains.
5.1.5 Corroboration of the kinetic mode with empirical data
The kinetic model demonstrated good corroboration with the growth and production of
tripartite constituents using monoculture data. Certain observations were poorly explained.
This is particularly evident for the A. vinelandii overshoot during the first several days
of culture as well as the accumulation of ammonia for E. coli K-12 cscBKA:: nlpA and
B. subtilis 168. Generation of high confidence polyculture parameters could improve the
overall fit of the model. Additional maintenance terms that better explain, for example, the
initial accumulation of PHB in A. vinelandii would also be beneficial and improve model
corroboration with empirical data.
5.1.6 Conclusion
The platform must address many challenges before efficient bioproduction is possible.
While the subset of experiments discussed in Chapter 2 are important first steps in platform
development, the opportunities outlined here are essential for platform viability. With further
research and development, this framework could prove competitive with fossil fuel analogues
in terms of greenhouse gas emissions, energetics, and overall cost.
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5.2 Random chromosomal expression of heterologous genes in E.
coli K-12
The results of this study are unique both to sustainable biofermentation in K-12 deriva-
tives and for molecular biology. The integration of the cscBKA operon randomly into the
K-12 chromosome led to a uniquely nonintuitive conclusion that fastest growing strains were
expressed in low or non-expressing genes. Originally, the study aimed to integrate genes ex-
clusively into high and low expression loci on the hypothesis that high expressing loci would
yield high growth strains while low expressing loci would yield low growth strains. However,
our conclusion, which is mildly limited by the few colonies screened, suggests that the oppo-
site is true: the fast-growth phenotype is characterized by low expression relative to plasmid.
Expression also appears lower than E. coli W, though is complicated by the fact that com-
parative reference genes between E. coli K-12 and E. coli W are not well-studied. The
conclusion of this work poses more questions about interplay between native/heterologous
gene expression as well as the interplay between chromosomal expression and metabolic flux.
There are a number of opportunities for better characterization of the transposon li-
brary, namely methodologies that do not screen for faster growing integrants. More robust
screening strategies include cultivation on a lower concentration of antibiotic or longer re-
covery time under ideal conditions. Longer recovery is complicated slightly by the tendency
of a polyclonal library, though can still be screened with sufficient sequencing throughput.
Although it has never been explored, it is possible that piecewise integration of cscK, cscB,
and cscK into E. coli K-12 could yield positive benefits. This strategy would remove the
bidirectional promoter and potentially allow for better overall tuning. It is unclear whether
that would actually improve growth performance.
The transduction of the K-12 B2 integrant (cscBKA::nlpA) into a chromosomally en-
coded isobutanol production strain with minimal reduction in overall efficiency on sucrose
compared to native production on glucose demonstrates its versatility in carbon substrate
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switching. A full comparative LCA of isobutanol production on sucrose vs. glucose pro-
duction would better showcase the benefits of this strain. Growth of the B2 integrant in
triculture with A. vinelandii and S. elongatus also demonstrates how transduced strains are
viable candidates for growth in the tripartite system. Transduction could also be extrap-
olated biologically to other production strains (recombinant protein, biofuels, biopolymers,
etc.) to yield potential reductions in cost and environmental or energetic burden. Fur-
thermore, a more thorough, standalone LCI for bioproduction platforms based on the work
published by Argonne National Laboratory could provide an excellent tool for top-down
strain development.
5.3 Optimization of algal biofuel production through the use of
polycultures
The life cycle assessment of the algal polyculture biorefinery presented the unique
finding that certain polycultures could outperform monocultures. This gain, however, arose
within the context of outdoor pond cultivation under realistic conditions. An underlying
finding is that highly productive laboratory strains do not necessarily translate to outdoor
cultivation, which has important implications to the development of biofuel platforms. It
is also important to note that some of the susceptibility to invasion in the field could stem
from coevolution of invaders with specific strains of microalgae used for production. This
could have positive or negative effects on resistance to invasion. It remains unclear whether
any laboratory-scale experiments can be effectively extrapolated to performance under real
cultivation conditions in outdoor ponds. Our results quite clearly show that this is often not
the case.
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Appendix A: Strains explored in the tripartite study
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Appendix B: Culture apparatus tuning details
Peristaltic pumps were tuned and analyzed for precision and accuracy in dispensing
media for continuous flow experiments (Fig. 2.7, 2.9, 2.11).
Figure B.1: Peristaltic motor dispensing DI H2O (n = 10).
Figure B.2: DC motor calibration over a dynamic range of digital inputs (n = 5). The motors are
highly linear with respect to digital input.
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Figure B.3: Depiction of specialty separated tripartite culture vessel. The three main chambers
(top, left, and right) are modified 500 mL Pyrex bottles. The middle chamber is a modified 100
mL Pyrex bottle. Flanges tighten the glass bottle connection, which consists of two plastic rings
with a rubber washer between.
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Appendix C: Characterization of
polyhydroxyalkanoates produced by A. vinelandii
C.1 Analysis of natural PHB, commercial PHB, and crotonic acid
Both polyhydroxybutyrate granules (Sigma-aldrich) and trans crotonic acid (Sigma-
aldrich) were used as standards to determine cellular PHB content. PHB is a variable chain
length polymer of a monomeric 3-hydroxybutyric acid used by a number of bacterial species
to store excess carbon under other nitrogen, phosphorus, or oxygen limitation [183]. It serves
both as carbon storage and as a (Fig. C.2A) [185].
(a) PHB (b) Distillation of 3-hydroxybutyric acid to crotonic
acid.
Figure C.1: Polyhydroxybutyrate structure and distillation of 3-hydroxybutyric acid to crotonic
acid.
Fig. C.2B shows conversion of 3-hydroxybutyric acid to crotonic acid. This reaction
occurs after acid hydrolysis of PHB polymer and may be quantified using either standard
curves of commercially available PHB (Fig. C.2A) or crontonic acid (Fig. C.2B). PHB chain
length and purity vary substantially between organisms and while literature tend to source
PHB from commercial sources, these are generally denoted as “natural origin” rather than
% purity, which makes HPLC confidence challenging. Standard curves were generated using
both “natural origin” commercial PHB and pure crotonic acid (Fig. C.2).
Both HPLC standards were highly linear, though maintained significantly different
slopes. Furthermore, PHB indicated two highly linear peaks with respect to hydrolyzed “nat-
ural origin” PHB, which could indicate the presence of some underlying impurity likely due to
a different hydrolyzed polyhydroxyalkanoate (e.g., polyhydroxyvalerate, polyhydroxybutyrate-
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(a) HPLC standard curve of hydrolyzed PHB,
which produced two highly linear peaks with re-
spect to the mass of PHB hydrolyzed.
(b) HPLC standard curve of trans-crotonic acid,
producing a single highly linear peak with respect
to acid concentration.
Figure C.2: HPLC standard curves of hydrolyzed PHB and crotonic acid.
co-valerate, etc.). Elucidation of polymer characteristics and components would require mass
spectrometry and was not investigated in this study.
C.2 Generation of PHB byA. vinelandii in monoculture and in
tripartite culture
A. vinelandii was cultivated in Burk N-free medium (20 g/L) in a 4 L biofermentation
unit (Bioflo 3000, NEB). Biofermentation conditions included 20% culture dilution per day
and bubbling 1 L/min filtered air. Periodically 100 mL aliquots were desiccated, hydrolyzed,
and analyzed by HPLC (Fig. C.3).
Fig. C.3 shows that the trans-crotonic acid samples consistently produced approxi-
mately 72% quantification of PHB content compared to the commercial “natural origin”
samples. Deviation here stems from chemical reaction efficiency of PHB hydrolysis as well
as the unknown purity of the commercial PHB samples. Nonetheless, there was between 35%
to 60% PHB accumulation by weight in A. vinelandii under our biofermentation conditions.
These values corroborate with under studies that have investigated PHB accumulation in A.
vinelandii DJ derivatives.
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Figure C.3: Aliquots of 100 mL A. vinelandii (AZBB163) culture compared to both PHB and
trans-crotonic acid standards.
Lastly, PHB content of the biofilm formed in the tripartite A. vinelandii partition was
investigated (Fig. C.4).
Fig. C.4 shows that PHB content of the biofilm increased between days 3 and 7.
Qualitatively further biofilm formation was not observed after day 7. This as well as the
lower weight fraction compared to the biofermentation conditions are likely due to carbon
limited conditions.
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(a) Image of biofilm formation and accumu-
lation in the 500 mL A. vinelandii partition
(b) Plot of wt fraction PHB of biofilm samples
(technical replicates, n = 3) between days 3 and
7 of the tripartite system.
Figure C.4: Biofilm formation and HPLC analysis during a spatially separated tripartite experi-
ment.
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Appendix D: Curve fitting of monocultures using
Monod kinetics
All cultures were fit as monocultures using Monod kinetics and empirical absorbance
data. Cultures were well-described by Monod kinetics if absorbance was below 0.80 (λ =
750 nm). Absorbance data were used as a proxy for biomass. Fig. D.1 depicts curve fitting
of C. glutamicum ATCC 13032 under sucrose limited conditions.
Figure D.1: MATLAB Levenberg-Marquardt fits of C. glutamicum 13032 growth at various sucrose
concentrations in the union media. (A) 1.0 g/L sucrose, (B) 0.75 g/L sucrose, (C) 0.5 g/L sucrose,
and (D) 0.25 g/L sucrose (n = 3).
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Cultures were growth in a 96-well microplate in union medium at 30C with orbital
shaking for approximately 50 hours. C. glutamicum parameters were optimized by an au-
tomated MATLAB script using Levenberg-Marquardt fits, which minimize sum of square
error, for sucrose concentrations between 1.0 g/L and 0.25 g/L. The fits, depicted in Fig.
D.1, are good and are representative of the best fit parameters for all empirical data and
sucrose conditions. Deviations between empirical data and curve fitting may stem from
physiological differences in culture growth at different carbon concentrations.
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Appendix E: Synopsis of flow cytometry data
Cocultures of S. elongatus and A. vinelandii were studied extensively using flow cy-
tometry (attune) after three days of growth in union minimal media at standard culture
conditions. Front and side scatter (FSC, SSC) indicate somewhat differentiated cell types
between bacteria, though cells are most easily differentiated using blue light (BL3-A, 488
nm), which clearly shows a tightly clustered population of fluorescent S. elongatus cells due
to chl-a (Fig E.1).
Unfortunately, A. vinelandii also shows significant fluorescence under excitation at 488
nm due to siderophore production. Fig. E.1 illustrates that only a subpopulation of A.
vinelandii cells appear to be fluorescent, spanning between 10 to 103 fluorescent units while
there is a clustered population with no fluorescence. Although not shown, initial growth of S.
elongatus or A. vinelandii tends to yield smaller cells and contributes to cell size differentia-
tion over time. E. coli cells labeled with mNG or YFP also fluoresce under blue/green light,
though are generally smaller than Azotobacter. Nonetheless, A. vinelandii and fluorescent
E. coli cell populations maintain substantial overlap that make culture composition analysis
difficult. Likewise, weakly fluorescent S. elongatus cells overlap with smaller, siderophore
producing A. vinelandii cells.
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Figure E.1: FCS plots of S. elongatus cscB + SPS and A. vinelandii AZBB163. (A) S. elongatus
population with blue laser and front scatter. (B) A. vinelandii population with blue laser and front
scatter. (c) S. elongatus population with side and front scatter. (d) A. vinelandii population with
side and front scatter.
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Appendix F: Sensitivity analysis outputs
Sensitivity data were also plotted on a heatmap by scaling columns (outputs) and
rows (inputs) to visualize interplay between inputs and outputs. Fig F.2, shows how certain
inputs are especially negative (AZBB163, Yx) or positive (S. elongatus, µmax) such that they
dominate the remaining outputs. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients are also listed in
Fig. F.3.
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Figure F.1: Heatmap of the tripartite correlation analysis scaled by column (output) Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficients.
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Figure F.2: Heatmap of the tripartite correlation analysis scaled by row (input) Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficients.
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Figure F.3: Tripartite correlation analysis with using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients.
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Appendix G: Statistics and description of the Algal
HTL Module
Table G.1: Coefficients for energy return on invested (EROI) life cycle metric. Residual standard
error: 0.4705 on 4987 degrees of freedom, multiple R-squared: 0.7792, adjusted R-squared: 0.7787,
F-statistic: 1467 on 12 and 4987 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16. Sig. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05
‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Input Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(> |t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 0.000 0.007 0 1
Biomass 1.152 0.010 113.3 < 2e-16 ***
DMP 0.048 0.011 4.3 2.18E-05 ***
DMN 0.011 0.011 1.0 3.28E-01
BC 0.198 0.008 26.0 < 2e-16 ***
BCC 0.310 0.009 33.6 < 2e-16 ***
BCN -0.039 0.008 -4.7 2.56E-06 ***
NO3 0.367 0.007 52.4 < 2e-16 ***
PO4 0.646 0.009 72.4 < 2e-16 ***
NH4 0.003 0.007 0.5 0.639
ACPPO4 0.139 0.008 17.6 < 2e-16 ***
ACPNH4 0.113 0.009 12.1 < 2e-16 ***
Crash -0.136 0.007 -19.2 < 2e-16 ***
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Table G.2: Coefficients for greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) life cycle metric. Residual standard
error: 0.5038 on 4987 degrees of freedom,Multiple R-squared: 0.7468, Adjusted R-squared: 0.7461
, F-statistic: 1225 on 12 and 4987 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16. Sig. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’
0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Input Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(> |t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Biomass -1.128 0.011 -103.6 < 2e-16 ***
DMP -0.064 0.012 -5.3 1.29E-07 ***
DMN -0.015 0.012 -1.3 0.203751
BC -0.176 0.008 -21.6 < 2e-16 ***
BCC -0.323 0.010 -32.7 < 2e-16 ***
BCN 0.030 0.009 3.5 0.000566 ***
NO3 -0.344 0.007 -46.0 < 2e-16 ***
PO4 -0.643 0.010 -67.3 < 2e-16 ***
NH4 -0.003 0.008 -0.4 0.72086
ACPPO4 -0.121 0.008 -14.3 < 2e-16 ***
ACPNH4 -0.095 0.010 -9.6 < 2e-16 ***
Crash 0.135 0.008 17.8 < 2e-16 ***
Table G.3: Coefficients for water intensity (WI) life cycle metric. Residual standard error: 0.2858
on 4987 degrees of freedom, multiple R-squared: 0.9185, adjusted R-squared: 0.9183, F-statistic:
4684 on 12 and 4987 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16. Sig. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Input Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(> |t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 0.000 0.004 0.0 1
Biomass -0.989 0.006 -160.1 < 2e-16 ***
DMP 0.003 0.007 0.4 0.657066
DMN -0.044 0.007 -6.6 4.21E-11 ***
BC -0.066 0.005 -14.3 < 2e-16 ***
BCC -0.267 0.006 -47.6 < 2e-16 ***
BCN -0.004 0.005 -0.8 0.396229
NO3 -0.106 0.004 -25.0 < 2e-16 ***
PO4 -1.082 0.005 -199.6 < 2e-16 ***
NH4 -0.014 0.004 -3.3 0.000848 ***
ACPPO4 -0.217 0.005 -45.2 < 2e-16 ***
ACPNH4 -0.051 0.006 -8.9 < 2e-16 ***
Crash 0.034 0.004 7.9 2.41E-15 ***
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